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, Maun~n.g.~mtor ,. 
Tlie~ed Cromhopes mat 
a four-day blood + donor • 
crusade next  .week in 
Kitimat, Terrace, and. 
Prince Rupert will supply." 
enough-~ blood to meet 
prdvindal demands for the 
busy Labor Day holiday 
weekend. 
The organ izat ion 's  
travelling C~C J ~ ~m 
be .in K/timat, August 9;+ 
Terrace,  the next  day ;  and  
Pr ince ..Rupert, August  ll 
and .  12, and  organ izers  
bolieve a target of 2,700 to 
3,000 pints can be reached. 
They hope fordonatiom of 
Sl~Ci81 push at .this time. 
Summer~monthd lend more 
to. ta ld~ infthe sum than 
gi~/ing bfood~o not much is 
arriving at bloed banks,'said 
O'Brien, but" there are stilli 
many holiday accidents, 
especially iwith the up-'. 
coming Labor Day l~riod. - 
The"normal provincial:. 
daffy 'requirement of 600 
NEXT WEEK -+ ' "  . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ' "  " . . . . . .  " ' " " + '  
+ " /  . . . . .  ,+ . . . .  ~ .  . . . . . . .  , + l l=m~ mllm • ' r lm. .  "+ " • . + . . . .  + , + , . . . . .  
oss  , prelss--es Terrac.e.,i ..blood. onor clinic 
pints can swell to almost 
1,000 during, that time, the 
Herald was told. * - " " 
"Permanent clinics . in" 
Vancouver and Victoria 
bring in  about 200 pints a 
.day,'" O'Brien said, .'.'so we 
definitely have to make up 
the rest with our travelling 
teams." " 
o . 
I . I " ~1  
" he herald 
Serving Terrace, Kit imat,  the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nass 
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'" "O'Brien explained. - 
He added that the ex- 
different people, O'Brlen 
said. 
• ::.,'So you're not saving one 
life for giving up a half-hour 
of your time, you could be 
saving four or five." • ' 
Hunt - intoned that 
Canadian Red Cross 
technology for haL .~;  ~.nd 
distributing blood is the 
most sophisticated in the 
world, employing a com- 
puter-dri .... ~ivstem. " 
. AS  well, Ca.~.,~au ~urists 
travelling in most other 
Cindy Munz', now seven 
month~ o ld ,  required a 
complete bleed franMusion 
Just after birth and_ becanse 
of storage procedures .co- 
a'dinated by the Cans .d~..n 
Red ~u~,  it was rea,my 
available, 
As O'Brien put it: "It's 
because of people like Cindy 
that i t 'sso important o go 
out and give blood. 
"She's an example of 
someone right here in 
Terrace that wouldn't be 
400 to 4P,0 pints i in Terrace. 
:R ick  O'Br ien,  regional  
director of public relations, 
Transportat ion costs 
prevent he Red Cross ~rom 
travelling to thenorthwest 
organization believes this to advance team, trying to our Red {."ross labs and- countries do '+ have to here today if it weren't for 
be a "strong area...with the stimulate - interest and there, 1~- tests are per- worry about bu~mg blood at blood donors." 
potential to supply the whole concern am0ng-loeal people formed on a sample." Thus pression "Give a pint and prices in the order of ~ per The K/timat elide, Augnst 
province for tlmt holiday in anticipation of the-blood, you're assured 'that if the' save a life" is outdated, pint because the Red Cross two ~md eight p.m. in the 
weekend." . drive. . : blood is anything but  Through modern  willcompeasatethehospitul Nechako . E lementary  
Last year'sTerracoclide They see a number of healthy,-you're going to 
hear about it. only• brought donations ~eSo~Ve r ach s f~ ~.ving ',In effect, what the 
to t~dliug 354 pints so O'Brien 
and Red Cress official Jack . . . .  "~Vhen you ~ve a pl'nt,.it Canadian Red ~'ess  is of- 
Hunt are Working as an goes down to Vancouver to f .e~_  is a minl-physical, 
processes like frac- 
lionization, in which blood is 
divided into its components 
for the amount used, Hunt School. 
explained. Time o~ the. Terrace 
• Help from blood donors is Clinic, August: 10, is  
eahie. It will be held in tim sP,'~ there are  two im- " more than once annunHy, he~. parts, a pint can possibly be often felt right at home, in 
p0rtant  reasons fo r  the: continued, but " the used to help four or five our community, arena banquntroom. 
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HE ACCEPTED PUBLIC FUNDS...SORT OF 
approved of Wallace's 
action, Bennettsald Wallace 
has every right to bring the 
matter to the courts, but 
that doesn't preclude the 
house dealing with the 
matter, as  it is doing with 
the case involving the three 
showed signs of disease and Almost all logs now are 
,thathehad a kidney stone, n delimbed in the woods with 
F.4thor could have caused ,the needles; follage and " . $12.5 MILLION IN.PUBLIC FUNDS 
a seizure,.Fraseksald, but, iimhe left as waste or slash- ' s s ,  fishing co-op will tu - profit this could not be ful ly burned. There is not yet, | l~ f ,q l  I~11~ 
enough ineentive for logging I I  11,,4 I{~1,1 I I I I  established. 
+ An investigator from the compames to transl~, rt the ~ 
" minlstr~ of~ transport whole tree ,to the' mill site, VICTO£,IA CP - The Wi l l lams,  min is ter  about $12.5 million into the improved financial picture their berths. 
t~stifed that a white-out, in where the vollage could.be Pacifid ~orth Coast Native' responsible for Indian co-op,  located at Port of.the cutup. , The minister made his 
affairs in British Columbia, S/mpson and now employing Williams said that when remarks in answer to converted, for byproduct Co-0p~rat~ve i s  heading ,,which blo~[ng snow /obscures depth perception me. ~. . . . .  ' towm'd~ its most profitable made the remark while about 18 persons, most, of the present government ~uestio~ by Progressive' 
• land the view of ti~eground, . Dr. Kennedy and his.eel- year since i ts  reception recountipg to the  whom are native Indians. took over after the ~nservative leader Scott 
could alsa have caused the leagues in the forest rounge under the former New, legislature the troubled The minister said December, 1075, election, Wallace, who asked if there 
utilizatiunpro~am,:George D .emocr~t ic  Par ty '  history of the fishing and' procedures instituted by the cheques issued by the co-op was something irregular 
crash. • ' Barton andDr, R, S..Evans, gbvernmer, t, ~bor  Minister pecking co-up. " ' .: cur'rent Social Credit "were bouncing all over the about he vessels being sold 
Fert, St.Jaines'ls60milee note that tbo picture., could-~l lnn Wi~tlams said' He  'said the provlnela_l, government are directly coast" and vessels owned by for a fraction of their 
northwest of PrinceGe~rge,. radically' change, given' a ,Tuesday. . . . .  ' . . . .  ' ~overnment has pumped,  responsible for' the 'the co-up were sinking at original costs. ~,C. . . . . . . . . . .  • . . - _ . , ,, 
offence, it was "certainly 
done without intent and it 
may well be proven that I' 
did not breach the 
Constitution Act." 
The development comes 
on the heels of a controversy 
involving three Social Credit 
MLAs who the opposition 
says broached tbe act by 
accepting expense money. 
while serving on a Sl~tat 
housing coinmcttee last 
year. 
The  35 .member  
government majority :.last 
week pushed, thr0ugn a 
motion settingup a
aU-party ..c.an~....ttee  look 
into the allepuons. . 
All 20 ',opposition 
members ,  inc lud ing  
Wallace, oppo~ the move, 
saying they would :rather 
see the matter settled in the 
courts, where it would 
receive fair treatment, 
The government would 
have a seven-to-four 
maJoi'ity on the e0mmittee. 
The four 01~Pesition MLAs 
named by tbe government to
sit on the committee have 
said they would refuse'to do 
SO.  
Wallace told repor ters  
that Norm. Levi (NDP-- 
VancotiverBurrard) and 
Harvey Schroeder (SC-- 
Chilliwack) also were sit- 
ting on the family 
conference committen, but 
ha didn't know whether they 
had accepted uny. expense 
m~e~i  sidd in an interview 
later that he wasn't sure, 
but thought it unlikely that 
he wouldhave received any 
money because  the  
committee met in the 
Vancouver area near his 
home. Wallaee is from Oak 
Bay, a Victoria suburb. 
Schroeder skid he only at- 
tunded,~ one meeting and 
"there were no softs 
incurred." 
Wallace told reporters 
that ha. is lau~ t~_ 
court action strictly to 
clear Scoff Wallace, nothing 
else." 
. He said it was not his in- 
tentien to link his case to 
that of the three government 
MLAs, even though'the 
cases resemble one another. 
Wallace, who earlier said 
he will stepping down as 
leader later f~  year, said 
the only reason he is 
starting the court action is 
(Continued on page.|.) 
. , By ALLAN KRAgNICK Fort St. John, with a population.of 9,000, 
. Managing Editor " had liquor sales totalling $2,8 million; 
, ,~ ,. . ..... , . . Nelson, its population approaching 10,000, 
• :' Terrace s liquo~ store turned a tidy net , had sales of ~.2 tnglion;.-quesnel;, als0 
~'proflt of33¢to.the dollar~ according ~othe;'. ::.. with about i0;000 residents, •saw liquor 
?~mnua l  re~rt -  of the B.C. :-Liquor sales tota lllng ;3.3 million. , . 
::Adm[min~rauon uranch.- :'::' -. : " • " ' Revelstoke, which has a population l.e~ 
:.. Sales at-the Terrace outlet totalled " than half of Terrace's, had]lquor sah~ 
;3,299,180for the~calyearendisg March " totalling over.~ million, the report say_s, 
3!,1 139.A~' while net operating profit was Other fisures e0ntained in the L.A.B. 
$ t0~__, 51. • ' annual report reveal that 32 minors were 
Kitimat, sales totalled ;1.9 million prosecuted in K/t/mat under Sentien,61, 
while prof!~ were ~ thousand., proh/bitionas to mlnors;of theL,iquor Act 
0. .m~, vacn profits in parantheses,, for while charges were laid against 26 youths 
met ~eena area centres were: Prince in Terrace. 
Rupert,~$2,8 million ($973,912); Smithere,. Only one Person was prosecuted for 
: $1.4 million ($425,595); Hazelton, 1578,180 boof l~ ing ;  the fine was ItS& • 
.communiZes of similar ~=e;+~e,~or"  ~a~j  m" .ace, X] _~°91ewerec~=rgen 
• +~saJes do  not appear  out  of I/he, be I~ the", aria t.m~. a +om~.oz ~, . : .  .., ..+ .+ ___  
'eommouly -he]d  local concept idn i~mt  " .~mou~,w~pr°seeuteg.tor._.c"~g....urun'~ 
T~race is the hardest drinking town in m~a ]pu.nuc ~ac.e: accorm~., m me uquor 
the province. • . , . +- " a o~mnnurauon onro report. 
Waste from logging : 
as  feed  for  ca t t le  
VANCOUVER (CP) --  from lo~ing, now wasted,, worsening worid:wlde food 
Forestry researchers in into cattle ~ fodder-- or shortage or a recurrence of 
British Columbia are m~a--which could release the Prairies' drought of the 
investigating the poksible huge quantities of grain for 1930s. - • " . . ,. 
. :~se  of  logging ' waste human eonsum tion. " . " ' " s 
preducis to help alleviate '"~.-" .... " nt°u-c . . . . .  + of " Ultimately, they fore eea 
.Z, he world food shortage. .. ~uv:e,y.,~.. , - , :  ,~ .  combination of dividends-- me toou cnam normauy xea not only the diversion of 
to cattle, pl s or ultry can • "-. Dr. R. W. Kennedy, ,. . . . .  , . .~§ . ,~ . , . .A , ,  ~ams~'or  human use, but 
director of the Western ~ .©~ wx,, ,,,-os~, m"reose a ~ - ield from 
Fdrest'ProductsLubor'atory said.Dr. K.eunedy.: "lun~l Ca~nac~an.'f0r~ts, a reduc- 
coma De re~easen to ow . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " of me.. Canadian Forestry . . . .  . _.  _ .  S~, .tton of the.forest fire hazard 
Service~" .said' irma.: recent tom zornuman eemg . , • . . . . . .  .. ' .... from jettisoned wood wastes. interview that researchers He  said muka, which 
are checking.~h :process - . . . . . . . . . .  , , , , .  _' _,.,_ ~ and a reduction of ~llution 
y lmumune-nmxm© p~uwm'm ~om 8]nsh-hnrn ln f f  " 
which  could turn  .foliage hay, could be  used  as a - , " , .~,~ ,,o',,',,,o-'~'=,,~o,,o 
supplement to other animal ~ .... "~ . . . .  ~. . . . .  
fodder • '. " • ~ ' . (Continued on [mge ~.) 
- N o b l a m e  .There. have been 
• __ . , ,  estimates that the world's ' : ~ ,  
zn , reserve supply of food was tn oea  s M VE . ,  : ;nly3~¢l~s"~l1976, h :~d,  "" AFTE R. WALLACE S 0 
• . V . , .- . . . .  " : +.•' / - - .  i " " " " . " : / - ! ' / . . : ,  " / / . . " -  ' " 
• ru un,:: nLD ACT ~ter:a .n  .inquest ~a~ ~adef l c l i~pos i t ion '  • ' : : ~ . ~ | ~ | ~ - - |  i . .  j .V• I  i :~ .~: ] , . .V |  | ~ | ~ L m  V . . . .  . . . 
The plaPe.was on its way million t0us ofa-n_hn_ al fane~ troversial ConstituUon Act.: accepting. expense monw ; "~" / .  ~: " , :. 
supp~emen~ a ear from.. P r ince 'George  to . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.,.,~_ .,~,,_. Bennett made the Improper!y. . . .: . _ " ' ' 
Lovell Cover on Takla Lake'~repre.~ea.~ UC~S.~a'Un, w-' 'remarks in. an interview: "This serves as pressure '. ___ . _. 
whenitcr'ashed, killingp_flot m~u~y for . anem. , - Wednesday 'following the on the government to ;act  '~Vm_mthmr that ,, ,,, v , . , , , .  ,,.,,. Gordon McMullen, Dr . . . .He  admits, . however, . .. surnrise . announce~nent whero oi~ero failed to act, 
" I ttm a tong-run e, opumtsuc ' . Bennett said " ' ' Wednesda  : 31 Br.ent Ru~ell, Jill Weiehe _ . ,  ,,,_,. ~._,..~ . .  ~ Th^. earner by Progressive Co. n-. . . . . . .  . . . . .  . .,. , .... Y .High.  
Perhum and JeanHenry de m)u. muc u~, v:yw- _ .,_~ servative leader Scott Ha smane nan nopm to LOW u 
waole propesmon mge~ on laNee, all of PFmce George: ~ ~,,o,,~,,, ,~ ~nomics"  Wallace tha.t.heplans court make • the retr.oactive ' lhursday: rH|~h31 
• B C , ,  and Stella Margarec ~. .~ '~ ' . ' ,  .",'_.;'~=..,.i~.~ action aganmt'himseif te~ ,chauges t.ms...s~.m.on,~ ~ut , • Lowl2  
~vin  of Mackenzie, B.C. ~ue ml~..~t up?~-, ~,:~,~:.~;: find out whether he broke that experts mm nan mere Same as It Was 
.Dr.Vern Fraser, a Prince ~_ e~oil~n~.tm~s l~num~ the act  by improperly w_ould not be eno.u~., tlm..e, w ,a , , ,ao , ,  
George pathologist, esltfied, ne ea~, m me .~o,,u,,,,~o v, accepting expense money. _ ..ue..une~ ~so .smu t.nat ne "'---" . . . .  . -  
that. McMullen's heart cvu~uu,~, Wnllriee's move follows felt mat uuuaung changes .  ' 
OUR DRINKING IS AVERAGE 
Bill Sanmure, representing the Lions, 
presents John Cliff of Ev's Men's Wear 
with a plaque for the best decorated store 
during Terrnce's SOth Anniversary. 
Judges were Wayne Wyman~ Mary  
.DESPITE OUR REPUTA TION  
The premier said that government MI~.  
through a narrow 
intervretation of the act, 
which heconsiders to be 
"old, obsolete, out-of-date, 
unworkable," it is possible 
that there may be hundreds 
'of exMLAs in B.C. who have 
dnwittingly broken the law. 
Asked- whether he 
"In my view, you do what 
is right, right for all 
members," 'Bennett said. 
"You don't pick your own 
form of justice." 
The premier also said he 
expects that ministerial 
comptrollers have launched 
investigations to  see 
whether any other MLAs 
have been improperlygiven 
expense money. • 
e said he hasn't directly 
ordered any such 
investigations, but that he 
knows of at least one that is 
going on. 
He said that the expense 
money was provided by a 
special projects accountset 
up by the ministry of human 
resources. 
The Conservative leader 
said that it was possible that 
by accepting $192.85 in 
expenses, he was in breach 
of the Constitution Act. 
He said he has innltucted 
his lawyer to initiate court 
action to obtain a 
declaration as to whether or 
not he broke the law. 
In addition, Wallace has 
sent a cheque for $192.85 to 
Canon C. Hilary Butler, who 
in 19"/6 was chairman of the 
conference. 
The Constitution Act 
~erohibts any_membe~ of the 
gislature from aeeeplmg 
expense money other than 
that provided ln the  
member's yearly stipend. 
The act states that if 
illegal e~ense money is  
accepted, the offending 
biLA is  disqualified and 
subject o a ;300-a.day pen- :' 
VICTORIA CP- Progressive Conservative leader 
Scott Wallace said Wednesday he is taking himseH to 
court to find out whether he broke the law by accept/rig 
expense money w]d!e serving', with  :the .Brflish 
Columbia Conference-of the Fami ly  last year. 
Ri~ing on a point of alty for each day lie sat 
privilege, Wallace told a while disqualified. The 
hushedB.C, legislature that pennlty would be paid to any 
while he was serving on a member of thepublic who 
conference  s teer ing  wins a court action.. 
committee in late 1976, the • Wallace said he learned 
committee--comprised . Friday of the problem when 
mainly ~ of church ho was informed through the 
representatives. 9nd.-:lay.. comptroller ofthe minis .try 
' p~i/s~~ ..... 'oT ~'~'i:oi~iflK~ ~' h~id ~ g lVen . the '~m 
• inembors. " money. . 
He said that if it were an 
court action 
Tory launches 
Doucher and Bay Parfltt. Honourable 
mention went to "Something Good", 
Terrace Drugs and Wldteman and Smith. 
Terrace Hotel. had a good costume 
display. 
Wa llace w an ts to c lear  h is  ' 
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EXPERTS RUSH IN Logg,ng 
/ ! 
. ~ . . !~- ~'~. -', .~,.' .'~1~ , . . , 
' " " ' [ ' • '1  i 
• "l ~ 
BUT ALARM FALSE 
Herald staff writer 
Joseph Coosemans, "a Terrace.resident, stumbl~ 
acro~ two partially buried bem~s near the airport 
while looking for mushrooms Tuesday. They 
• appeared to be of Second World W~ vin..tage_ 
,~He contacted the RCMP and two t;anaman ~'orces 
~[~nb disposal experts arrived yesterday morning 
[ffro~n ~FB Comox. ,, 
B~' f f  was all a false alarm. The devices were 
~~, t ra in ing  bemhs with no explosive in them at 
- all. This was the verdict of the experts, Sgt. Kew and 
Private McFarlane. 
,~emans  was not available for comment. 
"Mixed reaction 
(Continued from page 1.) Ùreduce fodder for Al~rta's 
our cake and eat it: too," ~ ~.attle industry. 
said Dr. Kermeey. , Collecting and processing. 
He said Canada !s in a foliage for one byprodue~ 
.particularly aovanmg.eous alone would i be only 
position in raged ~ f.ouage marginally advantageous 
use since it no~omy nasa now in Canada, but a 
plentiful supply of  forest combination of benefits 
foliage, bu.ta~rowing need could make the process 
for animal toaaer.n , more profitable.• ~ 
"Foliage is one of the Meanwhile, although the 
world's most.under-utilized animal feed potentl~ of 
ann most readily-renewabm wood Waste seems to'be a 
resources," said B ar~n: long-range project ,  .the 
Dr. Ke'nnedysaiu that in fo res t ry  lanoratory  
the Peace River area, research group isopflmistie 
"where there can be a crop that a more immediate use 
failure one year in four," can be made of foliage as a 
good use could be made of filler and extender for 
the plentiful aspen to adhesives for ptywooas, 
to north policy 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Erasmus called the paper 
Northwest Terr itories h~0critieal. 
l eg is la t ive  counc i l  "r'The paper contains 
soo-kesmen enid Wednesday about 99 per cent of what we 
they, are elated with ~e had pro[z~sed ...," Arnold 
fe~[eral government s McCsdlum, chairman of the 
northern pelicy paper but 
Dane leader George 
parUdeboards and veneers~ 
The increasing cost of oil 
may ~.ur this develop.mentz 
since ' the  foliage-easea 
additive could be preduced 
at one-third the cast of oil- 
based reMus.~ 
The adhesive application 
was discovered incidentally 
by the laboratory's 
"resident genius" Dr.  
Suezone Chow. 
:~"So we actually 1~. ve' a 
tw0prouged program here, 
saidDr. Kennedy. "Animal 
feed, with a fantastic 
potential payoff but a more 
remote application, and 
adhesive use which has less 
• relative payoff but is much 
LiLibrary given homework 
By BILLMARLES Alan Sbutar and Librarian could be a bit premature. • 
Herald staff writer Elaine Perry. He said council would be 
 LETTER 
IRKS 
MAYOR 
VERNON, B.C. (CP) - -  
Vernon Mayor Stuart 
Fleming says a letter 
detail ing Agriculture 
Minister Jim Hewitt's 
response to a proposed 
federal-provincial, research 
pregram is tocally ir- 
responsible. 
" I  find this letter so 
insulting and inadequate I 
can hardly express myself.!" 
Fleming said at a city 
council meeting Tuesday. 
"This is the must ridiculous 
letter I have ever received 
f rom a minister of the 
Crown, or any elected 
official for that matter." 
In a meeting with Hewitt 
last month, Fleming 
suggested that a federal- 
prov inc ia l  research  
prugrmh, designed to 
~ y  for funding under 
['h'e Agr icu l tu ra l  
Rehabilitation Program, 
should investigate the P0ssi- 
bflity of producing food. 
crops irrigated with treated 
sewage. 
Vernon now uses recycled 
wastes from a reeently- 
~n ned sewage treatment nt to irrigate forag.e 
crops. But Fleming sam 
cities which use recycled 
wastes only to irrigate 
forage crops will be locked 
into a onÙcrop economy. 
In his letter to Fleming, 
Hewitt said Vernon would 
J o l l i f fe ,  ac t ing  f inance  
committee chairman, says 
Terrace library has been the library has yet to work 
given a month to work out out the cost figures of 
council's constitutional the details of the extension individual items in their 
committee, said in an to their building, Ald. Vie bulldin~ extension. Jelliffe 
interview. Jolliffe said yesterday also stud details have to be 
"We're iealiypleased that following a closed worked out in their general 
the prime minister has committee meeting w i th  architectural plan, so the • 
indicated once and for al l '  Library board chairman cost e~timate of $175,000 
that the unity of Canada 
isn'tgoing to be rendered C C 
asunder on the basis of race 
~. . . , , 'McCa l lumadded. .  omputers ost 
Three other council 
members agreed. 
a small fortune it is zerving. The policy paper ejected native demands for 
separate Indian and Inult ', . 
(Eskimo) governmei~ts in • VICTORIA (CP) - -  The to be a supporter of L)rivate i 
the N.W.T. It said. Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  enterprise, is producing 
legislative authority and government's plan;p,' legislation that would'take 
government jurimeuun.are ~ r o w n c o m p u t'e r business away from the 
not allocated.in C.a.naue ~'o.n corporation could e.ostmore private sector. 
grounds that differenuace than double wnac is He also criticized the 
5etwesn the ,~ople on the, currently being paid by the government for failing to 
basis of race.  " province for Computer serv- allow adequate public 
The N.W.T. Indian Broth- ices, Norm Levi (NDP-- discussion ~ of a bill which 
erhood has demandedthat Vancouver-Burrard) said could have far-~'eaching 
Ottawa create a Dene Wednesday. n. affects. 
government in the Levi told the legislature ' "There are issues of civil 
Mackenzie River Valley during second reading liberties," Levi said, adding 
Dane means the neople in a debate on the Systems Act that the corporation 
majority of valley Indian that he has been told by vrovides for. such a 
languages expert that the B.C. centrnlisationnof data that 
_ " , . . YSTEMS Co~. could cost an individual's p r ivacy  
~rasmus, orothernooo r, m" n m| l l l  n O ~ . . . . .  o- -$4_ . . .~o-  to ~Sv could be threatonzdunless 
president, sara in  a • . . milliondollars a year to run, adequate safeguards are in 
•tatement issuea in ,,nmnared with current place. " 
Yellowknife that the do~u- ~pe~ditures of $29. million a Financ3 Canister Evan 
meat is Ottawa s ~espouse year 0 He Wolfe, minister es[~onsible 
to the Dane having scuttled ~llsosScousulSc28 .for the bill, openecT dehate 
the Mackenzie Valley e~.~ntlv workin~ for the by repeating that the new 
natur~ g~ p i~n" e: The gove.m~nent on"computer corporation would eliminate 
fedÙrat eaomet Is to oecioe consolidation are "s~ending waste in the use by the 
on,Ùpipe:line this" week.end money like a lot of C~en government of data 
oucmevauey.routenas oeen sailors." processing and• computer 
given lime chance. He blamed the ezpenso n equipment. 
"The cabinet has  the haste in which the Wolfe said the 
helpi nlJ.the library to work 
ev~"  g out. It will be. . .  
council that , makes 
lieation to the province 
or a November 
referendum. 
The library wants o to 
double" its floor space by 
buildin~ a .1728 square fact 
extension on its Park 
Avenue building. . 
The l ibrary board 
maintains that there is not 
enough space for~ a l l  ~its 
• l~o~, - :A l so  tSeliSrSry"does ~ 
not meet provincial 
standards for the population 
SERVICE 
attemptedto unflateraliy 
abolish the right of the Dene 
and o.~er northern people to 
negotiate their I)lace in 
Co~ederation," Erasmus 
said. 
legislation was drawn up, 
eayingnthe government has 
never really told the 
province why the new cor- 
poration is necessary. 
Levi said.it is ironic that 
the Social Credit 
corporation's long-term 
!goalwould be todevelop 
unproved systems for the 
provision of information at 
realistic costs. 
The new corporation isex- 
pected to employ 300 
Funeral services wree 
held July 21 from 
Sacred Heart Church in 
Terrace for Antonette 
Duerr (nee Menz) who 
died July 17, after a 
- lengthy illness. 
Mrs. Duerr was born 
May 24, 1937, in 
Muenster, Saskat- 
ebewan. She married 
Irvin Duerr of Hum, 
boldt, were the couple 
• farmed for a number of 
years before moving to 
Thompson, Manitoba, 
and in.1967, to Terrace. 
Mrs. Duerr • is sur- 
vived by her "husband, 
I rv in ; daughters  
Theresa, of Vancouver; 
Ann Marie, of Terrace, 
and son Kim, of 
Terrace; parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Anton Menz of 
benefit from such research 
and should help pay for any 
pr am. 
k~[ren~ said_the $9.~ 
million paid to devetop i~ 
sewage treatment ann 
environmental centre was 
sufficient contribution to 
progress in this field. 
"Once again solutions 
have been imposed on the 
native people against heir 
interests and wishes. 
Hypocrisy is the theme of 
the paper." 
Erasmus added that the 
government is saying that 
ethnic states can exist in 
Canada ff they are Indian 
reserves .  
government, which claims persons. 
Got  the  b lues?  " 
Want  tO get away from |. , 
i t  all? 
Taken walk, PaNflKlP ) 
o 
Walk a block.Today. ) 
Wal lace  , 
(Continued from page 1.) He said that only after would begin or how lengthy Wallace said such a result; 
they would be. wouldbe a consequence, not 
Asked if his court action a cause.' because his own personal integrity is involved. He 
said he isn't looking to set a 
precedent o be used in 
defence of his argument that 
the three government MLAs 
be taken to court. 
etting advice from 
elowna lawyer Hugh 
Ladaer on his legal status, 
he instructed Ledner to go to 
court. 
Wallace said he was not 
sure when the proceedings 
would give him a better 
reason for refusing to sit on 
the committee looking into 
the charges  against the 
three government l~As, 
NORTHERN GARDNER 
Living with wire worms 
by DAVE HAVARD 
This is the time of year when I make a 
daily check for wire worm damage. 
Most gardens have a few of these 
spoilers and some, particularly gardens 
in newly cultivated ground formerly in 
pasture, ha~, or lawn, could be crawling 
with the things. 
Th.ev're easy_ to recognize, being 
shiny, golden-brown and, as. the uame 
suggests, tough, anu wiry. m me sea at a 
lawn, pasture or hay field, they feecl on 
the many grass roots and, to the casual 
observer, damage done there is not 
apparent. In the garden, though, the 
handiwork or this little underground 
enem~, is distressingly obvious. 
Unlike the above-ground critter, such 
as a caterpillar, which can be removed 
and equlshed, or killed on the plant with. 
an insecticide, wire worms do their 
damage before you can get to them, and 
inf act, because the damage is 
underground, you have to dig up the 
victimized plant to get them. Then you'll 
probably find them tunnelling into the 
root. In a plant with a main taR.r.oot, like 
a lettuce, death of the want wLt~ ~e ~ul e 
sudden, but a fleshy-rooted plant such as 
a potato, the plant will not even show the 
effect of the feeding, but when the crop i s  
harvested, the spuds will be laced with 
wire holes. 
Prevention is the key to wire worm 
control, but it's too late to do anything 
now. Next year though, if you want to 
have wire worm-free ground, you'll have 
to use a chemical like Diazinon. 
Broadcast 5 percent granules of this 
poison over t~e area to he seeded, just 
before planting, and work them into the 
top 3 to 6 inches of soil, at rates 
suggested in directions. 
H-y0u don't like using poisons, you'll 
just have to live with those wire worms, 
like I do. I direÙt-seed, then thin 
gradually, to the desired spacing. Then 
at this t:me of year, I walk my rows, 
watch for wilting plants, pull them up, 
remove the squirming offender and chop 
the rascal in half without a twinge. 
That's why I thin gradually - I know the 
wire worm will do some of the job for 
me. I also have some helpers that get 
many of the worms before they reach 
my plants -robins and killdeer - and they 
do the job for free! 
Interment was at the 
new Kitsumkalum 
cemetery. Father M. 
McCarthy was the 
celebrant. MacKay's 
funeral home was in 
charge of 
arrangements. ,The 
CWL ladies of Terrace 
serviced a very tasty 
kmch. 
Pallbearers were 
brothers-in-law Wiliiel :~ 
Duerr of. Humboldt,. ~t~i 
and Fred Kem~per~of 
Terr/ace, Norbert  
Kueniperof Surrey, and 
Roger Saucle of 
Terrace, a close friend 
of the family.. 
Muenster; brothers Joe, 
• Muenster ;  Leo,  
Terrace; sisters Paula 
and Loretta, of Terrace, 
Irene, of Surrey, and 
Leena of Calgary. 
FINNING TRAOTOR & EQUIPMEHT 
' OOMPANT LIMITED 
is plea~ed to sponsor a 
MANAGING INTERPERSONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS SEMINAR 
to be held in the Skeena Room Terrace Hotel 
on September 7th and 8th 1977 
Finning Tractor Training Division will be 
presenting this 2 day intensive training seminar 
which teaches 'Who am l? 'Who.are all those 
people out there?' and 'What special skills do I 
need to deal.with them?' it is a program aimed 
at supervisors and managers at all levels. 
This program has been found highly successful 
in many malor areas of British Columbia, and 
since registration is limited, application should 
be made now. 
For further details please contact: - 
Mary Paterson, 
FINNING TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. 
4621 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VGG 1K3 
Tel: 635-7144 
FIHNIN6 
year andi uses' it as a " important aspect of foliage ' 
closer to realizetion." ~um~Imnentar~. vitamim'ieh utilization sti!L, to. be 
• Although many types of . . . . . . . . .  total eft .... 
trees.are useful for- foliage, aEd~flve in .the .feed of plumbed .is the .. ec t .~  
utilization, the emphasis o= chickens, Cattle and other ~dl-tree narveauug on  me 
• farhas been on white spruce livestock. It also extraets ecology, r . . . . . .  
• andlodgepole pine. These or 0ils for perfumes, flavoring ;;'l'here is concern in some 
similar species are common agents and medicinal auarters," said .. Dr. 
• throughout Canada Ùno preparation s. . ~.~edy, ;'that i removing 
have an advantage in econ- ' ~ the complete tree tram 
Researchers here said . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , mrea[ areas msgn[ De lete 
amy of recovery. , the soil of necessary ~ace that Russia s grain shortage The'fells@ program wes 1 . . . . . . . .  
initiated in 1974 by the late and it s less sophisticated olo,,, , , ,  ,, . " , . 
Dr. John Kenya, who was development of artifleia . 
inspired by the  Soviet pharmaceuticals made the Therese~...cbersadznit_the 
Un[on'spioneering work in foliage pregr.~n a much effect, on t l~,_x~.  L~0or. 
this field. . more fi~nciauy pracuc~ . must me..e~, mm.ea,.uu~ me), 
proposition and spurred its are opumisuc mat a way Russia, which started the development. . could be found to pursue the 
first preduetion in 1955, The forestry laboratory ~agram without permanent 
currently processes 100,000 
tons of co~Ifer.o, us fo~_~-e a group said. that an damage, 
i A five-day op~in_ g on the fishing ~ .hint w c~,k 
• have pushed totals in the Nasa Estuary weu aoove me 
record.i ~ " , • 
To d~te there have been ~55,ooo sockeye and 1.4" 
mill ion,pinks caught in the N ass (Arena__3): . .  NASS The previous rqcord for s o~.. eye was =~,uu9 sec m 
lm and for pinks it was l.= mimon in ram. 
Gus Jaltema, northern fisheries upervisor, said 
today fishing is still, strong in-Area 3 with 114 
gilinetters and 145 •seiners till'in Portland Canal 
To date the 800 gilinetters and 120 Seiners in the 
~ o  Skeena rea have-brought the year total to 671.000 
sockeyeand 669,000 pin~, Escapement up ~e Skecna 
has reached 833,000 sock~e and 66~,000 pm~s. 
• Jaltema said that in the Ilazelton ,and Moricetown RECORD " In  Area 5, U0,000 pinks have been caught. 
'areas along the Skeena some 19 people have' l~ln 
dmrg.ed, wi|h illegally selling calmon. He ..slid poop e 
who illegally CatCh and buy are defeating me point of 
salmon:, enhancement p ~ ' .  
NORTHWEST 
GOMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
Northwest Collega serves ,ha region from Quoin CUrio,he Islands to Houston. The major 
physicaltKillhes ore in.Terrace, bet there ere suktanttml programs In the other corn- 
menliias in the College rqian.  Total full and part.time arÙleant Is about 15N students. 
"llm College has vacancies In ,ha tsllewlng pnslflons: 
INDUSTRIAL RECORDS AND FIRST AID 
DUTIES: 
Teaching InduMrbl First Aid and parts of the beMness , . 
Edvcatlen Program. 
QUALIFIOATIONS: 
a. Ol'ado 11 graduation or  eqo lvak lM 
, ,  I I  #1 , I  b. A or AA Indostrial FlrofAId Cerilflcalo 
c. Industrial Plrot A id  Instruclors Cerliflcato 
d. A wldo background In business or Indnslrylwith some 
supervision experience ~.. 
e. Post secondary lralnlng in macagoment or accounting 
would be an dt .  
APPOINTMENT DATE: 
August IS, 1977, or  as soon no ponslble. 
MOBILE HYDRAULICS 
DUTIES: 
To thlach the pr(nclpleslnd malnlone~ce of both mobile and 
Industrial hydreolla.includlng: 
Fluid Principle 
Troubleshooting "~' 
Preventative Malnianen£'e 
QUALIFi0ATi0Ns' i " 
Minimum of S years ex[mrianca In both mobile and Iddodrial 
h'ydreull¢o. : 
Prehwenco will be "given to these with Heavy Duty, 
Millwright, or equal certification. 
TERM 0F EMPLOYMENT: 
,:~,~ No) le'1or than Se~emblr is, iwn to March 17,1971. 
'C;" Further Information may beobiained from Mr. Dick Kllborn miSS.AS11. 
AIR BRAKES 
DUTIES: • , 
To instruct applicants for "Air Brake Endoroemenb" I t  
various Centros throughout ,h i  CMItp region. ' 
Consldereble travel!InN Is involved In the program. 
QUALIFIOATIONS: 
. 1. Heavy Duty or Automotive IWcbe~.lco T.Q.. " 
2. Experlenc~ in teaching and.or ouper~lsion will Im an asset. 
TERM OF APPOINTMENT: 
• Sept. 5, 1977 to  Feb. 24, 1978 
. l  
SALARIES FOR ALL ,POSITIONS: 
• , .• . . :  . -  . 
• . " "  
In accordance * l ib  the College Vocat~onli Scale depending on qual l f lcot lona and ox- 
perleÙca. . . 
PERSONAL SECETARY TO THE PRINCIPAL 
DUTIES: - 
Hies  or@ of I geHra l  Hcret l r la l  n l tuH,  are quite vl~'lod, arid w i l l  be s imi lar  'to the" .  
expeclod of any secretary to a Senior Executive Officeln Bualmlsa or Indudry. 
STARTING DATE: 1 
As soon is  possible. 
SALARY: . " ; ' '  ' 1' ' "" 
StartiNg ~dliary lt,OS3 per  month,, w i th  'a review I t ,  1She end of throe month l ;  
APPLY FOR ALL POSITIONS TO: 
The Prin°ipa[! ' !I 
NorthWest Community College • ' ' i: 
Box 726 I ' 
Terrace .B.CCi. . . .  ' :•. ;';;i -• 
t 
Four student placement officers in the Skeena area Terrraeeand (seated)JeanHolloway, m'ea coordinator. 
honoared Terrace Days this week by. decorating the Storms and Taylor were visiting Terrace for a student 
student comer of Canada Manpower with paper logs. wrap-up conference. The antiques were provided by 
They  are (left to right) Jeanne Taylor of Kitlmat, Ames and Holloway. .. 
Darlene Storms of Prince Rupert, JoAxne Ames of 
• Terrace Court Report 
Irate fisherman leaves in a huff 
!il John Miller is ready to be Miller appeared in he complained he was losing adjournment. 
'arrested and his fai~ily put Terrace prowncial court money and he wanted his Miller left the courtroom 
on  Welfare over a charge of Wednesday to plead not day in court immediately, angry and promised he 
fishing in a prohibited zone quilty to the charge but ~ Judge Selwyn Romil~y wouldnot be back. 
along the Skeena River, when he heard his case was explained a not guilty plea Horst Kooley had his case 
July 3. adjourned for another week automatically meant an of fishing illegally on the 
i~ Cranberry River near the 
Cranberry Falls set over 
until October, 3 at his 
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BARKERVlLLE REVIEW 
Good family enjoyment 
By JOANNE AMES 
For the Herald 
on their feet and the steps 
they are making that they 
hardly managed to eke out a 
smile all night. 
The juggler.clown, a 
dung man named Rubble, 
ee~ the audience .riveted 
by the daring nature of his 
act. He has them in the 
palm of his hand with the 
suspense he ~reatos. . 
The routines the group 
uses are standard 
vaudeville ones. The 
sereochy "opera" singers, 
the country hick on stage, 
the "cultured" Madame's 
version of a great tragedy, 
are a few of their numbers. 
Most of the performers 
are slick, and know their 
routines well. 
There is little doubt about 
the overall professionalism 
of the 'Barkerville Review, 
now playing in Terrace in 
honor of 'our  50th 
anniversary. 
They provide a good 
evening of fami ly  
entertainment. There'is a 
little clowning , a little 
juggling, a little singing, 
b.nd a lot of fun piano and 
percussion accompaniment 
to all of the above. 
The jokes are mild, with a 
few references to sex 
thrown in for spice. It 
certainly isn't the kind of 
humour to worry about 
letting your children see, 
though. . 
• The dancing irls, show a 
fair bit o f  shapely le~, 
pleasing to look at. Then" 
problem is that they don't 
have enough confidence in 
themselves...tbey seem to 
have their minds so firmly 
to take an imPaired driver 
course ,  
George Kirby was 
sentenc~ topay a fine of $10 
after he was charged with 
being a minor in possession 
of Iiquor. Kirby was 
walking dowzt Scott Ave. 
But there is something 
missing. ' '  
It is "not timing, or 
costumes, or sound, or any 
of those technical things 
that mal/e a show run 
smoothly. 
The minor problems with 
lights and ex i t s  and 
entrances on a erowdqd 
stage were handled well the 
night I saw the show. 
What is missing is 
enthusiasm and energy. 
Freshness. 
I am not talkin~ about he 
kind. of enthasmsm . they 
-seem to generate in the 
audience with old songs, or 
audience vartieil~ition. 
• The enthusiasm they lack 
is for tbeir own work. There 
is afeeling, as the night goes 
on, that these people are 
tired of their own routines. 
ii Sleeping.bag stolen; ..o on -r , , , .  ,h . ,  h.v. ,o.t th. ' • • • ' request. , hand. spontaneity hat  must be Dick Vandervelde was  combined with sureness ~to 
. . . . . .  Kooley explained he did given a conditional make excellent comedy. '  aquarium w,th fish smashed not see any s,gns prohibiting diseharge and, piaeed on The two people in tbe show fishing on the river although thre~ months probation who overcame this problem 
he looked for them several after he was charged with most effectively were Sial 
Y Y times. • possession of marijuana t  Williams and M i as Julian 
Paul Russel was Furlong Bay. Cameron. Williams had a 
i At 9:50 a.m., Dorothy window broken by a rock" stolen bycycles. One, taken sentenced to pay a fine of Ernest Freeberg was gentie, good contact ~vith the 
Leleton of Soucie Avenue throwing vandal. An from E.T. Kenney School, $300 or ten (10) days in given a conditional audience. Cameron was the 
reported to RCMP that a aquarium with fish in itwas was returned to its owner default for refusing to discharge and placed on other end of the scale; she 
couple of sleeping bags had ~so nroKen, x~ouee uiu not after a juvenile was picked provide a breathalizer three months probation carried her act off with a 
been stolen from her home. place a" aouar vmue on me up. The other is described sample. He had his driver's after he was foundwith four s ty le  and presence that 
~. Jungle Jim's, apetshopat damage, as a yellow mustang boy's license suspended for three, "marijuana "joints'~ in his filled the whole siage. Sheis 
two lad a bike. months and was instructed bucket pocket. " ~ ' the kind of who belts 4711 Lazelle,-. reported RCMP also reported ' [
FRAN DOWIE...a star of the Best of BarkerviHe. 
son~s out rather than 
singing them. 
Maybe it was the night 
and the heat. Maybe it was 
a long couple of days on the 
road that ha d them worn 
out. Whatever it was, I felt 
that the show would have 
improved about 50 percent if
everyone had taken an iron- 
-Imtant 
fortified vitamin and gotten 
a good night's leep. 
Go to see the show if you 
have a chance, though. It is. 
a relief from the machine 
laughs of T.V. It has a 
certain amount of ~uts and 
style that something like 
Sanford and Son definitely 
lacks. 
f ~  
~.o 
: • ' x  
' J une  Dlcktqis displays a red perch. ' 
A small part of ihe Rupert lleeL (Photos "courtesy of Prince Rupert Dally News). A smelly buslness...but profltal 
• $'tO MILLION INDUSTRY 
P.rince. Rupert:. just for the halibut 
]y EVELYN OLDHAM hooks is anchored and set along the with was ~nce thrown away,goes toJapan 
E RUPERT, , • bottom, baited with herring or salmon or by the ton. The fish is soldall over the 
of this seaport on the coast of octopus. The line is known as a skate and world, not only in Canada,. the United 
British Columbia like to brag. several skates may be linked to make up a States and Britain as in the past. 
:he halibut capital of theworld, string of gear, all ~arked by buoys" or Despite its modern business buildings 
r, more halibut are caught off floats, and civic centre, Prince Rupert still has 
tt they're processed at various the frontier look of the wild west with a 
none of these equals in dollars 
he catches handled at Prince 
earn $10 million a year for' 
upert even though catches have 
irastically in recent years - to 
half a million pounds in 1975 
e than seven million in 1968. 
me is placed on overfishing b~, 
Korean and Japanese trawlers. 
,e is that regulations laid down 
International Pacific Halibut 
on will, in time, boost landings 
' figures. Fishing boats are 
as to  territorial waters, season 
,pt. 30, licensing, hear and catch 
1mils, 
boats can be spotted by the 
)ing in the water off their sterns. 
• .~Fr0m the poles a long groundline with 
Prince Rupert has been a halibut centre 
since the last century, and fishermen 
formed their own cooperative in 1912 for 
buying' supplies and setting up a cold- 
storage plant. 
Today both American and Canadian 
fishermen sell catches at this port, where 
they are processed and frozen at various 
canneries. One processor, the, Roosevelt, 
.Fish plant, is the largest in the world~ 
Halibut caught range i res  the 
minimum legal 10 pounds to 349 pounds. 
The~, are fiat fish with diamon-shaped 
bodzes and fan tats. Men and women filet 
and slice a halibut for freezing in a few 
minutes with wicked-looking knives." 
There is no waste - 95 percent is put to use 
and the other five percent makes a high- 
protein animal food. 
On other days the canneries handle. 
• herring, cod or salmon the valuable roe, 
wide main street and wooden buildings 
with false fronts. 
The Visitors Bureau likes to point out 
the number of totem poles in the city and 
has outlined a walking tour to take them 
all in. The city hall is decorated with 
Indian motifs, as Prince Rupert is a 
meeting place for mainland Tisimpshian 
Indians and the Haida of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, 80 miles across the 
strait. 
The museum and art .gallery, "in an 
attractive log building, would be a credit 
to a much larger centre Prince Rupert 
has a population of around 20,000. 
Exhibits show areheological finds in the 
.region as well as •local fish, animals, 
shells and birdslike the Lapland longspur 
and the tufted puffin. 
Its Indian collection is a treasury of 
handwork: a beaded headdresa~ vest, 
slippers and a jacket made of wolf skin 
and decorated with deer hoofs and 
abalone" shells; copper jewelry, fierce 
ceremonial raven masks with hinged 
beaks and clothing made from the inner 
bark of cedar. 
One section shows Haida argillite black 
slate carvings,' transparent spoons made 
from bone and a .replica of a Haida war 
• canoe with carved paddle blades. 
When a civic booster was queried more 
closely about the city's halibut title, he 
said: "There's more to Prince Rupert 
than halibut, salmon and totem poles. We 
had fire engines here in 1911 when Toronto 
and other eastern cities had horse.drawn 
wagons. We have the biggest harbor in 
Canada and it's the third-biggest in the 
wo~ld and ice-free all year round. 
"We have the CN Railway, a seanlane 
base, the Yellowhead Highway, an airport 
and our harbor is the closest Canadian 
port to Japan to ship coal, lumber, 
cellulose, copper, steel - and fish, And 
trees - the Prince Rupert Forest District 
covers 80 million acres of rain forest." 
. • . • t , 
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The neutron 
bomb debate 
The bizarre nature of the debate about the 
awesome neutron bomb being developed in the 
United States indicates how far some of the world's 
military men have  moved toward ~vholesale 
destruction of entire nations. For despite all the 
secrecy that surrounds the neutron weapon, one 
fact stands out very clearly: A number of top 
people in the United States think the N-bomb is a 
useful and vMble military tool. 
What kind of weapon is this neutron bomb? Its 
simple purpose is to wipe out human beings while 
allowing the places where they live and work to 
stand unharmed. The neutron bomb - a so-culled 
"dean"  bomb - would kill by ruining men's central 
nervous systems. The form of death that these 
bombs would inflict on their victims would include 
convulsious, intermittent s upor, a lack of muscle 
coordination, with death coming sometimes only 
days after the attack. 
It is to the credit of the U.S. public that there has 
been a wide-spread outcry against he weapon. 
News .~per editors have been flooded with letters 
describing the neutron bomb as barbaric and 
reminiscent ofthe napalm that was used during the 
Vietnam war. A death of this sort, said a student 
from the University of North Carolina, can be 
described only as horrible, construed by a 
diabolical and Hitlerian type of mentality. 
Yet the strangest aspect of the whole affair is 
that President Carter has approved evelopment of 
the new bomb. Is it possible that the man who 
speaks about himself as the champion of human 
rights will go ahead with the manufacture of this 
horrific new device? 
One can still argue that the neutron weapon is no 
worse than the catastrophic thermonuclear bombs 
that can wipe out entire cities within seconds. 
Hopefully, as the United States and the Soviet 
Union move at snail's pace toward some form of 
dentente, the grisliest and deadliest of these 
weapons will be banned in the fullness of time. Why 
the United States is even thinking of developing yet 
another horror weapon for other nations to copy 
must remain one of the great mysteries of 1977. 
Morality declines 
in the marketPlace 
The revelations over the past few years that 
kickbacks, slush funds, under-the-table payments 
and, in some cases, outright bribery have been • 
employed by a number of l#rge corporations in 
many countries, including Canada, seems to 
indicate a decline in commercial morality. 
The scandals associated with Atomic Energy of 
Canada Ltd., a Crown corporation, and the 
kickbacks in the Sky Shops affairs, make it clear 
that dishonest business practices are not limited to 
the private sector. 
Along with a general decline in personal and 
social morality, there is an "anything goes" 
attitude within the business community that has 
had a deleterious effect on public morality as a 
whole. 
This lack of ethical consideration has resulted in 
a serious decline in the public's mind of trust in the 
business ector but while some corporations do not 
let ethics stand in the way of profit, there are 
indications that many executives of large and 
small corporations are beginning to see the need 
for serious reform. 
Generally speaking, the .public views big 
business with the same susp]czous eye it reserves 
for big government. But now there are signs that 
some large Canadian companies understand that• 
public morality includes them. Codes of ethics are 
appearing in the boardrooms of the nation. Senior 
executives are being required to sign statements 
that they will under no circumstances violate these 
rules. 
Bribery, large or small, is of course illegal but 
now it is also forbidden in the new corporate 
morality. Transactions must be conducted in an 
open and acceptable manner. Lavish 
entertainment or expensive gifts are prohibited. 
The laws of Canada and the laws of other countries 
must be strictly observed in negotiating business 
deals. 
It's 'good business in the long run, both for the 
corporations and for the citizens of Canada, ff 
commercial transactions are conducted with 
lrigorous honesty, observing both the spirit and the 
etter of the law. 
Adn then the tarnished - albeit sometimes 
undeserved - image of business might brighten. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Want 
to be insured a[[ainst having 
twins? Or now about 
insurance against rain at a 
rock concert? 
Kenneth Gilbert can 
arrange ither, although e 
emplmsizes this is not a big 
part of his insurance 
uusiness. 
7s president and chief 
executive officer of Dale- 
Ross Holdings Ltd., Gilbert 
said he has arranged all 
kinds of coverage, "from 
the ridiculous to the sub- 
lime." His company has just 
coverage deal available 
while an agent acts for only 
one or a few companies and 
• sells what hey have to offer. 
Dale-Ross arranges 
coverage for auto, casualty, 
life and group insurance, 
pension and welfare 
~rograms, property and a 
oat of others..lt also main- 
tains a large engineering 
Business spotlight 
Insurance plans for th.e .,rid,culous; 
completed its first$1-miliiou staff and chemical and collected on this "odd-ball" to increase his coverage the cen tagefee if t.hey wln--,~md 
profit year. petroleum coverage is a type of coverage despite the first timehe hana claim and this has led to nnge HaMllty 
Gilbert is an insurance strong part of its ol~erations. ' heavy odds. , ~at means we have to go settlements on product 
broker, not an agent. A It has written insurance Dale-Ross has arranged back and renegotiate with safety, he said. 
broker acts for a client by against multiple births, with insurance coverage of the insurer with our cap in Canadian lawyers are not 
shopping for the best the rate depending on communications satellite our hand." allowed to do that and  
f a m i I y h i s t o r y ; launchings. It also provides Among the most difficult Gilbert said such insurance 
performance insurance, aircraft coverage for Air types of insurance for coverage would be even 
such as  against adverse Canada and Quehecair and brokers to arrange is more difficult o arrange i~ 
weather or the non- is a leading marine insurer, product liabilityand ofricers " 
appearance of a star at a Gilbert said that although and directors liability 
a broker arranges for the coverage, gilbert said. 
againstr°ck concert;someoneandshootinginSuranCea best coverage for his client[ For example, United 
hole-in-one at a golf itis not necessarily the leas States lawyers can take 
cases on a contingent 
basis--they can sue on 
behalf of a client for a .per- 
Canada. :,
However, he said Dale- 
Ross i s  considering 
expansion into the U,S:, 
partly to look for additional 
profitbut mam~.~ toprovide 
service ror lZS .existing 
clients with U.S. operauons; 
tournament, expensive. ', 
Gilbert said the insured "H he buys the cheapest 
parties have occasionally insurance, he is going to try 
Environmental Law/A Series 
Unclean water meant foul-tasting wine 
Law Talk 
by CORDON HARDY. 
Number 1 In a Series of five 
columns 
The excellent whiskey 
made -by the Banker 
Distillery in England 
depended onthe pure waters 
of a certain stream for its 
well known qnallties. 
But suddenly old-time 
customers  were  
complaining. There's 
something wrong with the 
taste, they said, it's just not 
what is used to be. 
Alarmed that the 
distinguished Banker 
reputation might be washed 
down the drain, the owners 
lost no time in searching out 
the case of their woe. 
What they found was that 
the unpleasant change in the 
taste of their whiskey was 
due to a change in the water 
of their stream; upstream, 
John Young and Company 
had begun using the same 
water to wash coal. While 
this didn't dirty the water it 
did change the'chemical 
balance so that whiskey 
made with it tasted 
different. ~ " • 
The distillery took the coal 
company to court and the 
resulting case, which by 
1870 got as far as the British 
House of Lords, was to be a 
milestone. 
The courts decided in 
favour of the distillery, 
ordering the coal company 
to stop changing the quality 
of the water. This was 
important because it set a 
paflern for lawyers and 
~udges to follow in later 
cases. 
What John Young and 
Company v. the Banlder 
Distillery established was 
that the distillery, through 
whose property the stream 
ran, had a right to enjoy the 
continued good quality of 
the water. This right, called 
a riparian Or a water ight, 
includes lakes, river's, and 
SO On. 
Laws protect mush more 
than just water rights. 
There are laws that protect 
property "owners from 
private nuisance. In one 
recent case, a farmer in 
Delta, British Columbia, 
arranged to have his 
vegetable crop sprayed 
from the Mr. 
During the spraying, the 
airplane roared over some 
neighbourhood houses, 
causing fright and shock to 
two elderly ladies. The two 
ladies took both the farmer 
and the aviation comPany to 
court, and the court decided 
in favour of the ladies, 
g rant ing  them 
compensation. 
Over the years, cases like 
this and the Young v. 
Bankier case, both here and 
in England, ha,", ~ecome 
part of what  i, 
common law. ~ This kind o! 
law, originally decided on 
the basis of what judges 
think is common sense and 
fairness, is different from 
legiststlun, which is decided 
by elected officials, not 
judges. 
Laws which deal with the 
environment come from 
both common law and 
legislation. Lately laws 
from legislation have gro~n 
much more quickly than 
common laws. 
the rule in  itylands v. 
• Fletcher, after an old case, 
andincluees everything 
from battery acid fumes to 
wild animals. 
In common law, it is .the 
citizen, ususal ly the 
property owner', who' must 
~'take the law into his own 
hands". No government 
• department has any 
responsibility for it. H a 
property owner .feels that 
damage is being ague to his 
land, then he must arrange 
with his lawyers to drag tlie 
offending party to court. 
Next: Citizens who don't 
own property; the pnblle in 
general. 
For a copy of the booklet 
Pollution & Environmental 
Law please contact the 
Vancouver People's Law 
School. The booklets cost 
fifty cents each, plus 
postage. Write to 2110-C 
West Twelfth Avenue, 
Vancouver or phone 734- 
1126. 
v 
other people's fights." 
A property owner, or even 
a tenant, can use the 
common law to protect his 
land against factory smells, 
smokes ,  po isons ,  
insecticides, and noise. Tim 
Mackenzie, a Vancouver 
lawyer, explains: "If y~ 
start up a mink ranch ano 
your neighbour is operating 
a shooting club, and the 
noise of the shots from the 
guns causes your minks to 
miscarry...you could obtain 
a court injunction (order) to 
stop his nuisance 
actwities." 
The common law also can 
A report of the West Coast protect property owners 
Env i ronmenta l  La~v from oilier kinds of damage. 
Association points out that Mackenzie xplains that "a 
the common law rights are , person who 'brings 
based on the idea that "each dangerous substances onto 
person's right to enjoy his his own land for his own use 
own property should be and then allows them to 
protected as. much as escape onto your own land 
_possible and that no one will be held strictly 
should be allowed to accountable for all 
interfere unreasonably with damages." This is called 
An MLA's Report 
House discusses 
: " i ~ i r committee spat 
' ~ ~ CYRILM. SHELFORD, .better prepared to lit'into 
' MLA the employment system 
~.  ~ rather than bring in pe0p!e 
Two days this week was from ether countries - while 
spent in discussion on a still having a high 
i ;'," private quarrel in a unemployment ra e. : 
;:" committee which most Ifnewminesandmillsare 
.' members had no direct startingup, then a study 
knowledge. It is certainly a shouidbe made of the people 
• o sad day in this province required, the type of skills 
', " when we see many required, how many are 
members placing a higher available, and when 
4 ' '  priority on such a childish training has to start. In 
~mue, rather than deal with many cases there is far t® 
' the numerous serious issues much theory and too little 0il 
facing the nation and the the job practical training.i 
' "province. One of the greatest 
problems of many comin 
into the work force and eve 
~ • There is no question in my 
mind that the people in the 
country side not only want', more, those bein 
better 'from the present the~, a/'e simply physieall 
r " Legislature. In my twenty- unfit, due to lack of exercis 
• five years of experience, th~y are simply unfit to go t¢ 
i L' I've never seen the House in work. 
A ' suchslmmhles, andsomuch I'm concerned with 
~,. . ~ ' time being spent on petty second language' training 
" . , . .  issues -not for the good of this province and asked the 
" ~ , ' ~(/~¢~K the people of the province, Mimster Of Education 
~., , k ~ ,o~,o,~," ";~ Imtl~u'ely for political gain. whether he was satisfied 
~:~, ~ ~  T~" type of strategy tsnot with thepresent systeni l ~ ~ ~ - to the credit of any member where, millions are spenti , ~ " - "  . anddestro~,s the total ima=e and nearly everyone fak~ 
"I wou/dn't say we ve got a traffic prob/em, but yesterday l got a purking ticket of the legmlature and t~e french. Nearly everyone 
• " " " r " . " whole Democratic process, passes, yet few ere able to 
dr lv lng  home during the ush hour. i " I n  fairness, no one in speak the language. 
• , particular is at fault, but all The Minister answered by 
" n ws  ' - seem to be caught in a saying "heek-no",  an~ Interpreting the e sys m that seems to have seemed interested in the 
/'•/~ • developed since 1972. proposal from Ashley Enerav Dlan 0Yes to Co .o r Nearly all members seem out l iu lngthegoaisoft i~.  n ress  o recognize the problem, Proeeviat of Terrace 
i but seem to be caught in a Terrace Association o! 
~ = ~ ~=" ot  o ~ir " trap f heir wn making. Cultural Enrichment.o~ 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  production and sale of~gas- estimated his package consumer prices. U~e~. there.!s a c~nge, {he Young Children age 3-5. i'm 
President Car~er's energy guzzling cars. ~oi would reduce consumption The House approved a rrownce wm starer even convinced this is :the age 
proposals have so far shown A bill. before the Ho~e, by 25 per cent by" 1985. modest compromise which more m me tu.t.ure as many they should be learning a
remarkable progress m going along with the Carter But cou~ressional studies Would raise the ceiling for goes peop|e will not run - to second language, whether i t  
Congress but he still has a ,view, calls for extra taxes suggested  Car ter  natural ~as to $1 75 her sit in Victoria and spend be french or some other 
long way to go to convince ~ncars that get low gasoline overestimated possible thousand ° cubic f~'t fr'om their time on minor issues, language. ; ,i ~ 
some legcslators and the n~ea~e. The Senate nergy savings and Republicans $1 45 r.epetition ano .persona! The purpose of the newly 
general public that tougn commtttee recommended generally opposed the ' " aouse. Tne system i~ezt formed group is to ~eacn .a 
conservation measures are ann.o'utright ban on any1980- package, sayzng it does Many of the non-tax Shouldbelookedatbeeanse second language thrown 
needed, mode~lcars which get less nothing to encourage matters in Carter's the omy way at present for a games, stor ies,  craftS; 
Voting on the Carter than1~_ moles to the. gallon, production of new energy , rogram- -such  a s Party to build, is to tear songs, fun and play. / 
package this week, It mso',sugges~e.a Tines on resources and that it is ~oluntary standards for down theotbers. The logical All of us should be  
Congress  approveu man m. actwerswnosellhigh basically just another tax home insulation, grants for Wayuaturally, is to build on interested in a second and 
establishment of a new gasodne-co~uming cars. bill. imnrov in~ energy  top rather than tear down all even third language, with 
energy department which But the cdr-buying public This sentiment was eons~ervation rn schools and that was there. • travel so easy. . 
will absorb most federal appears to.De less concerned echoed last .month by s~te 'hospitals, standards for . I regret I have to mention Gordon Gibson also urg~ 
agencies dealing with about hig_,, gasoline con- governors WhO m m t:ar~r more efficient home mis xrom time to time, nut the teaching of children at 
energy, sumption. The Di~mamuac- his .pJan puts too mucl~ apnliances and authorizin~ changes imply have to be an early age and quoted: ~! 
But the densrtment's turers renort high earnings emvnasis on conservauon f'~'erai orants to imhlemen'~ made, and I hope all Party "For us to think ~ucatlon 
authority is to" be pared so far &is ~,ear~ mainly, andnot enough on resource co~e~t ion  in m~nivipal Members will turn theii" begins when a child g_oes to 
cons iderab ly .  Car ter  mroughthesa~eotlarg_eanu oevelopm.ent. , . buildings--have had an attention to this problem first grade is grossly in 
wanted to "ve the de- meoium cars. Those ~ucn ot uarter sprogram easier ~me "Gin" throu'h with the hope of im,~rovino 
partment au~ority to set producing smaller cars are relies on .continued Con~;'~'ess ~ 5 ~ the system more in hrne wit[~ error. - ! Children start to learn 
o n 1o er rohts overnmenc regmauon otou ~" energy prices. This instead ~ wig  w p " . g . . . .  " ' ' the needs of the Province. I long bef0re they're six years 
will be placedin the hands of The energy proposals ann naturatgas prices. ~- t h " - "t" "" feel we are 50 years behind o . t~ar er aspma e~ natne . . an independent federal Carter sent !o Congress last Republicans want t will not ~ive u- [~e ener~,~, the times m getting the birth,°ld" TheYandStartby tOthreelearnit,sa~ 
t ° ~" °~ regulatory agency. April incmaed, axes~ eliminate oil and natural fi=ht If ConGress does not business of the people done. pretty much all over." ~ 
Meanwhile, the House of rebates, grants and gas price controls, a~prove his ~er-v package I spoke this week, on the Where the best ime up 
Representatives and Senate ,regulatory powers aimed at Carter says natural gas this ,,ear he wi~' continue need for a better on the age three, this has  been 
have expressed conflicting c uttin[[ oilconsumption a d controls,in effect since 1954, efforts to'et in enacted next job" training program, so proven in some European 
views on howto control the reducing imports. He are needed to help stabilize year. o . • our young people would be countries. • 
, i 
j 
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ANNUAL EVENT IN TERRACE FUTURE BLEAK 
As apathy reigns, Timberland++,+..,.r.,, ,ho rse show results. u.3COple.yashee will Reds fade away? 
Good weather prevailed Ter Morgans ... 
ver the Annual Timberland 4. Deodars Grand Desa - E. By DAVE HAMILTON 'P, eds lmd much the same is that of a coach. A coach 
Horse Show held in Terrace Webber Sports Editor club that finished last year gives a team discipline. A. 
on July 30 and 31. + by winning the playoffs player cannot run a +squad 
In charl~e of the local 56. Get of Sire.  Trophy by The Terrace Reds of the against Smithers. Only two ~mless he is a l+ead aria 
Ishow, which is affiliated Totem Saddle Club shoulder above the rest of 
League are within 12 hours • Arnold-Smith, to the local the team members, [with the National I. Smoky Field- G. BeClkec Bulkley VAlley Baseball members were gone, Brant 
[I questrian Federation of 2. Peter's Lucky of extinction. With only four Cedar Kings, and Walter otherwise  they have no 
l( shads, was Mrs. A Beck DeJong league games and  the ~Moar, to the newly-formed respect for him or his 
h ho acted in the capacity of 52. Produce of Dam - Troph~ playoffs left, the defending Haze]t0n club. decisions; unfortunately, 
Steward. I~y H. Redmoml Family league champions look as The season began with the Reds don't have such a 
• The Judge, Col. D. Dean. 1. Monashee Rachella. Hal. though they Csiil not reach great enthusiasm but before, player. Nevertheless, a
,'foeman, from Kelowna, Ter Morons their Sunday doubleheader long a few of the players team can get along without 
vas enthusiastic' over the 2. Correm's Sal - • R.T. in,Hazelton, geese d to lose interest and a coach, but  not without 
torsos and performers and Klrsch For the Reds, this has gave very lackadaisical players. 
been a very disturbing and ~rformanc~s. With but  a small 
felt that the show was 3. J.B.'s Bonnie lass - E. _~ppoinltng season. The The whole scene blew up prop0rlion of the schedule |enerally good in Over-all Cooley 
zPxformance. 58. Stock Seat Eqmltstlon. club has a resin+ table 13-7 at the annual Moricetown left it would be a shame to 
Junior A - Troply, by R. win-loss record, but this is a tournament after the Reds see the Reds fold. It would .Mrs. Jean Humor, show 
manager, v/as pleased with Champoux & FaBdly r far cry from their fine lost a close game to also hinder their chances of 
the turn-out and gives 1. San EI Gezan . t . .  Hehr performance last year. _ Smithers, 11-9. Coach- playing in the Bulkley 
• For  some teams, a record owner Red L'Eslrange quit Valley Baseball League 
Ihanks to the many other 2. C untry Cameo . W. like+ the Red's" would be on ~e spot and leR for next season. volunteers who helped to Parfltt 
make the show the success 3. Ginsimg - N. O'Neill satisfactory, but for the home, very upset with the It's obvious there aren't 
lhat it was, 6o.Jtmior WeslcmPleasure locals, who lost only four team, ' many fans around. Just 
The high point horse of the - Jr. A.B,C. Trophy by D. games last year, it is very After L'Estrange left look at the small turnouts 
show as Ibn Fab, .owned ~y Muller & Family dislzessing, Five of these several ballplayers quit, the I~  experience very 
Terrace resident Ra.l~h I.. ~ El Gezan - L. Hehr losses have come at the leaving the club with, at the Sunday home stand, .but 
Webber, and ridden by E.R. '2. Maestoso- A. Maximch,,U hands of the four teams with best ol limes, ten players, there is enough interest in 
Murdoch. • 3. Atheqas Son -E. Zbinden worse win-loss records than Three weeks ago 'this town to keep baseball 
4. Trinceen - D. Peterson the Reds. The Meal squad L 'Es t range  returned,  going for the rest of this 
T IMBERLAND HORSE 61. Trail H~'se - Junior has been plagued by coached one game and was season and for years to 
SHOW RESULTS ,A .B .C .  - Trophy by Jay-Pet inconsistent play. " set to remain. That was come. 
' Arabians ~oe last three losses are until only seven players 
1. Unregistered Horses, 1. Country Cameo - W. directly related to theflrst were present 15+ minutes Any person interested in 
Foals & Yearlfzgs Parfltt • two months of the season, befor the start  of a the plight of the Terrace 
L. Luck's Pet - Leo DeYong 2. San El Gazan - L. Hehr ' Throughout May and June homepark double-header Reds is asked to show up, in 
~. Stormy - Jane F. 3. Cheeka- K. Barber the Reds always had against Smithers. Fed up, person, at Kerr-Rotary 
ightening 4. Denise - M. Forbes anywhere from twelve to L'Esirange left .  Park tonight at 7:00. If for 
Brenda Jo - T.N. Rafuse 66. Trail Horse - Se~lor . fifteen ballplayers every So for thelast month and a reasons beyond your control 
Z.Mkrles&Geldings (Show) ..Col. (rot.) D. Dean-Freeman, from year's event, show manager Jean Troph~ by the HeI~r Fatally game. Since then, however, ha l f  the Reds have been you ; cannot show but are 
[Trophy donated by " 1. Dixie - Dan Muller ihey have been lucky to get struggling Just to stay alive, genuinely interested contact Kelowna, Judges erie ef the participants Humor says. Good weather and good [1. My Shanty's Dream - 2. ron Fad E.R. Murdoch a siarting nine on the field.. 'l~at they have proves Dave Hamilton at the at the weekend Timberland Horse Show. horses helped. (Photo by Eric Brorup) [Cathie Barber . Participation was excellent at this 3. Tan-E .  Wyatt It got so bad that one ,therearestillsomeguysleft Herald between 7 and 12 
I~. DL~de - Dan Muller + ' 4. Amir Fersik N. weekend even a Herald that want to play ball. The ~ p.m. weelmights. 
13. Domino • Martin Forbes Foals & Yearlings any Sex 33. Lead Line Equitation 1. Legand Legacy Kavanagh reporter, Dave Richardson, Bulkley Valley League, The Reds are obligated to 
[3. Champi~m & Reserve 1. Marathons Fonzerlli - Bar 1. Tabu Tan - B .  Holmberg 2. Amir Fersik - J. 63. Pony Pleasure Driving - who hadn't played which +expanded to  seven finish the season at least, 
organized'ball in 15 years, teams ~ year, would also and if they can succeed in 
[Trophy dented  by Hal Ter Parfltt 2. Pixie Prince - J. B rady  Maximchuk Trophy by Dr. Phillips & was draftedintoaction. The like to see the team doing so it will be 
Morgans 2. Bits O'BrYns Fancy 3. Turlhills Nero - B. Parfitt 46, Arabians - Champion & Family 
1. Luckey's Pet " Barb Parfitt ' 4: Alegrias Tinker Bell - S. Reserve - Trophy by Karl 1. Harvest Hilly Meadow Reds needed a ninth playeh continue, encouraging to next year's 
~.. Stormy 20. Registered Pony Breeds, Kirsh Motz Maso~ Mouse - J. Cradock Why did these problenm But it's obviously hard to ballplayers and next year's 
& Other Registered Breeds Mares & Geldings Two 34. English Pleasure Junior" 1. F.Q.C.Faim (Champion) 2. Kayruss Jewelette - J .  result? have a ball club with no Bulkley Valley League 
KShow) Mares & Geldings Years & Over A.B.C. Trophy by '- H. Lubbers Cradock At the season's tart the players. The other problem executive. ~ . 
I. Hfllrests [ ]  J inks - Mira 1. Kayruss Jewelette - Judy Tymoschuk Agencies ' 2,Legend Legacy (Reserve) 3. Jtmnita - W. Kriegl 
Morrison Cradock 1. Athenas Son- E. Leipe '- J.-Maximchuk , 64. Informal Pleasure 35  TO DATE 
~. Bikini - Lynette Hehr 2. lltarvest +Hill Meadow 2. Ginsing - N. O'Neill, 47. quarter Horse -Foals  Driving - Trophy by John 
GaylaG0|d-C. Bryant Mouse-JodyCradock 3. Trinceen-D. Peterson and Yearllngs Any Olsson&So~s Foster on the path 1[ Asonti Feryseyn - Trudi 3. lronrust Rustys Babydoll 4. Country Cameo - W. 1. Sweet Century SeXNora 1. Ibn Fad - E.R. Murdoch 
Rafuse - Shiela Morrison Parfitt Phillips 2. Triton Rubaiyat - R.  
5. Champion & Reserve - 4. Alegi-ia's Tinker Bell - 3~.Two-Way Combination -' 2. Jay's Gold Bandit-Dick Kirsch + , 
Trophy donated by R. & D Barb Parfltt. Junior A.B.C. Trophy by • Brown ~ 65. Open~ information 
Contracting Zl. Registered Pony Breeds, AiwlnCreek 3..Mystic Modern-Pat  Co,b_inllonChu-Trophy of home run records 
I. Hfllrests Hi Jib.ks ~ Stalli,~ns Two Years & Over L San El Gezan - L. ,Hehr Hobenshield " by Copper + River Rldln~ ~ . .  i: : 
2. Bikini - .+ .+ .  ~ l~ 's+ p~[llj~Bryns, - 3, Athenas Son -E.  Zbind~:::~'~lS, QuarterHorse.Ma.~es& Arena ~+/,. ' - • +- . . . .  
S. ~ow~Pa~,~,B~b~P~l iR  ~ ~ ,~,Y+"=.+.:+ 3. Ginsing ~'N. O'Neill ':;;Y/::++..-'.,Ge/Iding ~-Two+Years~afid I. Ibn Fad:,,E,R, Murdo~ +" ++//': " :==": "+-: +:~ : " ' "  " ; +<"'+:~" " ;~; +f~::'~ ..... "/':" 
& Geldings 223 Registered Pony Breeds, 4. Harvest Hill Meadow Over. ' 2. Harvest Hil l  Meadow CINCINNATI AP- Take it shouldn't have any problem right, could shatter Bench's 
1. Plmrohs Sundi - J & F Champion & Reserve " Mouse - J. Cradock 1/ Bouncy Dams - Leo Mouse - J. Cradoch from two sll-time Cincinnati hittingS0,"saidKluszewski, club record of148 RBI, setin 
Lightening Castile Trophy donated by 36. Bareback : Equitation DeJong 66. How Hack Open-Trophy Reds sluggers - Ted the cnce-f~ared slugger who 1970. 
Z. Dflftwoodls ' - A. Wightman &Smith Trophy by Terrace Co.op 2. Jay Bee Echols - Dick by Elaime Wyatt Kluszewski and Johnny now "serves as bat t ing  Foster, who went into 
Kavatmgh 1. Kerr's ]~lajor Bryns Association Brown 1 .  Amir Fersik - N.  Bench-the powerful bat of instructor of the World Wednesday night's game 
3. Hrols's Natasha - L. (Champion) 1. CountyCameo-W.Parfitt 3. Country cameo - N.J. Kavanagh George Foster is flirting+ Seiies champions, against Chicago Cubs with 
Smaha 2. Kayruss Jewelette 2. Maestoso- A. Maximchuk Phillips 2. San El Gezan. L. Hehr With some revered records. Four players have hit 60 10~ RBI in 104 games, is 
4. Tymir Mysik- Don Forbes (Reserve) 49. 10. Half-Arabs Geldings ZT. Junior Mounted 3. San El Gezan - L. Hehr Quarter Horse - Stallions 3. Tan - E. Wyatt or more home runs in running ahead of Bench's 
, 4. Ginsing -N. O'Neill - Two Years and Over 4. Maestoso- A. Maxtmchuk Foster 's  35 home runs, • Natiomd League history. 1970 pace. Bench had 99 
TwQ Year's and Over ~howmansld p (A) Trophy 37. Bareback Equitation - 1. Peter's Lucky Leo 67.MaidenEnglkhPieasure including 11 in the last 20 They v/ere Willson, Johnny after 104 games. 
Tan ' Elaine Wyatt DeJong d?nated by ErJcksen Ind. Trophyby E. Hamer & Sons ~. -TephybyBit'oBrynsPony baseba l lgames ,  is one Mize, Ralph Kiner and Foster led the majors with 
l .~oxDen Sir Prize- Dieter 1. Turlhilis Nero - D. Parfitt 50 . .Quar ter  Hor~e Farm. behind Hack  Wilson's Maya. ' 121 runs batted in last yea/" 
. '  Tabu Tan . Doug O~on 2. Apollos Shandy G. Champion & Reserve Trinceen D. Peterson National League record BREAK CLUB RECORD and finished fourth in the Holmberg - 1. - 
3. Apollo Shandy - Gerry 2. G~ing  - N. O'Neill Elsworth Trophy by The Broome 2. Amir Fers ik - N. pace in 1~0, when the five- The irony is tha~L Foster, league home run derby with 
Elsworth 4. Cedars Echo B.J. 3. F q C Faith - H. Lubbers 3. Ebony - T. Rinsma Family , Kavanagh foot-six bantam belter hit 56 who has blossom¢4 under 29-nine be~ind leader Mike 
4. San El Gezn -Lynette 4. Harvest Hill Meadow 1. Peter s Lucky 3. lbn Fad - E.R. Murdoch while driving in 190 runs. Kluszewski's scrutiny, is Schmidt of Philadelphia. 
Jacimbowski ~ Hehr Mouse- J. Cradock (Champion) - Leo DeJong 4. Asontl Ferseyn -, T. bidding to break the club "He's the best purepower 
lZ. Champion ? Reserve - 28. Jim'ior Showmanship . 38, Maiden Western 2. Sweet Century (Reserve) Rafuse The 28 year old Foster, in record of 49 set in 1954 by hitter in the game," said 
Trophy domted by H. Wyatt Trophy donated by The Pleasure Trophy by -N.J. Phillips ~.EngllshPleMhre-SeMor his second full year as a Kluszewski. Kluszewski. "I don't think 
regular, is threatening to "He's definitely got a there'is a pitch he can not 
& Family Frame Shop Thornidil Vulcanizing 51. Morgan - Foals & - Trophy by Totem Saddle become the National dead bead on 50 homers and hit. His combination of bat 
1. Tan - Elaine Wyatt 1. Harvest Hillmeadow 1. Athenas Son - E. Zbinden Yearlings - Any Sex Club 
- Doug Mouse - J. Cradock 2. Maestoso- A. Maximchuk 1. Skeena Gieslm Girl - T. 2. Tabu Tan 1. Tan E. Wyatt • [ League's first player to hit 150 RBI's" said Bench,who quickness and strength is as 
Homberg 2. Ebony - T. Rinsma 3. Trinceen - D. Peterson Kir-~ch 2. Amir Fersik - N.[ 50 home runs in more thana holds the club record ,or a good as any I've ever seen 
13. ltegistered Half- 3.Maes|osa-A.Maximchuk 4. Amir Fersik , N .  2.Hal~TerSmokyChimo-G. Kavanagh decade. Willie Mayshad52 right.handed hitter with 45 Usuallya man of Geor,~e;s 
Morgaus (Foals & Yearlings 4. Dixie Prince - T. Brady Kavanagh Bryant + 3. Ibn Fad .  E.R. murdochl ~ 1965. in 197o. ' size doesn't ' have t'~at 
any sex) 29.Junior Showmanship(C) 39. Senlor Western Pleasure 3. Hal-Tot Chi lkat-  B. 4. Cedar's Echo - B " f f  he doesn't press, he Foster, who also bats quickness." ' 
1.CommancharoSulmet-W. Trophydonal~lby. Skeens.  Trophy by Howard Halvers0n Jakobowski ;i Lrge-a - - -  run  " ' • 
Kriegl Building , " Jackson Livestock 4.Hal-Ter Smoky Fleeta-B. 69. Road Hack, 8tudor • 
14. Registered Half- I.F.Q.C. Faith - E. Nunoda I. Ibn Fad - E.R. Murdoch l-lalvers0fi .. Trophy by Totem Saddk 
Morgans, Nares &.Geldings 2. Kookie, Shari Smaha 2. Amir Fersik - N. 52. Morga~ - Ma~es & Club" 
Tw0years & over 3. Ironrust Rusty's Baby Kavanagh + Geldings - Two Y~s  & I. Tan-  E. Wyatt KETCHIKAN, Alaska 
- 2. Ami r  Fersik - N. (AP) - -A  kigh-ranking 1. Trlnceen - Donna Doll. S.lgorrison 3. Smoky Calvanafield P. Over • 
Peterson 4. Sflver~'- C. Erickson Peterson 1. Dainty Dimity- L. Forbes Kavanagh state official met with 
2. Kitt-K'~.ghan Darcie 30. Road Hack Junlor A.B,C. 4. Shosoni .Sious - C. 2. Keers Golden Dawn - J. 3. Ibn Fad - E.R. Murdochl f ishermen and cannery 
Buller Tophy donated by Ralph Goodwin Olsson 4. Asonti Ferseyn - T. I representat ives  here  team, being several 
. Gayla Gold - G. Bryant .Webber & Family 40. Western Riding Horse - 3. Smoky Calvan Field - R. Rafuse , Wednesday, to consider younger than the men, were 
o Charokee - W. Kriegl + 1. Athenas Son, E. Leipe Troph~ by Dog 'N Suds Kirsch , ' 70. Hunter Hack Opeli "l whether processors will be subject to somewhal 
15. Registered Half- +2. Triceen - D. Peterson 1, Dime - D. Muller 4. Keer s Shawnella : T. Trophy by A& N Kavansghl able to handle what may be umts with a head coach for different types of mental 
Morgans, Champion & 3. Ginsing - N. O'Neill 2. Shoshoni Sious - C. Ollson 1. Tan ~ E. Wyatt I the biggest pink salmon run each, a move whicm will pressure than. the men. 
Reserve - Trophy donated 4. San El Gezan - L, Hehr Goodwin 53. Morgan - Stallions - Two 2, Bikini- L. Hehr I in 30 years. ~ ~'mg the country into line Deryk Snelling of the 
~.y Ivan Bemolt ' 31. English Equitation 3. Ginsing - N. O'Neill Years and Over 3. Asonti Ferseyn - T.[ Carl Rosier, chief of the other swim powers Etobicoke swim club in 
Trinceen Donna Junior ABC-  Trophy by 43. Arabian - Foals and 1. Triton Rubaiyat - R.  Raf . [ Division of Commercial such as the United States Toronto was head coach el 
Peterson Wayne Webber Yearling- Any, Sex i Kirsch 211C~tume Class &Novelty • Fisheries,was dispatched to and East Germany, s~ 'n  the 1976 Olympic team and 
LMaestoso-A. Maximchuk l. Name Pending- D. Wyatt 2. Pet Kingman - P . .  Trophy by'W. Bo~er & Ketchikan in the wake of officials said Wednesday. worked closely with Don 
Z. Kitt-K'-Shan - Darcie 2, Ginsing -N. O'Neill 2. Jay Gaylene Legacy - J. Peterson • Family. The change, to be imple- Talbot of the Thunder Bay, 
Bullet complaints by fishermen mented before next year's Ont., swim team who wa~ 
12. Grade Ponies, Mares & 3. San El Gez~n - L. Hehr Maximchuk. " 54. Morgan - Champion & L SM~di - J. Lightening that ~Ketehlkan-area can- world championships in associate head-coach. They 
~eldlngs Two Years & Ovei' 4. Deodars Gr~md Desa - A. 3; Sur Grandeyn- E. Webber Reserw - Trophy by the 2. Misty - P. Jakubowski 
• " LM~rChanti s Dream - K. the catch: which currently Berlin and Commonwealth and four assistants divided Trophy donated by East Humor 4. Tahzi - J. Lightening' Forbes Family t neries were unable to handle' 
~nd Chevron 3Z. Pony Under Saddle - 44. Arabian Mares & 1. Triton Rubaiya (Champion) - R. Kitsch 4. Joey"s Imagination - C. totals about six s imon fish. Games in Edmonton, will do 
2. Pet Kingman (Reserve) - Humor 
the swimmers amon~ 
t. Misty (Champion) - P.T. Junior BC Trophy by Geldings ' ' Rosier was assessing an away with the current themselves according to the 
JakUbOwaki ' Tot+race international 1. F.Q.C. Faith - H. Lubbe'rs informal petition from purse system of one team and one event each was entered in, 
~.Sflver (l~eserve)-Corina l Harvest Hill Meadow 2. I.B.N. Fad - E.R. P. Peterson ~.  Gambler's Choice . seiners, the major head coach including men ' . 
Bricimon Mouse - J. Cradock, Murdoch 55. Broodmare & Suckling Trophy by the Barber beneficiaries of the, huge andwomen. Fraser said the male and 
3. Patches- Don Forbes 9.. Apollo's Shandy - G. 3. Maestoso- A. Maximchuk Foal , - Trophy by Family pink run, for the  state to, dirD~r Fraser, executive female sections of the 
1, : Bambi Alison Ellsworth 4.,Deodars Grand Desa - E. Yellowhead Hay & Feed 1. Whisper - Jill Kuoerr allow two Japanese ofnthe Canadian restructured national team 
Maximchuk 3. Patches - P.  Wilson • Webber 1.KeersJanlin- D. Peterson 2. Bikini - L, Hehr • processin~ ships to Amateur  Swimming will train separately but use 
19. Re~,stered Pony Breeds, 4. Kookie -S. Smaha 45. Arabians - Stallions 2. J.B.'s Bonnie Lass - E. 3. Turlhills Nero., W, Parfitt [mr chase me excess catch. Association (CASA), said in the same quarters. The two 
. , laninterview the change was teams will share support 
" . . . . .  ~ Iproposed by the associ- staff such as organizers and 
lation's advisory council of 
Icoaches and officials on the MacNEIL SA YS,'WO, THANKS" " medical officers. ' ' " " r e s  h The Americans prefer to Marcel .Pronovo"st new Sab ": ,basis of a report by psy- sendtheirteamstoseparate • [chologists who studied the locations and. provide 
' ~ c o a c  ,swimmers a t ' las t  year's separate support,tuff. 
• ' [Summer Olympics here. Fraser indicated the head 
• [ "The data gathered at the coaches will be selected this 
" ~UFFALO (AP) " Rene andis bilingual." Toronto I'76 Games," Fraser said, Nova Scotia Voyageurs, the players play as a team and andI decided to stay around Oct0ber, partly on the basis 
Marcel Prcnovost, a 21-year leading candidate for the not how they wanted to and try to make pro hockey Pronovost, 47, spent 16 Provonost has coached 'suggests there are enough of Who ldaces the most of 
veteran of the National Buffalo post, turned down play," Inilach said. go in my home town." seasons as a defencemen Tulsa of the Central Hockey ~ycliological differences their protegees among the 
Hockey League,Wednesday the job late Tuesday night, Imlach saict he had MacNeil  is general with Detroit Red Wings and League and  Chicago ,etween the men and top eight in world rankings 
beca~ne the, fourth head according to Sabres' gen- narrowed his choices to manager of the farm club five seasons with Toronto Cougars o f  the World women at that level to war- in each event his year. 
coach in the sevenyear oral manager Punch MacNeil and Pronovost. for Montreal Canadiens. Maple Leafs. Hockey Association and was mntat least trying this time "That Will suggest who 
history of the Buffalo Sa- Imlach. MacNeil said he had.been "Pronovost is a winner, He made the NItL all-star head coach of the Hull Fes. ~o separate them for part of will be considered, bu, t other 
bres ~, "The main ingredient I tempted by the offer, but he and that's very important," team four limes andplayed rivals of the Quebec Major their preparation." factors will be taken into 
' Fraser said the consideration," the CASA 
A I : '  Ma~Neir of the Was looking for was a man .added, "We're building a Imlachsaid, "He has lots of on five Stanley Cup temms -- Junior League for the last poychologists founds+me Of director said. 
American lteckey League's strong enough to make the new arena here in Halifax, experience, knows the game four in + Detroit and one in two years. 
\ 
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• DEFEAT CALGARY . . . .  : : :  
Last minute drive- 
" putsLions on top 
CALGARY (CP)  - -  kicking field goals.of 39, 34 Cavness. Moshents later, 
British Columbia Lions and 14 yar& and added Calgary backs Robin 
marched 83 yards in 11 plays three converts for 12 points. Harber and Scott Crawford 
toscore a touchdown with 18 Burden gave  Calgary collided on another 
seconds remaining to defeat three tou/:hdowns--the Passaglia punt and the ball 
Calgary Stampeders 30-28in other two coming on'a 38- was reeovered by B.C. at the 
a - Western •Football yard  pa 'ss -and- run.  Calgary 41. 
Conference game before combinationnand 'a seven- That fumble recovery led 
95,568 fans Wednesday yard pass from Hufuagel. to Stricldand's touchdown 
t .  "* ni~e winning touchdown Mike Striekland on a 13- early in the second quarter. 
yard run and J_humy Young. Mtor Strieldand scored 
' came from a 19-yard pass on an U-yard pass from his touchdown, Calgary 
from quarterback Jerry Tag~e completed-the Lions' marched own the fleldbut 
Tagge to AI Charuk. scoring. : former Lion Lou Harris 
• Moments before, the Cyril McFall booted .t~vo fumbled at the B.C. 32 and 
Stampeders scored a converts and two singles Cavness recovered. Five 
touchdown when Willie and referee Bud Ulrich plays later, Tagge tossed a 
Burden ran throe yards to awarded Calgary a safety strike to Young fo r  the 
g ive Calgary a short- after ruling that Tagge had Lions' second touchdown. 
livedn24-23 lead. A pass intentionally groand~d the calgary marched back57 
from quarterback John ball in the BiC. end zone. ' yards in four plays, with 
Hufnagel to Rudy Calgary defensive back Al Hufnagel hitting Burden on 
Lintermnn gave calgary a a 38-yard pass-and-run 
twopoint conversion and a cbeson blocked a Passaglia combination that narrowed 
26-23 lead. L~mt in the fcrst quarter but the nap to 17-8. • 
British Columbia held the: Stampeders could not After Paseagfia kicked a 
quarter leads of 3-1, 20-8 and capitalize on the break. On 34-yard •field goal, CalgarY 
23-10. the next play, Hufnagel had started ma~ching back btit 
- LuiPas~agliawasBritish a pass picked up-and penalties nu]lified that drive 
COlumbia's coring leader, returned 23 yards by Grady late in the second quarter. 
OTrAWA WINS,41-1 1 
Argos  smothered  . 
by  R ider  o f fence  L , . . -~. 
• OTTAWA (CP)  - -  "allowed the Argok to on a mimed f|eJd g~d at- 
Ottawa Rougm Riders establish themselves in the tempt. - • 
showed their Grey Ckp form game. Razzle-dazzle seemed *to 
be the main ingredient of Wednesday night as they The win moves Ottawa Ottawa's cff~ce in the first hammered Toronto  into a tie for second place in 
Argonauts 41-11 for their the EFC with the Argos and half. They tried four short 
first win in the Eastern Hamilton Tiger-Cats, all kickoffs with three leading 
Football COnference. ~• ' with records ol one win and to touchdowns. 
• The Riders ran up four two losses. Montreal Avery's touchdown was a 
consecutive touchdowns in Alouettes lead the confer- 12-yard pass set up by three_ 
Toronto..penalties and the fwst quarter and we~t once with four wins and no 
into the dressing room at defeat, defensive end Jim 
half-time with a 38-7 lead. Quar terback  Tom Piaskoski's recovery of a 
The .Riders' defence kept a Clements threw touchdown Richard Holmes fumble. 
blanket on the Argos' passes to running bank Mike Ottawa got control of the 
sputtering offence throughot Murphy, tightend Tony hall on the ensuing kickoff. 
me game. Gabriel and wide receiver Clements threw a 19-yard 
pass to Avery and then hit Ottawa fans serenaded Jeff Avery, and handed off Gabriel on a delayed pasS Ul~ 
Toronto coach Leo cahill to Larry Catas and Greg 
with several choruses of Woods for touchdowns. 'Jer- the centre for a 27.yard 
• "Goodbye, Leo" in the dying , ryRogan kicked field.geal~ game Kates went over from 
the one on~the~0ext play. moments of the.game. : of,.34.yards ~l~d~ys~t~m{~ Several"pl~'~ later, line- 
It was the first win in' converted the five ottawa 
three s tar ts  for the touchdowns, backer Mark Kosmos 
defending Grey up stopped short an Argo third 
champions and atoned for a Kelvin Kirk scored the down in a one-yard play. On 
17-1 loss to the Argos in lone Toronto touchdown on a the nextplay, Cates took a 
Toronto last week. The sevenyard pass from Chuck hand off from Clements and 
Riders, reacting to stinging Ealey. Zenon Andrnsyshyn bassed 33 yards to Avery. 
criticism f rom team converted the touchdown, Two plays later, Clements 
management and fans, kicked a 39-yard fceldgoal hit Gabriel with a sixyard 
came out fired up and never and scored a 50-yard single touchdown pass. 
Foster homers again 
as Redsdefeat  Cubs ,. 
Two-run homers by majors'in both,categories, took over 5½ hours to 
George Foster and Dan Driessen's home run, his. complete. The Mete sent it 
D r i e s s e n p o w e r e d 13th of the season, followed into extra innings by scoring 
Cincinnati Reds to a 5-3 a oneout single by Foster twioe with two out in the b0t: 
National League baseball against loser Willie tom of theninth, Doug Flynn 
victory over Chicago Cubs Heruandez, 5-4, in the 10th. drawing a bases-loaded 
,in 10' innings Wednesday Steve Carlton pitched a walk from rookie Lance 
:night. slxhittsr and drove in throe Rautzhan to force in the 
,~, The loss cut Cubs' lead in runs and Jerry Martin also, tying run. 
knocked in three in the Jackie Brown and Don the National League East to 
one game over Philadelphia Phillies' victory. Carlton, Stanhonsecombined tolimit ' 
Phillios, who whipped San 15-6, struck out 12 and San Francisco to seven hits 
Diego 8-1. But Pittsburgh walked throe, and Ellis Valentine belted 
Pirates failed to gain Joe Niekro, 7-3, scattered his lath home run of the ~ 
ground, losing 3-0 to Houston nine hits for his second season as Montreal Expos' 
Astros to remain two games consecutive shutout and beat the Giants 4-2. 
behind Chicago. Jose Cruz drove in two runs Jerry Mumphrey had four 
Cubs starter Rick with a fourth-inning double hits, scored three runs and 
Reuschel, going for his 16th as Houston blanked the drove in another as St. Louis 
victory of the season, had to Pirates. n Cardinals beat Atlanta 
leave the game in the In other National League Braves 5-I behind the four, 
seventh inning with an games, Lee Mazzilli's pinch hit pitching of Erie 
ailing back. Chicago led 3-1 single in the bottom of the Rasmussen. :. 
at the time, but Foster's 36th 14th inning gave New York In the American League, 
home run of the season in Mete a 4-3 victory over Los Craig Kusick and Lyman 
the eighth tied it. Foster now Angeles Dodgers in a game Bostock drove in throe runs 
has- 36 home runs and 105 that was delayed nearly two apiece and rookie' Paul 
runs batted in, tops in the hours because of. rain and Thormodsgard fired i a 
seven-hitter as Minnesota 
Op sting Twins romped to. an 11-1 er victory over Detroit Tigers. 
Rod Carew of Minnesota, 
~[p  went 3-for-8 to raise his Brownies Re e major league-leading 
d " average two points to ,384, Frie 0Hoken Frahk White drove in four 
runs and George Brett hit 
his fifth home run in-eight 
Franchise av i n  games, sending Kansas Qty  Royels to a 7-4 victory over 
Torqnto Blue Jays. " 
m m  m ~ m ~  m 
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i 
CertaipJyWouddn't " : +: 
A recenflyopened store on.going and established "Why don't you play golf~: 
in this community. Excellent financing in place with A! any more?" Lenny's 
with a low down payment required.. A rare op-. wife asked him. "Would 
portunity to aquire your own business. Contact: you play with a teilow w~;/" 
• . , puts down the' uyrong score :~ "' 
BROWN I ES F RAN CH ISES LTD., and moves the bait when you 
Vancouver. aren't watching?" replied 
Lenny. "I certainly wou ld .  W. Noren, 255 6296 . * , n't," the inqutr/ng wile ob-i 
Res. 29a 8789 . . served. "Neither. will A l / '  ~" 
~ ~ ~ ,  ~6~2 . Lenny pointed out. 
* |' • $ t 
• . . . ,  - . : . .  • • . ' . 
I 
TheHeraid, 3212 1<alum Street ' L~t :  One front false tooth, 
Want  Ads . . . . . .  1 . . . . .  
I 
" 16. Los t  41. Mach inery  fo r  Sale 49. Homes  fo r  Sale I '  "-,. ~S; :Mor tgage  Money  . . 
I I I I  " " "  " ~ " ' " "" ' " " I 
All steel portable sewmlll with 3badroomhouseforsal~: With MORTGAGE money any 
l . 
~ - ' r ' i  1 . 
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,'he  
new attack on heroin 
. VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
compulsory t reatment  plan 
for heroin addicts in Brit ish 
Columbia was announced 
today by  Health Minister 
Bob McClelland. 
The  program,  . which 
includes establ ishment of a 
.~ainst  he importation and announced.  MeCle l land 
distribuflon of heroin, gave  no  ind icat ion  of 
"At  present, at least 365 whether it .would be an Ira- 
pounds, of hero in  a re  .mediate withdra~val type of 
smug~;led into B.C. each treatment, or methadone, 
year , "  he said, He said he will introduce 
"Even  with add i t iona l  new legislation to establ ish 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. Partial plate, if found contact lift. All good condition End basement suite. Price adS,000. " amot~t (25 years amortization) ste~{ and equipment,  law the t reatment  prod 'am,  but  
phone&lS-6357.Terrace 427.1~Mor.424.3'~3 (c.3). running order. Full price Opon of offer. Also two lot l  for .lot mor tpgs  from 10 percent, 150-bed t reatment  cenh'e in -en forcement  and  custom did not .incUcato: when that  
• . . ' $16,000. Located at castleger, sale. Phone 43S-21S3. (p -3 ,4 ) . .  2nd mortgage from 12~ per-. e i ther  the Lower  Ma in land author i t ies can only have a legislat ion wou ldhe  brought  
Subscription •ates: Single Copy 19 ~ He ln  w:nt~r l  . loons 36s-2633. (¢.3) m - -  m . . . .  " !c le f .  Residential• Commercial• or  F raser  Va l ley ,  w i l l  l im i ted  e f fec t  on the in. _} 
20 cents. Monthly by carrJer : •" ...... " -Y- ' : - -" :~-" . . . . . . .  ~ For Sale- House4 years 01d, 3:  'Bu l lders" . ln ter lm Business. emphasize b 'eatment  of the  ava~ab i l i ty  of i l l i c i t  heroin. P re l imi~a~ ld l~s  e~ll for  
.'rhree. Dollars (~.•~). .  _ . : TAXI DRIVERS 47 Homes  fo r  •Rent • I~lroom~ with ms'by ,x t raL  . Loans; J.D. Phill ips Capltltal add ic t  as  a s ick  person  "We have decided ~e a three-year tz~.atment w i th  
yearly ~y .matt in canada Full t ime, • part t ime Class 4 ~ ' "  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  AsklngpricaS39,.q00. Phen iC ia -  Cerperatlon,:10673 King George I~ed ing  help,  ra ther  than as must  have  a cases being revLewed a f ter  
,.No.~,[, santor Citizens S20.00 Ilcence and p.olice permi t  F,,r" Ren*. Ou,,lex F.,i , 3975 (p.3-19) Hlghway, Surray, a.c.V3T2X6, a~im~na] ,  coml) ]ementery  oro~am the f~sts~x mon¢;)s. 
~"ea~lT~/m;l louts ideCanada ~r~Ulr~'TaxlC~.~224~a~tgfer" tx;sement'andf l re; la~. CIo~e [ FORSALE '  - I  Phone'qlg"3411'(c'3) : "We needs  new, f resh  a imed at  reduc ing- - the  M.cC]e l ]an ,d  . . . . sa id .  
~1.00...,. ; . . .  " " " " totowq and schools. Phone 635. IPremlum constructed -~ 31: . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  a t tack  on the  hero in  number  of ac t ive  and  evamaUon panels mu De set 
Authoriseaassecono ciass mall  o~, ,~ n,ad , , t~ " rMu l red  for 6233. (p.2~3) ' Ibadroom home en the bench. I 63. A i rc ra f t  fo r  r 'Sa J ' (~ '  : " p rob lem in B.C. to augment  ootenUa] users ."  up to "assess the per  seniti 
by.~he .Post .Off. lce Department, e 'xnn~l l~o 'EGA. '~f f l cse  --; . . . .  ~ . . . . .  • .- IFlnlshedbssementwlthprlv~atel": ,. : .  " .  :: .- " " ~he .a t tempt  by po l i ce .  " Details o f  the  .type of h is tory  . .o f .  i~d|v idua ls  
~llawa -and mr payment m . . . . . . . . . .  '#ranc  cmtan ln '  ' d i l  ' ' ~ . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  postage in cash Excellent opportunity for ad- Unfurnished 2 bedroom L~use [m~ a I . g2ad.  t ~a l l  :.41~S D: Air¢ouPe, IS H.P.• ix .  agencies to s tem •e  f low of  t reatment  have not been rezerred to me ;program.  
Clesslf ledsdue2:ihoursprlorte vencemsnt. PuMIc practice for. rent ~r  small famlly.  Must isearooms ors!self c0nfoln!ngl:.¢~lent.Kfn:gradlo•fulldalh,.tcR narcot i cs  .• in to  . . the  _ ; 
deslreddayefpubllcatlon.32.00 'ixporience' essefltlll. Reply be employed. No heavy Irev_enue.. su!m. ~ : / ' : lpmld  120 Indlcahld• IB~ I~tl. communi ty , " .  Mcumuand / " ~ . . ~ A ~ I  d l~A ~ A A ; . I m ~  
for f lrst 20 words, 1O cents each g lv lng fu l l resumewl thse la ry  drlnkera• Requlredreference. I WlCootose!l.at349,S00.;.&lS'l before mal0r, C "of A . lust l  said. " ~ ,~( JU[ I ( J I [  [ f~ l~( .~ l ' . L~ 
wordthoreatter• No refundson requirements. NI  replies In Phone 63S.3684 7:30 p.m. (p- I~  for appommont to. vlaw.I .  ¢omplat,d. 'New.brake  -d . ; I  The minister said heroin • . . . .  ,F - - - - -~v  
classified ads. etrlctcenfldence. BOx:L~4, care 20,1,L3,4) (~-3,4,7,~,W • ' : • I .new'plexlgllesO'l~l intirlor~ ell l tr~ffi_C~_, in B.C. JB •e  . . . .  - - i 
of Langley Advance, BOx 3310• . ~. . . . . .  " ; . ! "  Wudyret  .wotk lnSPec led ,~ l  p rov ince  s f i f th  la rgest  [ 1 i10  t l~XO r /~r t l - t l '~  
~ bus iness  t ' roperw to new raUrlc and I~ Phone 1.  Lomlng  I=venlrs Langley, B•C• V3A 4RE• (c-3) HILLSIDE LODGE • . . :  " - . I i ndust ry ,  g ross ing  "1;255 I , . .V~v i r t  ~,~ I I~1~I J I ;  L 
• • - 44S0 LlffM Avenue .' . • • ~ . .- . ~a~l . '  . . . .  ' I mi l l inn  ann .n l lv  ~ ~w ~ ' 
Weight Watchers meeting held 24 S i t - ' , t innc  tA/=ntnd Sleeping rooms, housekeeping For sale by owner, modern , . , . . .  . . . . . .  " I ,,--~,'~'o;"',,,',,;';,, ; ,  H , ,  WHITEHORSE,  Yukon enUre fa i r  hearer  nroceas 
- - . - -• .  q l ' , , . * ,dsu  J4  " / - -  M .&  i l . - - '  • v u . . v . . .  - . . . , .~-v  , ruSk  ~ m , . . l l .  '~ . , . i~ ,~4 =, , , , . .  Clenr t l , l  . 7r . / I / t  *n i i i . I  4~mA& .a~4.11  - .  ~ l i l i ~  . l t~SUi lV i i  *M *UV . . . . .  O I~" OV~'~I ' vw~o]v o, , p.ill. O!-lll~ . . . . .  • - , , , , ,  , - , -o - I  , - . - ,~,• rv,, /  ,. - , . . . . .wv , , .  ,w, , . , i , . .  'z4v.~ r " "  ; , , , .o ' .  " . I ,,,,,,~.,,,~ ,--,k°a h,,,,,,,,,ava.~ (c r ' )  : - -  ' The ~.eneraQ l fn  _~hnrn,= " :, 
I " furnished Re son b . ,,, . , . , . , , ,~,; ,o l " " "~ . . . .  " . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  ":." Knox Un ted Church Hall, 4907 if anyon is requiring • port- . . a a crates by. building including 3 .b~d~om ........ , ...... . . . . . . . .  . . . .  m ] of the Council for  
" P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' :  ' " " I ~to lerab le  when .we  asse b y. • He stud. tha~t the NEB Laze le  Avenue . . . . . .  day  or  week .  Non-dr inkers  : entonYa leR ] W ' " " ' " " '  " ~"  I' J ' ' ~ ' " ' " ..... ~ . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  " " " . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  " . . . .  
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  t lmo. . . secratary  for  typ ing  - : : ..... _apa . .~. .  gad; ~ ~.,;~ ~.::~:~,~, ;:~::.,:., , ~ .:.~, ..... :. . . . . . . .  . . . . .  d , " 
. . . .  : . . . .  on ly . , .Phone&IS .~11.  (~)  .......... C i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 , ~ . .  . . . . . . . . . .  .~.consider ava l lab lHty  and  .Yukon .  Indsans  vote commstted  a;  :g rave  
' 1 services only, please contact . .- . . . .  h ll lV/ack . . . .  Opposite. For Sale. W/O v•w• Wesffaita - ' • " • to a eel the • • • - . . " - . . .  demand fo r  H]iclt  heros ,  W.e~. esday pp , mjusuce ' "  ~o [ne .nman Terrace Oupllcate Bridge Club 19S batw m Meadowbrook Centre A . cam • 12 miles o Irene at 4394 een 8 e . . . .  . p ,  po .  A00 on rebuilt • B s • " _will .¢ m.mence play each _ . . . . . .  ~ , , , , ,  _ . . . .  ForRent. 4bedroomhouse4706 , , rox lmat  I , . . * "  ~n.  da~,m." ..;;,h,' i '" .e~, , , . , . , . . . ,  - - , . .  and the as t ronomica l  costs l~a.Uooa] Energy .  oard people m gomg eyond its 
/ u e s a a  n l  hrat7-30 Pie wil l  ~nu~p,., . . . . . . . . .  p . . . . .  O T O 4 ~ -  ~ .. • ~ e z ~ 0 ' W "  iL' : . . . . . .  ~ '  " "r - - I ' ' ' l "  ~ "~ ' ~ . . . .  V '  ' ~ '  " V  " " " " " " " F ~" " " ' " . . . .  " , Y g . _ " : . Y . ~ , .  M ,  o~ " Ga l r . ,  Phone Prince Rupert.- . . . . . ; ,~ ,  u~i,, . . ; . . . , . , .= _~.~: .~..~=._-= ,.__: . . . .  : J ._ . . .  . I to  the"  e r lmina l  tus t i ce  JU ly  4 Decis ion terms of re ferent  
be In  room 4 ,  ~;e lec lon la  H igh  - ,~ , , .  ~ . - ,v , , , , ,  627  1660 fo r  a -nn ln tment  to  .~ ,~, ,~. , , . . . .  ,1 , , .  ~ .~mu~r  par ]  ~ummm'raa lsm anodwln~ere .  I ~ .~  . . . .  .a ~.  ~IL.~ t.~ • . . . .  ~as•tnn~tn~nr l ;no  onnr l |H / ln~l l  T^1~.~, ,m a l~A ~/ I~,U~I  ~k ,~ 
r • " . r , - -  T rade  Wl  I car balance with : f a3au=-, u ,u  w um ullSm~aa • . . . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,~,,,,~v, o,ov ~,~,  , , , , , ,  School: All br ldgeplayers are . • • . . . • . . . . .  W . . . . . . . . .  -r . 12,~Or.,. .t.of e r .~ . . ,  p~ , ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  , I ; " . . . . . . . . . . .  i ' • . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  X!.~w.. p,!,2,3,4,.s.).o.:. . ... .,:~-. • . . . .  ~ ' ~ .; ,: ' . . . . . . .  ", <. , .  : - ~ :  '~.~;s~.~%,~.~.~ ,~ ,_~; • . . . . . .  ",-.~,*,~.',-~s . .~ ;~a roval-:.of.,;an~.~.~Jaska.~, the court  aefion w -not ' in Invlted: ,to attond.-:~.For.-Part-~ 32, Blcyc!es, ,MotorcycTes,. . . -~ :..~.:~.~,,.I:.~,,~.,~,~.~...~:--..-. ~,..~,., ~.~,~.so,a.bl,:~!w.m~.;...J~.~w~:~,~o~!~,.:~!~-... ~.,.:.~.,>,~.~,~,..~.o;omm.:U-,lty, .... , ....... a id  .a~.p~, .~, . ,  _ , , , . . , . ,  ,. "as  - . . . . .  " - - - - '~ :  . . . . .  
nershl or' Intormation ' hone , . . . . . .  : : - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6271 (Chlll lwsck) (¢.3) : .......... : . . . .  ' "  MculeuDno ~,~.wa~ " .a~u~a.  , ~ uu 3 wu 3 ~iuupurmi~e m~ 
P P I i ~ . . . .  I " " I , , I ' : I " I I : ' t I " " : ." : . . . . . . .  F ; ~ ~ d 4 ~ i " 1 J * I " t ~ ' *&& & ~ * " ' " - -  - -  L - - /  
635-73M..(CTF) For Sale* Two **root hlkM P.or.KenT: ~x.oo lw 0 oeoroom . . . . .  . . . . . .  :_: ~.~;; . ;  :~. :.:.~:.: !::;1:: ,~/4 :~.' ~:.::;; ~: ..... T i le ,purpose at  uns plan .pi~,uoe,  .: - .  ~ . :  ,; . : . . :  .progress Demgma~e ¢~..az~ 
. . . . . . . . . . .  • (~U . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 ~a-,, ,-.~. - - . _ ,  " : : :"  _ : :  nicely mrnlsned t ra i ler .  '55 " . . . . .  , ,  ~_. e - , -  ' • Lega l  . . :  ' - ie to  br ing  fo rward  a T J leassemnlyvoo~l , J~  the zetf lemen~ 'of Ym(on 
Thornhi l i  Calorie Counters ~'d' l~"~'yam;l~a'T~lnC2~c°n. Located at 3347 K0toed Drlve. ~"" r '~P~"y 'ur : )am-  ~ -  t reabnentand commLmJty to app ly  h l tmediate]y  to the ]ndia~]andc]ainl .~;.  ' '  
meet every Tuesday,_ _Th_ornhlll Both in excellent cond View at 'No  singles, no animals. Phone ' " .., . ' . .  ~ NOTICEO_.F;DIVORCE ~ care grogram for  the heroin Federa l  Court  o f  Canada in i 
t:.~omenTar.y =,:moo,: 7:15 p.m. 3 . . . . . . .  '~ -  ~"=- -  "*":-  m tn  63S-2'182. . '  (p-2,3) For sale: Valuable :.ooi'nei" " ,~ .  . . . .  ~.~.,.]~N ; ; :~; ,  ", :user  In B C which w i l l  have Vancouver  to have  the r " t  A , , ,  ! . . ,  L~ 
mw memoers welcome from ,,o ,~,v=r or. am=r o p... , . . , .-  " , , rb -er t , ,  5 34  acres  corner  iu .  =ml~, -  J[,Jbl=Pl-i _ ~_a__  . _v .  - * .  :~ ; - - - .1 - -  - - - -  ' l~11~lDkT,.1.;.;~;~. ~.a(- .,~n|~l,~ , .  ~ g i Iw- . - J l J r , l l r  I 
n ' 2 3 " ' ' ~" ~'~" ~ ' ' . . . . .  "" • i l  113~ O1" UU U¢ ~L '~-~IA  UI I  * 'u :~ J~u~'~ao~v,  ia~;~, (ka~;  u .  . Terrace a d Thornhlll. , ) • Fo• Rent: 12x42 one bedroom . ' .' ' PHILbl  S ' " . , . J _L~ 3 11~;~(~.15 , / I  I 
4 • . : ; - " .... traileron'eblockfromThornhlll.::-l-l-l-l~..umm-and.O]d:.L~,ke!s.e:-'Lake. *. ' . . . .  P :".. ' " ' demand,  andsubseguent iy ,  the gr .ounds . that the .bo~/d  - ' ' ~ • 
Ko ~oueo mr -10m ~om LoyaIOrderofMooseLndgeNo. '1974 Honda 90, onlyd00mllee. Schoo l ,  pr ivate lot COM- • .  . . . . . . . . .  : " ; , ,~ . . ,  , , -  , ,V , , , , ,  on the'  supply  and cost exeeeaed i [ s ju r i so iedon  ' . 
1~0.., Terrace,. B.C. Me_etlng 'Resdandfra l lb lke  Phonc&'~l- PLETELY  FURNISHED;  re_ere[at, or KeSlOen|lal. I~ . l l  . /~- I~REE~, ,~HILL ,~- , - I~a~ ~aetors ,  when i t  amended Foothi l ls  I~ lP I /~/% 
ncia every 2no and ,nn our -  • " Stood andrellable legal , 63~.31el • or uox 4~o |p .  - . . . . . . .  o, == • . . ' ' I ' . . . . .  1277. (c-2,3A) - Y . . . . . . . .  -Poo~--- Y . . . . . . . .  ' : - i l l ' d :  a Petl*l'-n D~- . I .4 . .  The min is ter  sasd law en- P ipe l ine  (Yukon)  L td .  s M I.I., 
soay  .every  m o n m  aT  U p.m.  ' phone I~r lon  ~ * P l s i  ( :~TP)  " IO ,  lY ,~1~#l ,~)  " , '  ' m , '. I v • ~ t l l e i / F  . . . . .  / "  
Phone 635-6~11. (clf) ~ " " '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . :- . . . . . . . . . . . .   " ' ',' 01964,. Court Numbar"5904, In fo reement  al~encses .a re  aplieatsen to build the l,ne. . / 
' 33. For  :=a!e,',.-.M,sc. " For Rent: 1 bachelor cab in .  Beauti ful  t reed ,  seClu'ded"2 ".theDiitrlct:Reglstry,"Suprema . lOS~,g grouna m mew ngm _ . ,  . .. . ;  ~ ; ,m,~ e , t  
. . . INCHES_AWAYCLUB. . .~  ForSa le .  NCRCash Register,8 Fu l ly  furnished Including ~- acrsewlthallyear:'c~eek; C1~14; : Court:of..Brlflsh Columbia, at " rnepq)e~e'woma e a=y 
/,/V~eT every/ue~akY niger ~.a  department"  to ta i ,  recon- '  caMevlslon hook-up, 2 blocks to town.  $17,900 Phone 63S-.%92 ChllllWaCK, ask ing  fo r  a / ' I~ 'AAA A i r )  gas .  xrom r ru .anoe  .ua.y~ - __ . . _  . . ,  . . . .  
. . . . .  .~,,.~.o , : .~ .... .,, . . . .  r , , ,  ditloned- very reliable t , - -  or from the center oftown Phone (#-14,19,4,9) ' :~  ' : . : , ' D ivorce ' . .Your  whorNboute ; / . J ' / . ,  IV I / ' l l l  V/ , . /  AlaSlr~EI, sown me AlasKa r JSH'L '~U' .~,  U.~.  t t ; r )  more InmrmaTlon. phone ~ -. " " r I " " I I : 11'1 " '11  " " " " " : I ' 'I : . . . .  I " ' ' '  : I " • • d I I I I 
~n~ n~ ~'.-3033 , moch]ne.  Wlnterland General, 63.~2319 or 635.6672. (p.3,4) • ._ , b~ r . " " being u,n, knewn, the  Court or. . . H ighway to A lber ta  for ,  - -  The pro jected 11-1~-~ent 
. . . .  " " -  . . . . . .  Slore;3310KelumSt. Terrace. " " .~iallano is land. ~' idoali . for,  deredservlceofff iePetit lon,on ~ ' ~  / f '~ :~.  de l ivery  to the  Un i ted  inereaDe ln  the OkanaDan 
B.C. Heart  Fo~ndat lon In d3 .~.  (ctf) "" For :  Rent: TWO bedroom ret/r.e.ment (¢!lmale, weeVl_nBi, you lbyth!sc ,  j a¢lvertilemonf.. !%. / '1  I t .g .~/ .~1.11  States. [pDachoropwt i le | f zet ]oszea 
se Wall to wall  car INIInTIng, Ouatlng, gellr I Per The • ndsalle for Divorce J~ Imor l l l  ~ Don I tk ln l  may be ~ " ' - t0wnhou . . ' '  • . . . . ! ;  .,' . .  ' ,  . 0 ~n '" gad ' V~C~ORL~ (CP) - - 'Th~ Tntecounc i l ; represont ing-  due to the hai l i torm last  
sent to Terrace Unit, BOc. 22, For sale: V=' dr lvea l r  ImMct,~_ ,,-ring . . . . . .  Frldge and stove No ~ warer~ronr  nomes, lots, . . . .  . arestotodlnthePetit ion. I fyou Br i t i sh .  Co lumbia  6-000, , peop le  of  Ind ian  week that dama~ d 10 
Terrace, B.C. wrench; lust rebuilt S44. Phone pots.please. Phons ~1S.2,109. (p. acreages, call COlic.el B!o:ck wishtO De hod or  Counter¢lolm government  should be able ancestry in the Yukon,  w i l l '  cent of the total  crop,  N~e~ 
' ~  43s42~1 after 5 p.m. (Eft) . 3) " .or.DE., _ representative, J_onn. tba shq~you must take and the to ]provide a job  for  anyone in tervene  in  an act ion  Taylor ,  p re~dent  of Br i t i sh  
. ~I;,~O.I.I~.S , . " . . . .  j , ~ . .  L.Iv.er,,~ox ~_l;_:Ualiano, U.~;..flmes'.wlth!n,.whlch.y.o.um.ust . in  the province whowants  launched •TueSday in  Columbia Tree Eruits Ltd., 
.~da ' . . "~rs~V~a~urda . .  • I •FURmTURESPE¢ iAL ,  1 48. Su ITestor  Kent  . - .  vo,,~,~.~,~.~c.~.....:.t!!m.:.them~.are~.onootseao n ohe, L ibera lLeaderGordon  Federa l  Court by Lawyer saidWednesday,'~ ' 
"Phone ~ ' Y: IBy night a bed Sofa and cho l r l  I ' . . . . . .  I " I " Exclus've" -'-~;'~ S - - ;  '-;'- ' :  ~:~!::P0t!flm..:" ?,A..copy of. ~1.O [ Gibson to ld the Leg is lature  ] )on l~enb loom on behalf  "The  crop w i l l  be a t  least  
: I ' ' I " ' 1' ' ' : L ' W ~  o~r~ ~m m I~ I I | ICH I "  w| tn  ' NOt iCe  Wi l l  ne  '• " - " ' . - . ,~, 631-102 . , ~n . t3~.95 . ,  , ,, . . , ,- ..... ., • . .  ~.- . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r. ~edBe~ay. . , .  . . . . . . .  , .... , o f . the .~kon~o~serva~on eg~i to thato~year -an~ 
, , , , ,~.~,, , , ,z , , ,  .,: . . . . .  . I I  KEYSTONEC@URT . . . . . .  ~eauflful Nechako  Yafiey.. ,  A ,  'mol lad  hp veu .on•ru l~t  ad- ' ~ , ' - -  . . . . . .  - - ;  . . . .  -I -I- . . . . . . . . . . .  " - - . . . .  - - - ' -  :-"- 
" Is'iS;in le are fr0m - $999S1111 - . . . . . . .  w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .  rm alU]g,,umwr, -  . .mTror. . . . . . . .  ~,~c ia l  e~,~b " • , g users • • APARTMENTS . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  overnment  ex  and the i r  The Natmna l  Ener  y antimpated, Tay : ) ras id in  • , . . . . . .  of lak~wl th ln  minutes. From SU remeC0urt, Court House, 77 • I ' " . . . .  r 
. . . .  P g . . . . . . . . . .  . . taft . Board  condst lona l ly  a news re ] , , . . .  • . KermodaFourWhoolere 39" Mettressorboxs rln from P ~ R ili on , , , . ;5.. , ;  OfflceNo. 2.4~)3Scott.  One, ~.~°~0J3Bo~o~:3)Vanderhoof". ,C°~.:!~S~t.t:.est:';,:ChHIIw, ac~B'F - '  and Emp]oyment  program , .approved the Footh i l l ' s  ' "~hern isovery , reasonf~ 
r'~;~'at'tl~e",~'nd'man'lnn'."F~" i t rees  ru . rn . l tu reLtc l .  I I two  and  three  .badr~m.apar t .  • • ' , - :  . i l  ywm~,  ~ l~ l r iT I IB  " _on  e~.=wm-  In  " Which  was  establ ished to apl) l leat ion, but' amended confidence in a ¢ontht ldog  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " , , ,  I ' " 4434 LaKeloo Ave. ' I imams. .  Launary ~, ~torage I , _ , .  . . . .  , _  . . . . . .  . :~ . -  ,..me Said .uiMriclr Keglslrry ana f ind lobs fo r  -een]e  seeks°-.- ,h . . . . . . .  1 *"  inc lude  a su" ' l "  of ~ru J t "  n 
• urmm- tmurma,u ,  I~,m,a ~ I ' e.~...4 =,-'-'. •. • I l a res  Near schools and, .,a!= ,or oa,u: ,~ a,~ ,v a;r ,=.  ' r ibs the'other sleds set out In 1 ~ V  " " r;  j r  O " ' ~  V ' V ~  " " ~ J "  ~ m . . . .  : I 
3442. I .  _ " ' " ' "  Hw"  I Id .wnPw n Clean -'ule* Phone&lS.7893after6 p m (1=-3) " - - -  " , , - , ; - - : - -~-- -~;~ - -  -~- : p rovmcmx asmsmnce; ma jor  route olvers ion norr~ : t iesa iu  ~ ~um crop was 
• (m)  ; . . • , ., • • . , .  . . , , . .  . , w . . .  " m ] waste  • , . . . .  _ _ ___  I , I tspoclous, security lock.up and i . I . . . .  ~ I t  J ~ within thl Hv (30) days It is a co p ere. . to Dawson City to meet a damaged and ~ou ld  be 
._n~.. . i~: mr_r.a~ u:~'--u:=: - , - ; - , ; - ' ;  ~ , i , t |nm Ipetrol, " - ' " ~ ~, ;* , -~0b i les  -: '  " "'~f:~idate0f,-,bll';.atlonof~s when a large numoer  oz possib]eDempSterHlghway lower  than average, but 
t t := lKS  t.onge). I ' f i ST  ana  I n l rc l  " I f l l l l l l l  ~ .  w .us=. .  I ' , , . . " : .~ . . . . - -v .v . . .  - ' ,  . "  ' , '~  . . . . . .  r - -  - - . - - - -1 - -  . . . ; . - - L  L . . '  . ; . . - - - - I .  I L . - -&  . .  , . . . .  . - -  
• Thursday of month O O R P ' - - ,  "m.~.,~ C~,~,in, ,  I , " . . . .  : :."advertlesment, you.wl l l  not he l~up.~_ wum .to. wuL~ " uu~ sOL ~"  ~ne. . : " L .Foam.,..apples ap(I ~'aFea 
"Ladies of the Re-el Pur:le' i '" area n~#v i-~ w~ ! " 43S-S~4 : , . . . .  -~  - .' • .'~flfladtofurther.noticeandthe cannot ,  sa ia  u ioson .  The counci l  saia in a .  enema eenormaL 
.:~,.o~.,.; and Fou~ Nton~y of . . IOc  Per -Copy  I(.,) ] ~as;~.¢~/=~ Ct~a~: . . : ip i t i . , - , :ma, : ip ron  .~d and ,.I~ '_ 'Wa~s:~ve_~o ab~,d~md~ re l , . se  tha~ the asse.mb]y's Z~'ng . ,a  ~H.~,o f  t ive 
monTn. ' - " T,,~,,,,, ~.,;,, o'~*.*i,,.,.,. , I . . . .  Northern Gas ~-72Pl ' (c- ":,relict ¢lalmad may ue given m : prowuu wor : .u ,  ,,t .; -~. ueclslon~ m appea l  was mmuves ~ne s mnn uro l~_  
~0"A ~o~- ; ' ; " " ' - " "  r 1,2,3,4) ' . ' '~Uroteenca . '  : ' :  ' ' ., meanme.ov.ermrn.w0x. . ,x~ based on the- fac t ' that  the hailstones as large as  pm 8 
Garwe SaVe" Saturday August Phone ~1S-7412 ' " I CEDAR PLACE I (c-3) . ideas ana L~uospme.  . HEB recommended a ~ute  pong balls, dama~Lqg aoout  
6, 19~ At ~29 Straume Ave"  (CTF) " ! APARTMENTS • i ForSale. 19~TFord Econollne ' - "  ' • He  sa lo  any  .work  for  ~h ich  there have been no 2,OOO acres of o~dhasd land  
u. . . '~ . , . ,  . . . , ,  . . . . . . .  " ' • , I. . I . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . / - "  . : ~ . .  " p rov ided  WOUla on ly  ne imb]le hearings The YCS in the Oliver area south of r~vuam,v,ta olal*,:u,,..m.• o1~ , ram , . UeST oTTer, i-none o~a-~y/~ tP- • - '" - . . . .  ' . . ' . 
goods, etc. Starting 9:00a.m. I . _ I I 4931Walsh  Avenue ] 1,2 ,3 )  . • . a / ~  |empor .a ry ,  and  no. t . .an launched then" act lon for  the here• About ha~tbe  
(I)-3,4) . . . .  I Hay mr Sale: mp quailtyl |. Su i te  113 I " . I ~ i ~ l  a ] tornauye m me exmung same mason,  affected were not eoverod 
- -  I mlxed hay. ' Dl l¢ount fort  I ~. . . .  ; . ' .:_-.. : . .. , ;.:": •. : "  ~ J  ' industriad system. .  . Dan ie l  Johnson ,  counci l  by insurance  ~ : 
• ' f l  I I barn ' ' ro r  =ate: ly14 JSVelln,~ va6.- ' : ,,=, . . . .  : ' "m f " ' ' ' " t4 ,~ inn~¢ po~"=/  Iquantlty.  In ad  or n . / I  Ter race ,  B .C . .  I , . , . _ . , , .  ~, .o~. , . . , . * .~ , .  • > ,.: ~ . ~ ~ .  • Hesa id~at .  uc.huze[ul ehem~an,  said the boards  Most of the ap~cot  ~rop 
• 6 . - -  . . . . . .  - - ~ . . v . , ~ .  - I  " . . . , a~.vu ,#o. , , .~ .  ,~v~. ,~,  ~my. ,~,  i ,m,  mmmu • . '  . "  . ' !  ~ : v  . . . ' , ,  " . * , ,  ' 1 8o.31 . (c I) I I ,M ,  I sfeerI"- " ""er  brak'- •  'nlleProvlnclal Government has work . . coma oe aone oy. recommendation puts  . the alreadyhad been harvested. 
I ' , .  . . . .  . ~ I , / INowl ,2and3bedronmsu i tes l  $1,800 for further detalls. Phone .e requ i rement  fo r  ap. mu.n~c lpa l i t . i es ,  scnoo ,  j~ j~/~£~ 
l WOne aof r i lo rat ion  2., Roi  lumbar. .  S20_ pori i f .or rent.  Frldge, stove, I ~.~20 anytime. (p.~1,2,3,4,5)' proxlmately~.,~_SCluare_f~eetot ._s~.]c,..~_.a.n.~,~°l~)vn~td~ I ~ 1 ~ | |  
| 4623 sOUCiE 635-2"06 | thousand board f l  only Price I arapes, carpeT, rec ares,  I .* - • : . office spe~:e In [ef face,  u.~ r ~ s ~  W~m~ P xu m~ 
1 . .u ! Skesna Forest ~u~ (clf)  ieeuna and pool table, w l th l  • " • : '  ." . ' . : : !  . . . .  '. . . . .  '. ' .  • . work  for  .the unemD]oyed. :,. . ..; i 
I " ':: "./:  . . . .  ' I  ~ " " : ' ' ~ " ~  . . . .  I secur l ty  enterphone and l  1974 Dotoun.3,d°ZSllve,r..B!..~!..:.'.>Into~p~.rtleShavldgofflca - ' LaberMi~Is ter /d ]~mwf l -  " " ~/ : '  ' ; " I :  
I ~ ": : "41~"  I " , . . , - ; , . , . :  , , ,~ , . - , .~ . , ,  le lovator.  Absolutely'no pel.~i.l 33,000mlles, mage,"rapo:decK,.:':: ~ , ' :~. ; : . . i . ; ;e ' . 'a~ e l,vl,~4 ~ , . . , , , ,~;o. , , , .=~,a sau ln~r i t i s  " " ' " " ; " I 
. . . . . . . .  . - , , ..,~.,,,,.,.,,.,,,.,..,.,w.,.,,,.~-, , ' I n I n " " , i ~ '  / Bert Emery .  Cedervale, B.C. I ,  , I , ,  , .  ,o ,,. ~ , , . ,  ,~ . . . .  lubmlt*data Is et ater the Up to  the pr ivate  sector to 
I Aut~lzed  / 049-.%16. (I)-1,2,3) 3 Bedroom Row Houslng suitesi' '~ ' .  ~ - . . . .  , - , t  . . . .  : :  . :  Au~t~; lS ,  we:  to the senior er-eate employment~ and 
I Service I Full basement, 1V.~ baths,, half Consign your ca• ;  Wuck or  : _p r0~ A .g .ent , . . _  _ p ro~de jobs, . . 
I Repairs to Refrigerators ~ For Sam: Birch flrewnoo and Mock from scncous, 5 minute trai ler Let a profoeslonal sell i t  '.t'r°.por~Y ~ervi.ce.surancn The governmem ro le  b 
Freezers, Washers, 1 Dryers,. ' Mg pool table. Good condition, walk from town. Suitable for for _you. • ,~ . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . , /~ ln i s t ry  o f  HignwaYSl anc tO stLmu]ate that  segment  o f _ .
I " ' And Ranges " ' Top Is Mated. ~Phone 638-1704. faml!!~. $2s0 per .month. 6.- • Copper.Mountain : , :.l~=b!lc Works. (Pu b Ic Works the  economy wh ich  
I ( t 'd f~ ' " ~ (1~1~)  11110111'11 l eeoo ,  App ly  :~Ul ta  121 Enterpr i l seUd :•  4211 KmgSWay n~M, , ,=a  ~^h.  " ho said n 
1 ~ ' "  " . , .  . _ ~ _ _ _ _ _  • , • • ~ , . * . , , . j ~ . n ~ , , . ~  j v w !  . . ,  . 
. ' ' 'q . . . .  : , ~ k ' :dS20Streume.(df )  . • . ' .635-431:1.. . Bornsby,.  B.C. . The nrov ine ia l  
L - _  - :  .~m. l  Vorygondheytorse lo :  $1.23 i Ame_~. : : :  lUa_ , _ , l  (cff) . DL0040SA . i ::VSH.3Y6 . . . . . .  . • government  has c reated  
• ABLE  ELECTRIC  LTD.  , bale Phons 34S-2m Houston ' u I In lOn  manor  i • . .  " ' - '  • see- Or an tender n 19,000 ' summer  jobs  fo r  
ClessA Electrical Contradlng " ' - '  . . . . . .  2452 "¢4' IF.~rnls~edorunfurnlsh: . . . .  :,,J ~ " l ea  lOW T y o . , , . .~.~.,oa, . . . .  , , , r t~o , , , ,  Fr,~o I==tlmmta,= Dhnma ~C.U~'a a/Tar • p.m. ~ . t - I i r u n . .us sound I TransTers . PlaTes. Sales Tax. ma#.~eimpllu arram~tFaw4 " ottlU.;ut.o ue ~ ~.*v~k v& qv*** a..." 
ot:'6"~'.13"31:"('~f) . . . . . . . . . .  "~ " . : . .  . . . . . .  ~ 1 ..hodr.oom. spares.ants., i See" Wlghtman & Smith ::: i ~..1; " N ,~ ,~.~-~ T ~.";1~" ' . . lion, or an average of  $1,200 
,. " " For som.e'real b..ar.geln.s:n us,~.: pecur,y onTerpnone. ,'non e . .| AUT~PLAN agent,  . > ':'~!!~.i;~t~;,~i~/>:~>~, ,.,', ~ :.i / . . . .  per  job; he  said,.addlng the  
Golden Rule: Odd' lo~ for the wom~n-sj_:an~:,~ cn, mren:s. I ~ .m1: -  I Lakel.se Ayes_Terrace..'. Open : ~ ' , , '~ '~dent"o f "Works '  " federa l  government  upends 
Iobless Phone 635.4535 3238 cumnung, nousm].onu.,mms o..,u / ,~a ~n;~: I saluroly,  ta r )  --".~;¢"~-' - -  • ~ ~ w,~ tnh 
• • * ne  v ,m- .w.  I ' P r l  Ueor  e ,  U ~ ~r , , . , . , . .  . av . .  toys see the selection at t l _ _  , . . : . g , .- 
Kalum (eft) or she at d~0 W ¢ 4 Wil l~ams sa id  his "--" . . . . . .  ~ . Kit.lost. W0.k .p_.  • .- ' For Rent: Abasementsulto, 3 Forsale: 1~72Ford~ton,.dx4, " ( /~) . .  . - . . . . . . .  " =s - r  . . . .  ~-" a 
ABLE ELBC~I 'R IC  LTD c..olUmDla st, at  KlVerlOOge: ~...,~ . . . .  '*k~,',*M.,,,~,*,,,,, with °over  take off winch,' ' .-m.~' ' I~U.V~-.m,.~©-~ • ~,.~ ©l,~u.~s . 
Retrl r Open 9 to . . .  4 WeaK . . . . . . .  : , ,  ,, . snDml6sLon to me leoera) . g.e a t lve  Contracting and . ,  . . . . . . .  , , .u . . . . . ,  . . . .  .~ Situated on Pohte Ave. Phone Phone ~1S.9181 during the day• . I ~ ~ . . < . , " ~  _~ _~.._ . . . . . . .  ~ , . , .  . . . . . .  
nousenold repairs. Phone ~ .ua y,=...uu.=.,u,.,, ,,..~,w,,,~,.. 'L~c~o~ tn.~.~. ~ ;" ~1S-3981 a f te r  5.00 p m. ' (¢ . '  ~ I~~. : - ,~__? '~|  I Suver . -~y-~.w- , , ; -  , r~yo  
" ' ' ' t~r l l  . . . . .  ' v~, -v . , . . '  ~r , - .~ . ,4 ,  ' • • '. ' • , • ;.-.. -~ . "  • ~ , M76or633.1231.(clf) . " i ' i " i . . . .  ' " L * " " ~0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 )  , ' . . . . . . .  ,I:~--~i~'A~IE:~" ~ z .  ~ ,  / they oo~ t e a s e  on m e  
'' i : I 1 ~ 1 . . . .  . I . . . .  --'" " :--" " ~ ' , c ry"  ~ - - " "  industr ial  areas which need 
Need - ' r tner  for  1SO a-;'rovnd ,34. For  Rent .  Mnsc. 2 bedroom suite for rent. - - " '  ~ :  ~crx~':/~" - ~  - - - ' - ' - - -e  in' c reat in"  
' -  ~--~/--  . . . . . .  ~'~" . . . . .  ' " . . . . . . . . . . .  Avo l lab le  now Cent ra l ly  .19&I Chevy II 3.speed standard,. '  L~ . ~ . ~  ~ I maam~a,~ a 
~,omps lT l l ,  He l lOs  mur l l  " ' * " a P ' ,4 , , , , - - - - , . . .  ~ . . . . . .  , , , , , . .  .Tral lor lotfor.ront:  124x1~ff.. locdted. NoPets. 435.9471.(0ff) 6cylInder, ddoorsed  n hone. I~m'~x_~i  emploYment. ! 
No.16. Write care of Box 3473• month free.. (CTI:) • efove:endfrldge Included. For 
Smlthers,B.C. VOJ 2N0. Phone.. , single or emall famlly.  Nopets  For Sale: 1"972 Chevrolet mini. '. yo~ c~amot  eati ,g ~apeiil~ . ! W~. .~ I I ~ . h l ~  ~ |! "Usten, there's nothing wrong w i lh  
8~.M60. For Rent: Thornhili com. please. Phone 623~68. In mote•home. Excellent coeds " w l H r a i n l ~ \ . ~ m , - - - ~ - - - - - -  be innambi t i °us"  
= munlty centre le avlkla.Ma for Thor°hill ares. (p.3,4,5,7,9) and low mileage. View at 3128 i ' ' : ,, 
LMdlng radio .. T.V. repair doncee, b!'ngo'a,'W.lv~iteI,M,H!O  U"o,,us,,.ss 
~tc. Phone 635-5597'or.~q-3467. ~uslnese; Quasar deale•ohlp; 
Full)' furnished home. Owner 
retiring. $97,000 Includes In- 
ventory, equipment, Workshop, 
downtown corhar comme'rclal 
lot. 6140 Sixth Ave., 
Whltehoroo, Yukon Y1A 1N3. 
(o3 
Newly renovated general store, 
Arrow bakes are• . 
NeWly renovated general store, 
Arrow Lakes area. Modern two 
bedroom suite, refrigeration, 
shelving, alr.cqn.d Itloned~ Good 
famll); busineSS.' 199,500 wlth 
$40,000 Cash plus atock.  Reply 
Hughes, Box 6S9, fla_kusp, B,C .  
V0G 1R0.. ks.3)  
(elf) 
39. Boats  & Eng ines  
For Sale: 14; Steroraft with 
two life leckete, tow rope anil: 
water akin./  Jn .very 
cond l t lon  used on ly  'a 
few times. W]III take trade to• 
• Iverboat. of.rome value. Call 
~ .2aD,:(p.3;.4,5): '  .. 
Cedar- canves.ceno, s.. Repairs 
a~ el~¢lstty. Re.canvas, replace 
broken  r l~ ,  p lank ing•  etC.  All 
I~r~s 0reliable. ca°Do built fo 
~ '1  Y~n Treadwell, R.R.. I, 
G-~mox, B.C. WN 5N1. (ci3)' 
49. Homes  fo r  Sale 
3 bedroom; large Storage 
building and workshop on large 
lot In Thor°hill. Owner leaving, 
must sell. Phone 63S.S692. (p. 
14,19,4,9) 
By Owner. Open house 12:00- 
6:00p.m• every, day, 4614 
.HIIIcrest Avenue, Terrace, 4 
bedroom0,  fami ly  room, 2 
bathrooms, 2 f i rep laces ; '  
Beaut i fu l ly  f inished with 
herdwood f loors and pine 
ceilings throughout (Revenue if 
desired) Landscaped gardens. 
Extensive Views. NI offers 
cods ldered .  Phone  63S.2009. (p .  
3,4,S) 
River Drive after 6 p .m.  (p ;2 ,3 )  ,' 
, For Sale: Truck and .~m~r•  i ~ 
• 1971 Toyota HIIux;50,000 mi l ls .  "" 
6ood'condltionl Loughesd'pop. 
up. camPer., Fhone ~1~7251 or 
623-S601. (p-20,1,3t4) " 
, '. AUTOVEST 
. : . . : .  , : . -  LEASE TOOWN I 
NI  mon iu  
III Ind lalt 
58. Mob i le  Homes  
• "' ' " "' .;-':":~rll~-~ " "nvmEmt~im ~F.I~ 
For Sale: 10x~ two bedroom ' m!mrm,  m~m'm,  w~ 
Waller/ no furnffure,, remtal . . . .  
Purchase with hNomodtS'i: reat 
• • • . , 
In advance. Phon e 63~2,U~ (p-. 
For Sale: Immaculate 12x~ 3~ 
bedroom Safeway Manor• - : - r  • 
skirted and ioey shack. Fu l l .  
• pr i ce  S9 ,S00  or low down' 
pa,~ment possible.:' Ph~e ~lS~.., 
2715. (p.3,4) ," ' ": 
A HOME TODAY AT A PRICE 
YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAY r 
NEW 14 FT. WIDE MOBILE HOME, 
$16,000.00 
Delivered and set up in tTerraoe or area. 
Or pay 186A6 per month of approved oredit. 
13.6% interest. ! 
• $1,000.00 Government Grant.i 
Monday  He°ms 
M , :  Phone Co l lec t  ' 
• ~ U Abbo l~ford ,  i I ,C /  ~(112) 853 .4894 : , i  
1:  
• . . . . . .  ..:. . .  
~, i 4 1 * 
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heCOMICSII .;. 
Wizard of Id 
I ~,v~.~ 
. ,~m~- ,~,  q'4 ~/  
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
• .;X,.) • - / 
the  h e r a l d  . 
i 
OH THE LIGHTER. S IDE  ri+;: 
' 
I~,G~.. I : ' t .L  - '~  
t~-tE 61Et~ A~D 
" j ~/E&L. CUTLET. 
Catfish  ,.o+ oeo 
+It +I i I 
B.C. 
y 
by johnny hart 
Hagar the Horrible 
~q~ ~Y~L~5~ ~E:P I 
• . J  
~ , 
by DikBrowne 
T % i[ I 
-, ~,. A~'~ . / /  I 
by Addison Boner's Ark 
• . . . . . : '  + +~.+*+~;~+,,++ ,+ + ' ~ - , . , - • + .  . ' 
"FEATURES 
YoUr individual 
by Eugene Sheffer 
ACROSS .37 Let it 56 Appear 10 Larg e lake 
1 Breathe stand DOWN 11 Courage 
with effort .38 Warble 1 MountaIn 16 A mesh 
5 Riding whip 40 Hek~w passes ~ United 
9 Start for name for ~ Mlshna 
ade or eta God sect i~  
]~ Biblical " 41 Conical 3 Farm. 
name tent building 
13 Lively 43 Flesh}" 4 Poet and 
dance fruits actor; 
14 Money of 47 Rio de --  both John ' 
account 48 Lie detector 5 Greek 
15 A son of 51 Free letters 
Oedipus 52 War god 6 Fabled 
i7 -- Yutang 53 Entreaty bird 
IS George, . $4 Negative 
• Harold and " vote • 
Lewis 55 Start for 
19 ~ed scope 
conjunction 
Z~ Jargon 
PA Talks, 
today 
~7 Simian 
Ancient 
coumry 
31 Middle 
o~/~lton 
Fish or' 
cape 
Corrida 
cheer 
34 Declare 
for score 
~ Narrow 
inlet 
. . . , , , . , .4  
7 Middle of 
morel 
8 Ravioli 
graph or 9 Mixture of 
languages -
Avg. ~olutim time: 27 rata. 
K~P lT I~WIA I~EI~AI~ 
IRI I IA IG IA IL IE IS I  I ICIE 
ICIA~I'YlAITI I ID IS IN  Err 
AIT!~--GIAIRI I SIH 
IMIAIRIKIEI~'--~'-IYlAIC 
ISIPlOIRITmBIAJRIRIEIL 
T I I  IE IQEIL IL IAIRIAI®IE 
re.i@ 
i 
///////~ 
;= 
I 
I 
I I I l  
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
] ' ! :•  (~ 
m 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
m 
i 
:~3 Spai'tan 
queen :: 
n Edge 
~5 Coalmed 
Fern 
Israeli 
neapor t 
- -  de 
France 
30 Matched. 
gr0up' 
3~ Female 
rabbit 
37 Drinks 
noisily 
39 Train 
ataflon 
40 Work 
unit 
41 R~ped 
" 4~ AMain 
Mlkwom 
43 Unit of 
force 
44 Pallid 
45 Fencing 
sword 
40 Coantm~eit 
40 Urn ln- 
=rlplion 
"Dia. 
• shoed , "  . 
m i  
9' 
b t + 
i 
s-f" 
i 
Horoscope  
FOR THU~DAY, 
AUGUST 4, 1377 
Am= 
(Mar. ~.; to Apr. 2O) 
Don't ¢~m others without 
ample reason. It y.turn out 
best if you waitmal~t before a 
making decisions, give time for 
added factors to appear. 
TAURUS " H,=~P 
(Apr. ~.1 to May ~.I) v ,~-  
Plan your schedule in orderly 
fashion, lest things trivial or 
witless interject their thne- 
wasting tunes.. A day for con- 
contrating ~ e~seatlais and 
Frances Drake 
• difficult perses, even run into 
unexpected opp~ttop. P,emin 
tactful, tolerant and affable, 
HUMOR! and storms will blow over+ 
ore ,  " . . " -  
(May ~ to June 21) (Jan; 21 to Feb. 19) 
If well.plarmed in advance, A peflod forreavaluat/m. Try 
you vm~kl'noW, leuneha new to leam Just whore you stand ln 
venture,, but don't rush relation to other persona, 
headlong+ into uncharted seas. especially competitors. Take 
• :~- nethl,g -- and no one --\for cANcn . 
(June ~ to July 23) 
If yon know you are on the (Feb. 20 to Mar, 20) 
right track, Btay there. Do not Some new imlghtcould lead 
go off on tangents without good tohlgherachlevement or bigger 
reasort Curb your inunte ten- profitS now.A fine Neptune 
dency toward mo~iness, aspect stimulates per- 
LEO 
A day in which your innate YOU BORN TODAY are a 
c~npetene~and good Judgment determined, hard-working 
will prove profitable. A fine individual; usanlly highly e~- 
scomo 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Aday In which yun cattld raise 
your score conelder~t~. That 
is, ff you make the best use of " 
your numerous talents. Just one 
admonition: Avoid.~u~te! 
SAGITYARIU$ 
(Nov .  23 to Dec. 21) X~4 
Curb tendencies ~ to 
procrastinate. Handle a l l  
matters in the order of thek 
importance. Evening hours 
excellent for social activities 
and romance. 
(Dec. 22 to,an. 2o) 
You may uncounter some 
)QUIP . . . .  OR F"]'( 
GCBNAMFG FMANB NHJA  J PWW I • m~eef f~qd#egl~m 
peri~lin which to intUato new fldent and soft-contained.+You 
.methods, pr!ntanusuMideas, conldmccekiintho tlmator but 
VIRGO • are lem dramatic than many 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) I~ J~ others of your Sign. Your 
Perseverance,  despite brilliant wit, however, would 
make• you an excellent possible obstacles, will 
hondsomerewards soon. Your comedtanand, with your love of 
business acumen should be music, the musical c~edy  
field would be an ideal choice of 
• + care.. I n  which 
L IBRA : :  ,~ I~"X +you could excel: the law,. 
.. Borne ~ Imilented or ~t~g: '  Magnetic fo="~ 
which could :beoverlcoked ff drives you, attracts anees~, 
you are not on the beam, not admirers. Don't offset l~ by 
using yo~ur mental capacities to trying to d~ninnte these about 
their fu l l~:Keep aims and you. Birthdate of: Harry 
hopes higl~ I . Lauder, Scot. entertainer. 
I FSWB IWHNCSCPB 
Saturday's Cryptoqulp-- GREAT SWAN DIVES USUALLY' 
WILL GRATIFY FINE DIVEHS. 
O 1977 Ki,s Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptequfp clue: M equals T
~e1~.e Crypteqnlp is a simple substitution cipher, in which each 
tter used stands for another.'If you think that X equals O, i t  
IVm/w~ m~m s$,r 
frame ~dm i c.r/smiW. 
' k l f  ~tk tim m q,im.d f. w 
bew/m~ pemm,, lids ~ 
m.c~i .p .dmi , ,b~U 
' Io flletlkdm, c I  ikJ imm. 
+ 
i~:~:~:~ 
• will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short.words, 
• ~ worda.~.ing .an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowem. ~omuon m aecemplinhed bytrial and error. 
Dear Abby.., 
DEAR ABBY: My best friend s mother died recently' 
and I attended her wake. There were many people there. 
• Most of them were telling jokes, drinking and langhing as 
ff they were at a wedding or some kind of celebration. 
I thought i  was disgusting, and it made me both angry 
and sad. When I asked my moeher why people behaved 
that way at a wake histead of being solemn andserinus Out 
of respect for the dead,'she said, "I"nat's just the way it is. 
The only time some people see each other is at wedding or . ,yen+o+ u ry ++ Garry Trudeau. funerals."i,monly 14,but I think poopleebould seve the jokes a n d •  ' + ' 
laughter for weddini ~ not funerals. 
k//l~, t~7" ~.ZI., }OU ~F.J/, 7~O~ }t~ //AI~ Y~,R Vl- f/N/g/.Y, 77~15 7~ / ~  [ Whatdoyouthink, Abby?Ifyouprintthisletter, maybe. 
~'.~,SO 7/~ ~ people would change the shameful way they act at wakes. 
~J~5OtqT/~ /AR~OF 70~f~g#F/H~,~/ f f~,  ~~#gRA' /~Y~- I  ,~R/'#0£K~e ~ * .  ' JOHN 
~A' /N~i~-  ~ / "  7/~#~i~0Pr~=~.4~VP~3~- ~ F.4~Ff./.F/~IalPN//OFNN I ~ , ~ 0  Tr~CAqg~.~w+"++mm" 
~ d ~  70 7f'/g~ 7# ~E. ~l~ /l OCtW~4~ i~rf/I //IM. t~. ,~/~/.f,¢/~t~ U.//~ l /OOK~Y~ ,~ R I~gF.~I DEARJOHN:It'smorethnnmerecoinddencethatthe 
%:,~P7:~.. ~ ~ V It I ~ \ ~ ~ 70..,~A/~.. 7//~TRT"- l two words most frequently Inter.changed by accident (7) 
/ / "  It's not the lack of respect for the deceased, 'it's the 
human tendency to make the most of the op~rtanity to 
catch up on old friendships and family ties that accounts 
for the partyilke atmosphere atmost wakes. Add to that 
__  the fact that alcohol tends to break down Inhibitions. 
Don't he angry or sad, John. Were the deceased able to  
- . express his opinion of the apparent merrymaldng at his 
~ ~  .... ~ ~ ~  ~ . ,  own wake, ril wager- he'd be all for it. (I would.) 
DEAR ABBY: I would llke to voice a.complaint a~inet 
teenagers in general: A teenager had a transistor radio on 
busload of passengers off the bus with rock and roll music. The Amazing SPIDER-MAN Why don't those teenagers show a tittle respect for the 
rights of others? '. 
~ k ~ ~  #a ~'o  ~ I f~O#~ ~.~a ~ ~- ]  . IRRITATED 
~¢T ~.#tNO u~l ~ I ~/~ru~#s ro##a sn~,,. [ ', DEAR IRRitATED: Wh~ condemn ALL teenagers? 
~z responsible for the comfort of his passengers. Didn't HE 
• shir k HIS duty? 
DEAR ABBY: Someone signed SPEAKING FOR 
TEENS stated in a letter to you that, in Samoa, premarital 
[ i ~ l ~  sex was customary. As a native of Samoa may I set the 
record straight? r 
• , Premarital sex is NOT the custom in Samoa today. We 
are taught hat the very b ~st gift a Samoan.glrl can give to 
her husband isher viradnit,y, and to lose it before marriage 
• not 0nly •brIngs disgrace to her family, but automatlcel]y 
places the girlInto the category of a prostitute. Thank you.' 
PROUD SAMOAN TEEN 
k ~  smm~dmr 
ByAbigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by 111e ChinO0 Trlb.n~NiY.'New8 Synd. Inc. 
DEARABBY: I love" my parents', but they have their 
faults, and thebne that bothers me most is their prejudice 
against peopleof other races and religions. They have 
tried their best to make me believe as they do, but I am 
happy to say they have not succeeded. + 
I know t~at children are supposed to honer their 
mothers and fathers, and I honor mine in most ways, but 
not in all. We've had some very heated arguments over 
this subject butl  am only 14VJ and I know they will never 
"change; so :now I just keep my cool. 
I am writing to you, De~ Abby, because some o'f the 
stuff in your column has helped to open up my eyes. 
. Please keep Stressing the importance ofdoing away with 
bigotry and prejudice. - 
I believe that we are all brothers in the family of man," 
and we could love each other if the children ail aver the 
world would refuse to .acceptl the' prejudices of the i r  • 
parents and society; 
If this letter is good enough for your column, please sign 
m e . . . .  
JII~L~IY 
DEAR JIMMY: It is. And it's yoang people like you wha 
give me hope for the future. Thank you for a beautiful" 
letter. 
I think you will oppredate the following philosophy 
which supl~erts your view, and came to me unsigned. 11 
hope that Someone out there will identify its author: 
"First they came for the Jews, 
And I did not speak out 
For I was not Jewish. i . 
Then they came for the Catholics, 
And I did not speak -out , " ' '~ 
For I wannot Cathoilc.: 
.+ 
Then they came for the Gays, 
And I did not speak out 
• For I was not Gay. 
Aod then they came for me,  
And there was nobody, left ' 
To speak out for anybody." 
I 
" ' - ?  , . ,  
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Fifty. years"ag 0 this.wee k 
-Master . E lmer  i Ji feWdays in .Usk last •and "Jr-,i andfHel~u~.reig~l~ft :-B1neon ~ r is~.Pleaase~lo0~ ' FLOWER show AUGUST . i  
MeC0nnell•0fTermceis to • aeeolhpanieda ienlcparty .F~. oay t •. •,':.lear ,. ~ alm~.; g nt "lv~ . . . .  :~.: '/~,•~.i- • ! :"..-!:~-: 
be con~atulated 0n assing ~ of boys to~-~neyness  ,~vherea week will be spent r. recovery, after a re_ee_z" .~ All in.di.'.ea.t/ons ~e that  
his en f ranceexa~t ions ,  Creek. "-- . • " m camp . . . . .  operanon m x-trace hoper,, there wm ue a oumper • 
out o fae lassof  nine pupils • erowdat he flowershowon 
he Was the only one to pass. - July 17th. Preparations are 
• " i • Rex Watt of Ocean Falls Decorat ion Day was  July weather" was the being comple,.t~,,, for,me da.y. 
celebrated by  the Odd hottest that has  been aria just aume ram.:tor 
was a visitor to Lakelse ,,oo,,, q'hA Vnll,~v's a cr_op of flowers that would Mrs. MeConnell and h tchery last week. . Fellows and the Rehekahs recorded here formany long ' bout l~.ee day wlll make
on Sunday afternoon.at 2:30 ~",~'~nne~h~vin~the-~ia' be~ the envy ,of Victoria' ~.~ 
daughter Edith went• to'. when more than tw~ty  -~, -~,  . . . . .  -~- s°unshin~ Tacoma. Prize._lists, are out 
Prince Rupert toconsultan • members proceeded to the share of glori us ' o m oa  
cannot be disputed this and programs f r e y eye specieltst the end of last . Mrs.N. Sherwood and cemetery to do honor to year. Not a cloud hes been and evening are being. 
Week." ~ -: • " '~ daughter// Barbara ~and deceased members.. -The 
Misses Clara and Dorothy..' wrenthscontributedmade a~ seen-for, over two weeks, circulated. 
Little visited Mrs.. P.M. beautifuldisPlaynumbering The"  theremometer  . '  ' 
GeO~' Powers  was in Monckton a t  Lakelse last .about wenty-five, all being registered 96 in ~e sade. SIG~N oPOSTS ARE 
thep_roduetoflocalgardens, shade with no change m e,,,,~,,,,~,u~, '~ 
Prince Rupert on business week. • Madams King and Bishop sight. All s~asonable fruits Travellers from the south 
this week. " officiated at the graves for have ripened quickly and think i't is nec.essary that t.~ 
the Rebekahs while Messrs. the continued warm' owners ot me provmclm 
N. sherwood went to Swain and King read the weather is shortening the highway 'put "highway" 
service on behal~ of the Odd picking season, signs on the main road 
Mrs. and Miss Butts of Kalum Lake on business last Fellows. • between iiere and Smithers; 
Usk were ~,Terrace visitors week. last Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. E.T. Kenney .alSOup wherethat dangernecessary.Stgns be putit 
~ _ _ " Ifet on Thursday for New seems that"highway" signs 
~xrs. e'red. Nash and  Hazelton and from .th.ere. will have been put up from the 
Mrs. Robinson .and son family have gone to Maaset motor through to.V.i.ctor, m. on east to smithers, but not 
Mr; Phl i l l~ .and son of. spent a few days visiting in forahollday, Theywill visit a ~ueee weeks houaay, ue)p. west. These signs are very 
Aiyansh put in acouple of I~rreen' this week. ., Mrs.. NashUa l~renis, Mr.. They were acc om,_p_amea_o_y necessary for (he safety 
days"in -Terrace recently, and Mrs. Ededshaw. ' the former_'s ~_.mr," runs.  travellers. Thagovermnent 
• ' . . . .  ~ . - • - Rennlon and son enerman m will no doubt at[end to that 
, - • Victoria who have been here matter now that rep .s  
. . . . .  • Mrs. S. F~kaldy.and son with relatives for several being made to the piece ot 
Rev, W. ~ spent a Jack, Mrs. Wm. Vmiderilp/ 'J[~ie many fr iun~ of Dr. weeks, roadin question. 
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The bah 
game 
By B ILL  SMILEY  
Drove about 200 miles the 
other"night with.a couple of 
other idiots.Co watch a hag- 
league • do6hle-he•der  
baseball game: New York 
Yankees vs. Toronto Blue- 
jays. 
"How can ]~ou jnst:.sit 
there for six hours, watching 
a group of grown men do 
something we used to do in 
r Z 
public school, at re~n?" my 
wife asks, with musment  
and nota little scorn. 
Well, it's a little difficult 
to explain, without sounding 
childish. In the first place, 
these are not grown men. 
They are professional ball 
players. Secondly, they don't 
dOitquite the way we did it 
at recess. Thirdly, baseball, 
onceyou get it in your hlond, 
is like a low.hurning fever, 
and the only anti-biotic that 
cools it out is watching aball 
same. 
125 Air CondLtiomd Suite & Rooms With Vitw 
Color TV. Telephone. Tub & Shower; Ele- 
veto., Coffee Shop, DJnin0 Room. Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125  Kitch.,metteo Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
d im,  TOLL FREE Rewrvations- 
" I  / 1124100-261-3330 . '  . 
Owned & Ol all 
" ~  MGR,TED PRYSTAY 
I I  1755 Davia 
English Bgy at S lan lw Park am Stop 
at Our Door .and Take You Anywhere In. . 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
• . • . . :  . " - . -•  ' .  
. o . .  . . 
Baseball players, like 
hockey players, are not. 
grown .men. They are 
overgrown boys,..who are 
highly paid for doing 
something they'd rather do 
. .than eat. ,. 
And. t l~  do it superbly, 
with a skill and grace and 
ease-that make the game as 
thrilling as any ballet. 
There's an extra charge in the 
knowledge that one of the 
dancers is going to make a 
misstelYat any time and come 
up with egg on his tact, in. 
.stead of the baseball.- 
Finally, I played baseball 
in a basehali town, from the 
time i was about eight until I 
was 16 or so, often for hours 
a day . 
My heroes, in those days, 
were the members of our 
local professional team, even 
though it was Class D ball; 
They• were tall and bronzed 
and lexn, college buys and 
coal miners from the States, 
many .of them with unprn-. 
nounceable names that 
sounded exotic in that small 
Anglo-lrish-Scottish com- 
munity.. 
They weren ' t  great 
ballplayers; few o f - them 
went up to the major leagues; 
but they were pretty, good. 
To us kids, they were Her- 
culns and Achilles roHnd into 
-. ot~e. To the girls in town, 
they were Adonis. 
They chewed gobaceo, and 
we imitated them with 
ficorice. They spoke with. a 
variety of Yankee drawls and 
we tried to copy them, much' 
to the-d ismay of our 
mothers. They ambled and 
:¢louched, and :we did the 
sume. 
We couldn't •fiord the ad'. 
~!.  
,o. 
: -~..' . . . . . . .  ~' 
mittance price, in those 
Dei~ession days, but we 
never missed a game. There 
were ways: over the fence; 
through a hole in the fence; 
earrying in  players' equip- 
meat; tending the" water 
bucket; shal~ng pop or beer 
bottles and turning them in 
for the refund. 
' It was always summer, in 
those summers long ago, It 
never rained, or blew; or 
turned cold. The sun always 
shone, the pop was always 
ice cold, the popcorn was 
crisp with real butter, the hot 
dogs were red hot. 
There was no  night 
baseball then. We didn't 
have lights. But~about five 
o'clock on• a summer even- 
ing, the merchants began 
rolling up their awnings, kids 
were sniping down their ear- 
ly suppers, and everybody 
headed for the ball park. 
Everybody knew practical- 
ly everybody one  very team 
in the league. Everybody 
knew that the umpire, Pete 
O'Brien, was blind as a bat. 
Everybody knew that Izzie 
Mysei, all six.two and 280 
pounds of him, would go for 
the fences every time, and 
probably strike out four 
times in a row. 
There was no fancy elec- 
tronic scoreboard, but 
everybody knew exactly how 
many balls and strikes there 
.were on the batter, how 
many strikeouts the pitcher 
had made, and how many 
. hits each player had. 
It wasn't so difficult hen. 
Usually, nine mm played the 
entire game. Pinch.hitters 
were • a rarefy, because, 
naturally, all your best hit- 
ters were already playtnfg. 
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When you had, and coukt. 
only afford, a rotating pit-- 
citing staff of two, the pit- 
char was seldom pulled. 
There was no artiflc~l 
turf, with its exact bounce. 
There were pebbles and-tufts 
of grass that would give a 
bali a bad hop and pat it over 
the fielder's head, or through 
his legs, and make a single in-. 
to a u'iple; 
And' - -  this is one of the 
jrand things hbout baseball 
- -  there was always achance, 
even when it was 15-3, for a 
hometeam rally in the last of 
the ninth, witlrali ts wi!d ex- 
citement.. ' 
That's where baseball has 
it over other spectator sports. 
If the score in hockey is 8-2 
with two minutes to go, it's 
game over. Not even the 
Lord could sc0rethat many 
in.that time. Seine in foot- 
ball. • 'Score 30-10 and a 
minttte"and:a h lf left, there 
is no way. 
But in baseball, tile game " 
- is never over until the last 
player is retired. A real 
baseball fan nevei gives up. 
In those.days, you didn't see 
- the fans filing out early i f :  
their team was away behind. 
We sat tight,'waiting for the 
miracle. 
Greatest humiliation of my 
life was taking a called strike 
with the count hree and two 
and the winning runs on se- 
cond andthii'd, two out, last 
of the ninth. And ! still swear 
• that ball was low. 
And maybu those are the 
reasons I "  went to that 
double-hesder. Never mind: 
the four hours driving. Never 
mind" the horrible .traffic. 
Never mind the rip-off prices' -
and the claustrophobic feel. 
ing of being in n mob of 
40,0Q0 trying to get outer  a 
stadium. 
The game still has some of 
its old magic, on a mid. 
summer's eve. The players 
still boot that crucial ball. 
The coaches till make all the 
wrong decisions. The um- 
pires still have myopia. And 
the music of the crowd and 
the sn~elis of the_fond and the 
sight of that little whitepili 
sailing off |nto the blue, 
headed for the fence, make 
for a great evening of 
nostalgia. 
The Argyle Syndicate Ltcl. - 
THE. LIMBO LINE ; - 
('47) Craig Stevens, Kate" 
CYMara, Jean Marsh. Secret 
agent mustusen pretty Russian 
ballerina, as bait in order to' 
discoQer the means by which 
the Russians are kidnapping 
and smuggling defectors back 
to Russia. 
GUILTY OR INNQCENT: -THE 
SAM SHEPPARD MURDER 
CASE 
• George Peppard stars In this 
World Premiere drama based 
on the wall-known 1954 ease in. 
which • Cleveland osteopath, 
Dr. Sam Sheppa~, was con. 
his wife, Imprisoned, and 
eventually, retried and freed, 
William Windem co.stars ~s a 
reporter who befriends Shep, 
pard; Nine Van Paliandl plays 
.Sheppm'd'n second wltot Walter 
MaOlnn porlrays his flambeyan 
eaconcl dehnu Mtornoy; and 
Bernard Hughes play8 •n 
emrliar defense attorney, 
Q 
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BILLION.DOLLAR SUBWAY 
Unde;rground in R i 
" "  RIO DE JANEIRO to a _"law of sllence"+ work progresses, they say 
(.AP) - - .Rio de Ja .n~.0's eft.active'between, l0  p.m. they  can no longer find 
subWnyLm a moon-armor and 6 a,m. ~ut it is not, places to park. - 
tranb-l~ortation a id  that uncommon to see' heavy.. .  Neighbors in one area eaid 
+~et imes  . eems a billion- machlner~ rollisg up and.  they. were  . severely 
uar  ctlsaster, . downa .subway construction incqnvenienced when all  
Its .path is marked by area at4  a .m.  + :four local supermarkets 
mud, broken window panes, ' The subwa.y's progress, closed down. As streets are 
cracked, walk. and furious has . been, accompanied by..-dug up and.traffic to the 
apartment .dwellers who .crac~n~.walls, ruptured area  cut Off, many" stores 
compla.in cement mixersi sewage unes .and frequent-have become stranded, 
pile .drivers and • heav~ interruptions o~ watex, gas, iosing business because 
machinery have made K electric., and telephone-.customers find. it too. 
impossible to sleep . . . .  service as.. lines are acci -  Inconven/eat •to get to them. 
Officials estimat_e the den telly.~t: _ " . • : The Alencer Glass Shop in 
midway will cost $I.I billion Rio remnants complain Catete, however, evoryed a 
bY the time it is finished, itis ilfe.+in formerly pleasant, .brisk increase in busineas 
hbped, in+1979. But some say..., tree-dmded ;neighborhoods ,..:when subway, construction 
nobody. + really, knows the has I~een.dis~ptedp or tha.t ,began to approach.. In  one'  
ev~toal figure, . . ~ xron~ emranc.es, to thel r !~__o-wcek ~od.it.repla.c_ed+. ' 
!~/uman~;anu macerml •.aparnnent. -nuumags: !nave: /.!l,+O00--- panes- 'Of" K lus  : in- 
costs + are ab_sur~y, higher been blocked off. As the~*t l l~  windows. 
t h a n  " ~ '  ' ' " "  " ~ . . . .  ' " predicted, . grumbled . . . . . .  . . . • . 
the.Jornal do Brash in an . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
editorial.."Nobody + knows 
how .much i t  has cost and 
will cost." +. - .... 
Irritations have been so  
extensive that some people 
have retaliated by throwmg 
tomatoes, rotten.eggs anl 
bottles from their 
apartment windows at the 
construction workers below. 
The unfortunate operator of 
one cement •mixer missed 
three days'of work when he 
was struck on the head b~ a 
azil's cassava ,  one . *o f  Br~ 
mos.t ,popular. Vegetable 
producm. 
Technically, Rio is subject 
+ Vegg ie  
"" " " J+ ~ nOtes 
l eave  the  head  o~a le t tuce  
intact when storin8 it in the  
" + • " " WELOONETOTERRAOE 
R.0.M,P.. Muiioan+ lide  
AU6, 6 and 6at 7p,m, 
 ollowhoad Hal & 6rain 
Kispox lame 
3316 0LARK RD, •Mi6-3667 
WE ARE PROUD TO DE THE SUPPLIERS OF THE TOP 
IIIALI1N HAT Hd ORIIIH.'FOR THESE FINE HORSES, 
•+ 
Adv isory  D iv i s ion ,  
Agriculture Canada. 
Division experts, say 
lettuce .should be rinsed . i n  
cold water before storing it, 
Remove discolored orwilted 
leaves, drain; dry. and 
refrigerateup to one week in 
a tightly, clo~ed plas+tic• bag 
or ,  L coat~iLner  w i th  d p a p e r  
towel to absorb excess mois- 
ture. 
.When standing in front of 
the • .avalanche, of lettuce at 
the stwermarket, +look ~for 
the "~irmest, • freshest,. 
unblemished headin the pile 
they say . . . .  " 
: :,When choosing the type of 
lettuce ybu want, thereare 
sei~eral to-.ch0ose from, 
Boston 'o~ ~'~ butterhead 
lettuce has a loose head with 
Soft, wa~ green leaves that 
separate easily+ Leaf lettuce 
i s  li~htgreen, with .  loosmy 
• 'bunched leaves and ra~ed 
edS~maine  or  ~ le t tuce  i s  
described as '  having an 
elongated, upright head and 
dark-green~ outer -leaves, 
shading [o almost white at 
the +root end. • 
• Other greens inc lude 
curly endive (chicory), • 
escaro le  ++ (broad leaved 
endive) and+ French or 
" . . ' . ~ n  ~ V  e ' " 1 1 
' /  ~++"+-~+THI'/ nAWHS / 
-+ '+(+oYl~vldMcCillum, Johnny+. 
/-++ -"Crlwford " and-.. +Nlcolelli 
+" '.~. ~ Mii,:hSl¼il:i++.Dwlng WorM' Wir 
. . . - : . .+ : + ,  ..+ . / i . !~an~: : ioMI i r~ '  Is :HOt  . ' to  
: ':• ~-:•,:: ...... + .!:canlM~+ a + Yu0osldvlln ••miMr : 
+, i++~ • : ! ,+  .. . ,. 
2 ¸  4 
- :  
," .--+ 
; 3&6 
"~,'.+ ... . , . 
4q l I IN ID I ,Y  GIANT ' - 
Mt nmmmp 
I I  I% 
SlLMTLn TOOAY 
Wal l t  OF  FO lmJ l~  . 
I~ I  J~IYI IOOYI OUI I~  • 
IHOO1P IPOI! 1n i l  ITAns:  
O41~ &114n IvM,+ " 
llOl.l.,~vooo s ~W~lU 
lmlOOClOnS '
N4on4111 woK i ,  o 
I 
i 
• .9:00 
9. .30 • 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11 :30  
13:00 
12:3o ] 
:~M~ KINOOOM . . . .  ~ . . . .  I :~  ..,i MOVI. Ila 
-,,enATH V~L iY  nAYS . . . . . .  1 :30  :~"+"  
, 'm+0N MU u,~Y 2:00 ] 
UoenO~oN0mr ~. .  2 :30"  "1 ~o~0mmmm.s0+ow 
"mu s ~.MOVm ,~T~aOU ~mmY ' - , - 3 :~ . . . . . .  .. 
- • + .nms~souRcHoe~ " - -  " 4:00  +,., , - • " " 
n i 
. ~ .mC'N,~ ~, ' "  4 :30  ITH~SHOW 
Ul lVS~A*_nw_~L . ,  -~m4HY&N4N - • . ,  , 5 :~"  ~ -  ~ 
~ m  - .moan • 5:30 .  . . . .  ' . " 
NE NIOHTLY NM ., .... IK IUROLA~ - +. 6:00  ' im--w HOUI I  
... +. • " 6 :30  
-SEATTLE  TONIGHT.  : 'OK I (RP I~OHa " i t :00  MARILYN MC¢00 • BILLY' 
.11~111B.. ' OAVlS JR. SHOW • ' 
H0~.YW0OOS0U+mB + ~.~ +m,m~u~m.." 7:30  : SrAnsoNnm 
uj~ce~&so~. .. ..M~RY-UMOONE 8:00  - ~dVYANOMAKIE  . . . .  
cram &THN ~AH ""  ' m0cOmO~Hn MA~ . . . . .  0 :3~ . . . . . . .  
1' ~ ' + ; . . . . . . . . .  9:30 
~ • " " . ~ S T O R Y  " " . . . . . . . . .  lO:00 . . . . .  O01NCY +- 
l 
" m"  n " : - .  , : '  : , ,  I0 :39  + /. 
+,m, +++' ., ' '  ' ,,~THumno~u.. + • /,II:01~-" ~cwmws + 
ImMIIMM ItOOM 
-,IMAN ~ SHOW 
.... iDMlqtI110N, - " 
FII IST I ~  
HOT HANDS 
IKION NUV~ HOIA! 
-, ADAM FI + 
: 9 
SESAME STREET 
m,~- ,~cco .  . 
/ "  i '  
• . -~ . .  
-. o . .  
• " . ,o  
.itm" cAIn" ' 
"NIT S iX . ,  ". 
sca~ S~+ 
+.HJJ0~AN STEW 
, vvgg~m~mQm~,~ . .  
n 
z r~t0os  . , 
' ,n~ACHIN~ O.OT ... 
,11~NNYSON • ,  
C 0 ~ C A n . . ~  
u S'ntek'l" 
Midk~em /
• ~CCOMPANY 
COI4BtJM~ SURVIVAL KIT 
THE MACHHEIL~ 
IEAOLIE 
WAU. Sl l tBBT VVtEK 
MAS~rJcPIIt~ THIMTRU-  
v 
BLACK F iA~,~-~hv l  ON 
.JT14E .~ , ' -  i 
~u moedmrs00ow - . 
IS " tO
f gosbv lan  mlper" . '  ' ~ ' ' "  '~ '*  : : :~  " "  . . . . .  " 
[e tra~;Ic ml | toko  of~;, 11mMmmoNT. .SMCOU. .  
., . . . ]  
q 
. ,+merit  aNaL ,  • " . . . .  11: '30 : :  :~*SHOOa PIN~. sm~Qpp . . . .  : 
+.~isuavlvom . ' .  + , . . , . ,  13 :00~, . '  TH I I~ .mI IHOW,  , - ,  . . . . . .  
.~!!lHm-ORSAY DMlttClWIIS '- :. ] " .  ' " r  . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  ~ • . . . . . .  
m 
H I 
~ .~-~+,~+, . . . . ; ,  , ~+ , , , ,  , "  . .. , ; . . : . ,  ~ . . . .  ., , . . " . . 
• L, 
+I  q . 
r~:. 
. . . . .  I + • 
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SPEED BUGGY 
MONSTER .K]UAD 
SPACE GHOST. 
BIG JOHN, LITTLE JOHN 
NBc MAJOR LEAGUE 
'BASEBALL ' ' • 
THIS ~ tN llASEIIALL 
THE SATURDAY MOVIE 
FISHING WITH ROLAND 
"MARTIN 
SESAME STREET . 
NEWSERVICE • DOBBS - 
KENNE .DY UVE . 
9:00 
9:30 
CIRCLESqUARE 10:00  
DOUBLED ECKER 
CANDIAN NATIONAL 
"TENNIS 
CHAMFIONSHIPS 
I • 
SATURDAy MORNING 
KLAHN~IE 
SATURDAY MATINEE: 
"J.W. C~"  
NFB FILN~ 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
, 3:00 
3:30 
4:00 GREATCNU.DIAN ESCAPE 
CFLTHISWEB( • 4:30  
WORLOOFSUR~VAL SPACIEM~9 5:00 
5:30 
SATURDAY.___._ EV|NINO 
ilOB MOJMN SHOW 
OUTDOOR EWJCATION 
6:00 
6:30 
~VlLD KINODQM 7:00 
~n oo~ sNGw ~ WLLUM " .. ~ :~ 
sl~m~cY~ ' :  • ~-". ,0:00. 
" MOVIE" SATURDAY N t e H'i"- . " " ' r ' ~ e~ ~9 L 
AT THe ~ovms; ~ mem,~ m~v . . . . . .  ' 9i00 
• "The Frm ~ ~ 9:30 
10:00 
RING OF xemmm. 10:~ 
THE m~o~u. 11:0Q 
V~EKEND NIGHT IFI I~ML. 
SSTARMOVIE 
-"~lche Rife" 
SATURDAY DOUELE 
- - - -  | .-;ATIJRE 
KIDOIES ON VJ~MBRA ": 
KIDSTUFF . 
LET'S GO . 
m~'LCO.  
SHOW BIZ 
JOYS OF COUJECilNG 
ART OF DSQKING 
RED FISHER SHQW 
t=0UNTRY WAY 
CKt/NqONSHI P TENNIS 
AlL 51rAR WRESTUNG 
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
NEWS HOUR. 
i 
NUE YOU BID~ BIIRVIIIDS • 
SP0RTS SFIBCIAL ""  
• • . .  . 
"1 
NASHVlUJE~ • " • 
' C l a m  
11:30 Nms m F IuL  
12:00 mn'm M~OU. 
THI LATII SHOW 
ONCE UPON A CLMSl¢ 
I 
ZOOM 
BIG liLIJE MARBLE 
| 
REB~ 
S ~  ~E~"  
GUPPIES TO GRQUPnRS 
01L IUINTINO 
UUAS, YOGA AND YOU 
CROCKEI"T'S VICTORY 
FOOD PRESERVING 
WOMAN 
li~KBIEAT . 
FIRING " UNE 
"NOVA ' 
AGE OF UNCERTAINTY. 
M.D. 
~OFONAO.*~C.  
WODIHOWI PLAto  
• EVENING AT 
i 
PIIIU~BMAN~ ,UU2 
PICCADILLY CIRCUS " 
m-~"TiaN8 ;,~,;~mW. 
BION OFP 
i 
2 3&6 4 
IUKEMYSELF 
"GARDENING WITH ED~ 
HOTFUDGE 
MEETI fD PI.ACE 
BRADY "KIDS CANADA SUMMER GAMES 
C~"~;;I~ C.F..~----:..'ONI ES 
1977 SEAFAIR 
mHYDROPLANE RACE 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00  
10 :30  
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
• "SEARCH 
ERNEST ANGLEY 
ORAL ROBERTS 
i 
• DAY OF DISCOVERY 
IT IS tM~ITIrEN 
GARNER TED ARN6TROf~ " 
GOOD NEWS. 
PARAOe 12:30 ADAPE 
1:00 TERRYWINTERS 
WILDI.IFEINCRISIS 1:30 STAR TREK 
_JOURNAL 2:00 
MAN " ALIVE ,2 :30  
MUSICTOSEE 
SUMMER COUNTRY 
CAIdAr~ 
ACCESS 
• TO THE WILD COUHTRY 
REACH FOR THE TOP 
DISNEY 
THE BEACHCOMBERS 
MISS JONES AND SON 
I M  OF CANADA 
DUCHESS OF DUKE 
-STRIEIrr 
SUNDAY POPS CQNCERT 
A ~ W ~  Itm~X 
"Perlnml : 
' SUNDAY MOVIE 
""Griuly & the 1Yemum" 
GREAT AMERICAN GAME 
NIEET THE PRESS 
N EWSERVICE 
NBC NGIHTLY NEWS, 
STAR TREK 
WORLD OF DISNEY 
SUNDAY MYSTERY MOVIE 
'"Mr.Mflllm" • 
3:00  
3 :30  
4:00 
• 4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6 :30  
1:00 
7:30 
8:00 
0:30  
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:OQ 
11:30 
12:00 
NBI: MOVIE OF ~HE WEEK 
-"Yesta'd~'| Chllcr' 
NEWSERVICE 
S STAR/W~IE: 
m'WIIla Rldml" " "  
THE NATIONAL 
NIGHT FINAl. 
| 
SUNDAY MYSTERY MOVIE r
SUNDAY THEATRE: 
"It C4v;G,~ _.,.~. ]o I aW,, 
HORST KOEHLER 
QUESTION PERIOD 
LAST(NO THE tMLD . 
KEITH/VlcCOLL 
NEWSHOUR 
~MTOL COMI~ 
SiX MILLION DOLLAR 
MAN 
SONNY AND CriER 
SWITCH 
HUMAN JOURNEY 
¢W NEWS 
NEWS HOUR FINAL 
lrH| LATE SHOW 
m u l m  I I I  
9 
SESA/m mEET 
U STREer 
SESAME STREET 
LOOK AT ME" 
VAUmB AND MOEAMW 
WASHINGTON WEEK iN. 
R.I~IEW . 
WALL STREET ,WEEK 
.GREAT P E R ~  
LEGACY AMERICANA 
SECONDS TO PLAY 
GEnM/Uti SOCCER 
BRITISH SOCCER 
ONLY THEN REQAI~ MY 
( :T I : ,~  
SPOI.ErO: FESTIVAL OF 
WOP!_nS_ 
EVENING AT POPS 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
SHADES OF GRE'~NE 
O 
I 
PUNCH LINE 
WARLQCK 
(20th "St) Richard Wklmork, 
Henry Fondu, Anthony Quinn, 
Dorothy Malone, Tom Drake, 
Richard Arlen, DeForest 
Kelley, Frank Gershln. A 
gunfighter, hired by the town, 
and a cowboy, who has quit the 
outlaws, Join forces to wipe out 
the-gang terrorizing Warlock. 
Based on t!1o novel by Gekley 
Nail. 
APACHE RIFLES 
('45) Andle Murphy, Michael 
Dante, Undo Lawson• Arizona" 
IMP: Cavalry captain Is given 
the mission to s4NIk out and 
destroy the Mascalara Apaches, 
who have fled from thei r  
reservations end are battling 
the farmers and goM miners 
who have Invaded their  
homeland. 
THE FRONT PAGE 
('74) Jack Lemmon, Walter 
Matthau and Carol Burnoft s t i r  
In Bil ly Wilder's version of lien 
Hocht and Charles MacArlhur's 
comedy classic about the 
misfortunes of • top ChlullO 
repertor who is determined to 
get out of the newspaper 
budneas, but al lewi his edilar to 
prevail on him to cover one last 
spectacular news s tory .  Susan 
Sarendon, Vineaof h rdon i l ,  
David Wayne, Allen Garfield, 
Austin " Pondleton, ¢hor los 
Duming, IMroM GouM and 
Dero Merande on~r .  
I |  
IT COUI.~DN'T HAPPEN TO A 
NICER GUY 
( '74) Star! Paul ServinG, 
MiclMel Learned. A real estato 
salesman is roped at*gunpoint 
by • beautiful woman• 
McMILLAN 
While trying to avoid a pushy 
reporter ( Jul ia Sommars), 
Commissioner McMIl lan, an 
mute to a Hawalian'vacMIon, 
discovers an in.flight homiclde- 
a first ¢lase passenger who 
acc idont l l iy  drank some 
cyanide-laced wine that was 
meant for an unfoitllful w i fe  
(Tlsho Sterling). Rock Hudson 
stars. Jack Jones, Ed Nelson, 
Robert Webhor and Marlaa 
Pavan ors foatureci. 
YESTERDAY'S CHILD 
Shirley Jones plays a woman 
who, having rspoded Jho kid- 
napping of her daughter 14 
years before, is.. unexpectedly 
confronted bY a man (Claude 
Akins) who is the guardian of a 
17-year.old gir l  (Stephanle 
-21mholist) that he asserts is the 
missing child, and heiress. 
Geraldine Fitzgerald and Ross 
Martin co-stir. 
VILLA RIDESI 
('68) Yu l  Brynner,  Robert 
Mitohum, Charles Bruosen and 
Herbert Lore. Screenplay by 
Robert Towne and Sam 
Packinpah. An American 
gunrunner with the use of his 
plane aids Villa in his fight 
against Mexico's revolutionary 
forces in 1912. 
PORTRAIT IN BLACK 
('60) Stars I Jna Turner, An. 
thony Gulnn, Sandre Dee, John 
Saxon• Shipping tycoon's 
beautiful second wife and 
doctor plan to hasten his death. 
After auocDsdlng ~er~rming 
perfect cram(,, they-are being 
blackmailed. 
~ ' ~ " ~  THE Th~sday, 4, IW7, PAGE S TOWNSMAN, August 
BANDAR SHAHPOUR, 
Iran (Router) - -  Iran, rich 
' in off and gas, is investing 
l he~v~y to become a major 
producer, a.nd ~competitive 
~porter of petrochemicals. 
• ~ By the end of the current 
five-year development plan 
in March, 1988, the country 
willhave invested $14biilion 
in the petrochemical 
industry, says  Bagher . . . .  
Mostofi, the manager of the a~.out to emoar~ on similar 
National Petrochemical Co. sclzemes. - " 
•-With the  private ~sectot Saudi Arabia, which holds 
also ' investing in related the worldi~_biggust oil 
projects, Iran may . be reserves, ig~_r ted  to be 
~.esrning $20billion a year--  ~pm,.nning to~SlilMd .~0billion 
me amoun~ now received m me nex~ seve~m years. 
from 0ilsaies--by the turn For. I ran ,  . the 
of tbe.century.~ he said. pezrocnemicai indusu'~ is 
,~Already.. six ° plants, built an "absolute neeessity~z" 
;since -. 1963,; ~produce Mostofl saia, pointing ~o me 
.'l,5mflliou tons  of various day when Iran's oil and ps  
,petrochemicaL produets reserveswfll, run out . ,  
• annually. " : . . . . .  , Shah Mohammed neza 
TJ~e ~ a~uiL.Baldavihesordered thatthe 
sd~edu ledhm~ oo~ntry ' s  abundant  
the middle of f~ , '~- - - - '~ '  .hy~ocarbo.~ ~ used mo.~ 
than double the annual ~.°Emdus.triauza~°n; amam 
~illar o~ me grea( civ- 
ilization" he envisages for 
~'an.  
output. Costing $1.83bilHon, 
it is the biggest of its kind 
east of the Suez canal. 
It is being built bY Iran- 
Japan Petrochemical Co. on 
the mud fiats of this city on 
the northern coast of the 
Persian Gulf. 
"We plan to build 27 more 
petrochemical plants, large 
and small, by 1908 at a cost 
of $10billion," Mostofl said. 
"We hope to develop :the 
Iranian chemical industry 
into a.reliable und economic 
BENEATH • THE* i2" M iLE  
,ran in invests  cushy- . 
' in petrochemicals - 
source of supply to' the producing a number of i l J  Hidden Somewhere in .the ads. 
world."-* petrochemieai derivatives. ~ in t h e entertain men t se(:tion 
But there will be tou~h A few of these- are 
competition as other oil- exported but most of the , .~  'are two.Terrace phone numbers. 
producing countries develop output, which" includes 
their industries and begin to fertilizers, i s  eorisumed ~,Find them, and if one is yours you've won. 
seek foreign markets, locally. . 
began~raq' b-ansettingand Kuwait  , J ~ Pick up your  t ickets a t  the Hera ld  off ice, 
d i up I ~ 3212 Ka lum ST. petrochemical industries " - : - . . . . .  
more than a decade ago. -. 
Qatar and Saudi Arabia are 
Aug 3.4 'SHOWING AT  8 P .M.  ; I 
'mcx  .smunnv / 
FRENCH TICKLERS; : ... 
DANISH LOVE A CTS 
MATINEE "Burning oil and gas for "~ 
heat ing or electricity is a f /  THE WIZARD 0F  BAGDAD 
sin," the shah said. "They t )  
should be  used in 
petrochemicais so .that a 
1 ~ousand other things canbe 
made out of them. rr 
He.said more then 70,000 
derivatives can be obtained 
from off and gas. 
Wbfle this might be a 
distant arget for lran, the 
existing plants are 
.In kNplnll with out high 7 &9 P .M. :N IGHTLY  
MIndard of quality we send 
our suedes to the Nople who 9 P.M.  ONLY  ON SUNDAY 
" " " ' -  Citizens Band Bring all your clennlno 
preblems to: 
• Candy C lark  
, . • " I N V A S I O N  . . , ,  
3&5 4 : 9 2. 
SaATR.E I'OOAY .," ' 9:00 ROMPER OOM • '~S.AME "S'TREi:T - . 
• • • . . . .  9 : 3 0  ' O C ~ ' V ~ G A  , . .  ' i 
VbI4EEL OF FORTUNIE FRII¢Dt.Y GIANT ' 10:00 JEAN CANNEM SHOW . ELECTRIC CO. ', i ~. 
i 
0TS ~mmoo~s Guess ~ m~mssup 10:30 omnq~a~oN MaAS~TniCS 
stlom FO~ 1HE STARS SES~E STREET 11: 00 FIRST U~:RESSIOM ' ~ . . . .  
¢mCO&THEMAN 11:30 HeY H~nS " 'BREAO & BUTTERFUES 
HmJ.~OOOSQUARES SUt.V~R "11 12:00 IW)QN NEWSHQUR " ELECTRIC CO. 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES CBC HL~n - 12: 30 ~ U M~JNG MUStc 
~nLX) mNOOOM I:00 MO~E: ANIM~.S & SUC~ " 
Ihe 12 Mile ,~  ~e OOCTORS nEATH Vm.U.EY OAYS !:30 .u . . .  
AJHOTHERWORLD ,. A l l .  IN'rH ae FAMILY 2:00 INS'IDE -,OUT" . ' 
EOOE OF NIG~n" 2: 30 ~ HA,%MEL SHOW ~WORbSMITH " 
THe S cra.oCK Mann . . . .  T0ua~ so 3 :00  SPEAHOUT 
-'~0mrn, on 0m~urdem" 
: CLq.mmTY COOKS 3 :30  AHOmm W0PJ.~ c~uc~.  ~P~NnmHC, 
i 
• , ri,'r YOUR CHUCe 4: O0 SESA~ Sl"nEET 
: JUSI" FOR FUN , 4 :30  1 114E LU~f SHOW : 
LETvS/~qKE A DEAl. RAIHBOWCOUNTRY 5 :00  EMERGENCY " MISTER ROGER 
i 
NEWSERVICE RQOMm - 5: 30 . . . .  SLSCrRnC CO~PAm" 
N6C NIGHTLY NEWS HOURGLASS ' . 6:00 'NEWS' HOUR ' 'Z~Qt, A
"SEATTLE TONIGHT," ; "  JUSTFOR FUN 6:30 CROCKETT'S VICTORY 
TONDTE BARNAB~JONES 7: 00 THE JEFFIRRSONS ' LaHNBR REPORT 
"?ad  HoLLYWOOO ~030 H~INE 'HOHTERS ' ~NNERSANDLQSERS 
"~--RmHouse ON .n4e - -=  , RHOOA, 8:00 THEW,OI.TOMI SHADF.SOFOREENE 
-Pludme ~ p~q~s 6:30 . . . .  
NSC.MONDAY HIOHT AT BEYOND REASON 9 :00 '  PIGANDWHISTIJR " AOE OF UNCIIRTAINTY 
.THE MOVlaSs 
' . v ,o  , . . , . , . .0  I 
• ' CANADA sUt~AE. GNV~S 10:00  NIEWAVIlNGERS: " i ~O~IN~A/~eI ! .  
10:3~t 
n j 1 ~ ~ J I ! :00  ¢lrv NL'M ' , THE mU. Pt)Pt.~ 
• 0NIOHI"SHOW HIGH1' FINN. - !1:30 'NL'q~HOUItmNAi. , snqNO4~'~ 
~Do~DA oot~mcnoN: 12:00 XHU LATe SHOW 
,- "~--mm " : '~  In ~ -  
I 
"rOVIORROWSHOW SlON ~up NIIW$ - '_ ' , • ~ ~ • , ,. 
. . . . .  • L 
\ 
daughter and mysterious 
American. ~ 
REEl: " 
( '~) stars Terry Moore, Robert 
Wagner, Gilbert "Roland.. 
Murderous competition for rich. 
but-dongerous sponge beds 
between •divers o f  Tarpon 
Spr ings -nnd .the English 
'conchs'~ of, Key West. .... 
OPERATION AMSTERDAM 
('iO) Peter Finch, Eva Bartok, 
Tony Britton, Alexander Knox. 
British send • raiding party into 
Amsterdam to pursuade the 
diamond .merchants" to give 
their stones- to them for 
sofekNplng I~fore the Get. 
roans can get ~em. 
THE FAMILY WAY 
('17} Hayley Mills ancl Hywol 
Bonnktt portray a newly 
married couple In Loncoshlro,- 
England and John Mills plays 
the cranky and sometimes cruel 
father of the groom who is 
responsible for the unforseen 
problem that  arls'es on the. 
young couple's wedding •ight. 
John Comer,; Wilfred Pickles 
and Murray Head are featured. 
RAW~WI HD'IN EDEN 
('98). StarS Esther Williams, 
Jeff Chandler. Off be l t  
romance and adventure as i let 
set couple on, way to loin a 
luxury yachting par ty  ere 
thrown off coum and crash on 
a small island occuphsl by • 
peasant, his beautiful gren- 
. 
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WATTm TO~W 9:00  - low, i ra  nooM sm~E mum'r  ." " 
. . , , , 0 - - =  ' FLEET wmm- op ~ n  mmu.y  mar  10:00 J tu~ c ,  Hm~ show eXPLOmMO GUn ~ ,  
- -m~wooo~oums m.  t~BSUP ' 10 :30  omqm~m MUSIC =CACti I F 'P~DERZC~)N (CP)  - -  
.S~OTt~THEsr ,~s  smuu~nlp . l~  I I :00  Rmf ie~memom eA~mNOMUmC ~ S ing le -eng ine  Avenger  
, , " ' a i rc ra f t ,  a mode lwh ich  once 
• CmOO&~Ee~ 11:30 HeY HANDS INIqi~f.PAC?, I .flew f rom f~"  decks  o f  - .  
mc.Lw~oo _so~___:m stay.mr "n  - 13:00 NOONMMHOUm t Canadian a i rc ra f t  carders ,  _ 
.rows OF OUR -,YES C~ NeWS ~ : 12 :30 ~M.U EXPLW,~S are  the mains tay  of the  f leet  
.~EOOCTOnS . vau~mooea I :00 ~L . .  . ' ,  . . m.~,NC. " ~ Of "ailrplanes which car r ies  
-- ~ ' rH  Vm~'v OArS 1:30 . . . . .  v~ , out t~ a~nnual spruce  bud-  
- ' ' I worm- spray  program m 
. _ __ -~.  WORLO AU.JNIrIHm P~VLY 3 :00  . MJmNoN~mc t New Brunswick ,  
eooeOFNmm" 2:30  ~UUmmM~SHOW zmmAVnNOS ' A spokesman for '  F.o~r~. .t " 
• "1  ° 
~m = o~ac  ~ns  V~Ke ~merv 3:00  ~ow~r  sou~r~ Protect ion  L td . ,  wmcn 
- 'q~wn0~.er .  " - -  ceuesmwmo~s 3:30 ~Non~awom.o  ' " v~u.~m-~oR~Lrrv. ~ operates  the  spray  progr  .an]. 
res To~c~o,ce  4:00 ~ e  ~,,~=, t. for  the  prov inc ia t  
government ,  sa ide ight  rail- 
M~.  t,~so~c. - - -  " 4 :30  ~e LUCY SHOW l l onaeres  of forest laf ld were  
~k'T'S~KSAOP-~- • -: . . . .  ~__  summa- - ,  . . . . .  5 :00-  e~mmmc~ . . . . .  m.  ~,,,=,c~:. ~mo~ t swayed th is  year .  . . . . . . . . .  ? . . . . . . .  
N~mD__ ~C~ ~---'~"~ . - - ' - -  5:30  ~ c  ~m,v,aw Th]ree .Aveni~ers c rashed 
.NB~NIGHT1.YNEWS . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ".;..: ' .  . . . . . .  "... "..': . . . . . .  . , . : .6 :00  : N~SUOU~- : :  .~ : .~: . .  ' .  ~ .  :... w l~ le :e~ed~i~th isy .e~. .  . . . . . . .  . . . : , : . . . .  
spray ing ,  operat ions .  The  
6 :30  . • mo~U~M~mm.~ ' pilot of one  of .the planes,  - 
SeATTLe TONIGHT, ;  Clq. I~OTILeJIJ. ' ~:00 soesv~nmONmOW Lmma~powr  ' ~st  put  in serv ice  by  the " 
• .TON,TE - , ,mamatsm"  .. ~ 1:30 HAWm mv~ Nme.s.muemu. • ' Canaa ian  Navy  in the 1950s, . 
.-~..~_THAr~u,E • ,N M a ~  ~ t  was  k i l l ed  ~,b i ]e  the  o ther  
SEATTLE MARINERS 0"00  ~ " . . . .  == TRAP two  escaped in jury.  
• eu~sm~u. - - - - -  0 :30  • , juuu  " 
9 :00  ONE DAY AT A TiME SOMETHING ~ "  
! Editor,s Quoteao0k ' ~,-~,;-~,-'r~. y .  eUkCK KOTTER 10:00  KOMK ~,~=, .~= ,.:, 
HN~ ONICRS 10: 3Q . " , . "  - . We. know- too much,  
NEWS THENAnC~U. 11:00  ' " CWNEWS " ' ' * 'ENGraM and are conv inced-o f  
TONIGHT SHOW NIGHT mNN. 11 :30  maWS HOU~IqtUU.. :~ '  ' too little. 
I~LL.~O00 THIImmS£ 12:00  m|  l.~=~ sHow . . . . .  T .S .  E l io t  _ .=  - ;- . .. 
.10~_...__o~W SHOW ' SION OFF NEWS 
• . WAR K ILL  
Stars  George  Montgomery ,  
. -  Eddie In fants .  Amer ican of- 
• f loer~leads " a. band of. Phl l l lp.  
- -  M/ms f lgMIng  despwate ly  to  rM 
the i r  smal l  Is land of  oppression 
"dur ing  W.E. I I .  
• ' THE YOUNG MR.  P ITT"  
( '42)  Rober t  Donas  Phy l l i s  
Calvert ,  Robed Mor ley .  The 
" " 1 " '  * '  " ' ' ' ~ " ~ . . . . .  ' ' *~ 1" " " ' . . . . .  ~" : "  ~ career  ef.tllN, mH who k¢ame 
' '1 * - -  1 " '  " i 1 ' ~ m M i n l M w  o f  England a t  
• - ' "  ~. " - - Mo  N le  of  24 dur ing the Ndod 
" .  '~  L 
• : before  'and  dur ing  the 
• • . , 
SEASON OF PASSION 
' Anne lk lx te ' ,  John Mi l ls .  For  16 
mrs  two sugar  can cutters 
have bmm spending 1Mar layo f f  
'2  3&6 4 9 . . . , .  s,.,,,..ng.,.= 
• t ime. .The INh  year  is d i f ferent .  
mTn~ ~OAY 9 :00  M . m  
.~  9 :30  .; ~ Y O O A  . . . .  " . . .  . BROKEN ARROW 
( 'SO)  S~ars James 'Stewart ,  Jef f  
mu- - -OFFORnm~ mmymNi l r  10:C~ J lUmCNH~mOW - V I~TH CMndler ,  Debts Paget. How 
,~s NrmooYsou~ss  ~ mumup 10:30  , oepmmoN AMERICA, one man 's  courage helped to"  
S~OOTP0RTHES~MS sew~nmmT__  I1 :00  IqRSTO~PUmOm . .  I . b r ing  peace  between the 
Her. mNm -| ~ i~- ,~ Apaches and the Arizona Mt- 
CHICO & THE MAN 11:30  
K t iers in. !l170"s. 
H01.1.YWO0os~umm SUMMBt 'n  13 :00  NOON NEWS flOUR ~CCO.  GREEN MANSIONS 
OAYS OF OUR UVES Ce¢ NEWS , . ! : ! :30  " • ik~tm: I m.EL '~cnY .  ('$9) Audrey.Hepibum, Anthony.  
1HEDQ¢lrORS WlLIDKINGDOM 1:00  - -~,~. .k , , , , . -  - I NU.(jON4CTE W Por ld l l l ,  LEo J. Cobb, SMHU@" 
aeA~VN.LL 'YD~S 1 :30  I 1WOCENTSVS)~I . Hayakawa,  Henry  S i lva .  
I OUR N~m OJreded by  Met  Fet ter .  A 
ANOTHER WORLD , ALL IN THE FAMILY ; 2 :00  .. I yomg I~ l l t l ca l  re fugu  in the 
EOOE OF NlOHr ' " 2 :30  AL,NI mMm.  SHOW ~ inc. . . . . .  VeM'ZUelan Bungle meets R ims,  
THESO'CLOCKMOVI| TAKE111~ITY 3 :00  I CFa'S PUBLIC W O~ " the  b i rd  g i r l . "  Tr ibal  dance 
' .'Omn e~nda"  - - ' - - .  ce .nmTy cooks " . -:'... 3 :30  . N~3nrHm wom.o a F-------:A choreographed by Kather ine " 
Dunham.  Screenp lay  by 
IT'S YOQR CHOICE 4 :  00 ' I SeSaME S~cr.~r Dorothy 'Kingsley.,  
ZOOM 4:30  THn LUCY SHOW'. I . EFFE'CT OF  GAMMA ,RAYS 
LET' MAKE A DEN. THE TOMORROW PMQiq.E 5 :00  . AD~,12 IMI~,=mTGIIRS' NIIOH-_~_~ 'ON .MAN- IN .THE-MOON 
N .m~_~_.~vlce ___BOO~___ m $ :30  ~INSOAY . " ~COMPM~t .  MARIGOLDS 
NBcNIGHTI.YNE~S ~ 6 :00  NEM HOUR ; ~00M.  ( ' /2)  BaNd on Pau l  Zlndel 's  
" ~ 1971 Pul l lzer  Prize play,  0 f lare  
• 6 :30  I . I .O~11a~lS.  Paul Newman's  direct ion,  • 
SEATTLE TONIGHT,  WOLJq~ JACKSHOW.  7:00  .O000 .TIMES " .  ~ t ,V~i , ,  t.mm=a perceptive, s tory  of  • mlddla-  
- -miTE  - -  MAJOR LEAGUE ? :30  WIINtSS TO YIESTIERDAY . .".T~-ORT :___.,mY ek~: .~u.  , t ~Ml t r .q~A aged woman whotskes  her  own 
frustrat ions and fa i lures out  on 
ORI3~LYADAMS "MI',.M f f t l "  0 :00  mo~CWOt, Wl  _:NOVA .her tem4geddH0hters .  I t l sa  
0 :30  . . . . .  - power fu l  i¢ons lderat lon  of  
CPOSHMKEY 9 :00  CrVMOVUlO~THttMmK. ' a n~OUOHI" " . - . v ict ims o f  t ime and place, and 
-'_~--~ of C .T.-:-- _'---_.'~-= on I d surv iva l , ,  s tar r ing  Jeanne " 
THe *"*  ,u,~c 9 :30  ~ n ~  Mm~0kW . . . .  
'Woodward H the mother,  and 
KINOSTON..CQt~ID ' . . 10 :00  . ~ TeA • Roboda Wallach and Nell Pelts 
-ENTIAL - -  CJUL4kDA SUMMER GAMES |0 :3  Q . .. . ~',1 B00K6EAT . ' ~ , I I  |he dl iughtl lre. 
NEWS ,THE HAnONN. " i1 :0~ ' ' CWNaWS ~, ANYONin ~ ~-~i~ : WORLD. IN  HIS ARMS ... . . . . .  
TOt~m~rrsHow NmHT. iqNm. ' " 11 :30 ,  ,' .~.NtSWSHOU~tN~.. , .  . ,  " ('S2). Stare-Gregory Peck, Ann 
THmwesmp.N - 13:00 i "  THe~Tl t tmaW Blyt,h,* Anthony Qulnn. San  " - 
, - : :~ , ; ;  in  Ns k , , . "  . F r i f t¢ i l¢o  : 1850: S4HI capta in  - . . .  - 
" " a ' " " " 1. romances  Russ ian  countess ,  . - 
TOt~_._n,~SHO w SlO~t OFF N I le  .... . ' f ry ing  "~.]tO e icspe  fo rced  .... " 
" L " . . . . .  ' " : . . . . .  " . . . . . .  1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  * • .mi le . legs  to prim:e; . . . . .  - ,-~ . 
- . / .  
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: TOURISTS EXPECTED!IN DROVES 
• ' ames '  ...... * *Newfues*"  awai t  •Summer  G 
. . --  - ST; JOHN'S ,  Nfld. 000-plus athletes and history," .recreation and--  Newfoundland a strategy. Tom-ism was worth about 
(CP) . . / - - .  - Government  offidals., space,;and St. John's  hotels, for tourism development; .$100milljon to the New- 
: oft idalsand others involved The anticipated increase end motels ~re pret~ well The program, dev i~d by foundland- economy" las t  
in. the tourism industry are :has spurred I~e local tourist eqtdPl~," • a - ~mni iss ion department officiak with year. 
ex lP~. l~ their busisstsea,  commission to ponder a spokenman sa id  inan  the uss i s tanee  of a 
soseverwi th  one of the concentrated ef fort  to interview, consultant  f rom Nova - I 
• is land's  b iggest  drawing attract convention traffic. It  
cards .~er  on,the, agamm. . i s  s~g ~ns~an cities 
- '  -". • ' ' " : of comparable size-"to find 
The .Canada "Summer '  out the secrets of  'their 
Ga /mes ,  /scheduled for success'" in playing/host to 1 
.,a1~,7-19 bere, are expected conventions, ,;' ' " -" 
to . :d raw thousands  of - "This province has a lot  to 
visitorsin addition to the S.- offer tour is ts - - lots ' ,  of 
• The biggest p rob lemis  a Scotia, is to identify places _. -  - • .. 
single fa-c~ity large enough of tour ist  potent ia l  and ~ ~ * ~ . .  
to house all delegates to a needs, and what can be done  - '~ '~F  ~. - "  
single " convenffon, i~ At about the sitnstlonl on. a ~, . i j  ; . ' , i :  ~ *' - ~ 
pre~.nt,, large conventions shorttermhasis--f ive y ars. U~Z,~ z r~m~ " " 
have to. accommodate their " I t  is being realized that. .7 " Iv"  ~-7~- .  . ] 
delegates in a number  of hotels and motels.cannot be A.  ~ . . . . . . .  , 
hotels and motels.  • . viablein certain areas of ~ L i [ ~ ~ .  " " " 
. X - - -  m•,  S - • '~ - The province's part  in the provin" ceandthaal ternat ive ~ ~ ' " " '~ , 'F "  • ~ ' 
~ l  nr rn~n i l l  i rn  build-tourism scheme has inay be camping grounds," , . ' . • 
• "~ J .V  i ~  ~ U i i l ~  U l U l I l been . an. advertising ~id.~ckey._ / .  " . ~[~,~.  ~-..~ "/• 
~/. '.~ " " " "n  • - . .: s : - campaign in,~adonsl  and . He noted that 12 to 15 per ~ . . ~ l l ~  
• IP t~f~f '~ lP l i~t  ~q lP~%IP~t '~ I  Ir '~l~' i  international magazines, cent o f  Campgrounds. in' ~,'~"~.~llrJM..~'~-,r~,~l~ , .  
I I  IUO. I  IO  q,J/q.TL.Jq, JULO ~Thet0urismdepa]'tmcnthas Newfoundland are privately . k ~ ~ ~ ' l ~  
--~...~, ..~..~.~. • . i v  - " "  a $500,000 budget  for operated while pr ivate - : ~ - . ~ "  : .  
• .I~A~A~..,~J, unt. (CP) - -  additional hoops f~r these p~omotionall purposes, this enterprise runs 78per  cent . ~ . ~ . ~  ' 
. m~roaucuon o~ a ~ core. young people to jump year. " • of campgrounds in P r ince  l i l P~ i~.~-_ .~ ' J J i~F Jp  
curr icu lum into Ontar io  ihrou~h and our dropout "Tourism Minlater Thomas Edward~sland, 75per cent ' ~  ~ 
.seconaar~. se.noom.~m.ay rate will~increuse." ~ Hickey and  his. officials in Nova Scotia and 70 per ~t  ~MIMHS~ r
mc. rease . -me.~o~c ~e,  Failing .core subjetts is have been negotiating with, cent in  New Brunswick~ • -~lm~rmmh~,~,W,~." 
says•a  uoara m eoucauon .one of the main reasons a Ottawa the te rms of .a. 25- ,'The main thrust of the ' 
superintendent, " . student decides to.abandon ~year a~reement to develop pro~ram is to get the ~rivate • 
.R.A. Dodds, who. recently the echool s~stem. ~.. - . "histor'~calcorridors'100or' _ ~,ctor more involvec{ in the ( "~.4  / "~.  • 
r~..ign.ed.as supe/.~. nd.ent A provixlc|al:studylfoend :moreprojents, omeof them tourist industry." ;. "~"~, -nm~'~'~,~,~ : I • 
• o lme l ,ensoxaneAoam~on 31per cent of dropouis leave " quite big and costly." . The  province, hopes an .V~IIIJ~,VVI~II[(9,, [ 
Coiinty school  board..ito because tbey/..d~ikesehool Hickey says a network of agreehient ,  worth about. ' .. ( J  ,,o."-1. 
nssme .a. Sthem~e l~smon generally, 30 per  cent leave places to.visit and things to  ilgmillion, can  be reached • " ,. 1... 
~pt .  ~ w~.m i.e .l'e~J. i~)un~y as a result of falling, 20per see • is .  the type of this summer on the strategy- I t ' s  t ime to ~11 your ~ i • 
ooa.r.a . in ,  M.sssnssauga, cent became they, dislike development . hat .a t t rac ts  program.. . ' ' .~.'; , . ,  , _ _  * I. • 
premcton me.uropoucrace courses and 19. per cent visitors and facilitates the  Meanwhile, ateamatMe, . -wmcomewagonnoscees. .~ .  
wul grow among smaenu in because they disl ike a r rangement  of package ,  mor ia l  Un ivers i ty  is FVrLYN ANWEILER ] 
' th.efoyr-~earle.vel.ofstu.d~..teache~. . . tours. .... . studying the effects of , "  13s.ssy! : / ; "  
,,~n an,.m.~ ,~ew .ne.saia: __ , , '  . ,  ,,^ . The department a l so  Is tourism, including the costs ~ or  . I 
• -in ere ns u me (Iou~( m my u~m .sam: ~ne ~ my negotiat ing ' a :. . federal- end benefits, Koverment  WENDY CLIBBn=TT l 
- ml~l,~ a..nd I l~veme tae.~,  ~ ~re  ious" concerns .is provincial agreement  on. a ~oltey,' athd social andcu l -  , f i rmly  ~ 
. .~asmusues  to supRor~ ~ : .a ~.e..sysmm~ m~y. l)e. program uss.~ned to give ':rural implications. ~ . ~  
• mat -  ( l l e  genera l - leve l  gum e l l t i s t .  MOSt  ~eacnors  ,..~...,..................,........,......;........_...;.;;~_:.;.:.:.:.... . . . . , . . . .~  . . . .  ,...~ . . .e . . ,  . :~  . . .  ~_~.;.:f~..;..~ . . .  ,.;.~ ~ - '  . • . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~ e l~ h - - - - -  ......................~...~..~.......~...~.~.~..~.~.~ :: .~.~.:~:.:..:.:.~..~.:~..:..~::::::~.~..::...~:.~.~..~:~.FA~:~.~.~`: =uoent m not weu provmen ana u~s~ees ave a romaine- . ~ . . . .  • . . ,:~., 
" f~ ' in~ second~ce l  clans, elitist sort of .edu- " ' i ' /  ' .1  i / l l  " ' ~]"  
system of thisprovince, cation and background. " - ~  an m s m i /  • - " 
- "These*s tudents  "We must conl~ue to ~ " I g U H M M  _~. . . . . .  ;~].~- 
constitute a:majority in o~ search for a system which 
schools, yet .in come.on  w~ slow down- the learning . _ " ~ :.~i-:"~ 
with the .aea'dmic" elite, proems for some and • 5 0 t  h -,.: little isdone for them. The I tup  for others." .... . . " - . . . .  . :  ~ :.- 
majority of  dropouts come D~Ids said educat ion  . . . .  " . . . . .  ~ 
f r0m. i  th i s•  group of decisions all too often :~!/!'. i" ' ~ 
youngster, depend . on political; 
- "My fear is that recent ency. " "~/  
decisions by  the politicians e '~ i ' s  no long-range 
to "~ -intrOduce .core planning, none beyond the 
curriculum, core  subjects next election; decisions are 
and~ prov ince-w ide  made'today but you can't 
evaluat ion i w i l l  provide Count on them tomorrow., 
FINNIN6 mAOTOR EQeImEHT 
oOHPANY UNITED 
Is pleased to sponsor a 
NILNAGING INTERPERSONAL 
REUTmNSHIPS SEMIN  
to boholdln tlm.Sknana Room Terrace Hotel 
on September 7fh and eth IW7 - 
Pinning Tractor ?reining Division will be 
)resenting this 2 day Intensive training seminar 
~hich teaches 'Who am I? 'Who are all those 
maple out there?' and 'Whatlspecisl skills do I 
mad:to deml with them?' it  is n program aimed 
itsupervisors and managers at all levels.. 
rhis ~ program has been ~und highly successful 
n many major areas of BritiSh Columbia, and 
~inCe registration is limited, application should 
m made now. - 
or turthor details please contact: - 
ary Petorson, 
INNING TRAC?OR & EQUIPMENT CO, LTD. 
LAHINIVERSAR Y 
o"  . , ' . - i  
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21 Keith Avenue 
trrace; LBoC. 
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CHANGE 
SCHNITZEL OF )URS 
...... HOUSE!. 
BREAKFAST-TUES.- FRi. 7AMIIOAM 
DiningGu " ' " " °  ~ .  • SAT. & SUN.. BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DiN. ' '  -NER " 10AM.10PM ' " • (INTERNATIONAL) CLOSED MONDAY (CUISIN'E) .. KALUM MOTEL, 
16 West, Tnrrace 
1/TRIITfl TERRA,tl)E HOTEL OELEBRATES 
iJi) ii "Ii t b -SOth ANNIVERSARY - 
~ :. ,: ) , : .~  . ° , , . . , , o ,  Terrace Hotel DAILY,,:S0a.m..:lp.m; 
i~ : -  . ' ~" 'C  ' , r :~ .  . lonvenl ion 0entre of the Ilorlh West .. * I 
• ~S~ .  !~%:~~!  'Red O'or Cabaret ' . ,: .. "~,.' • • Lounge.. I 
~!!i:.~  .' " ' ' / (i!~i~! "ii:~i ' EXCELLENT DANCE BAND " K . . . . . . .  . . . i , , . .  I 
L ~ ...... : " :  " ' :  ~!;~ JULY 25 - AUG. 6, 1977 2 WEEKS ONLY ' JULY 28, AUG. 13, 1977 / 
~kl  1 , ' . ~ / J -~ l i  ~ LOT OF THINGS BETTER m~Ikh~ J~ . ,~ '~~f~'~1 Chop Suey Garden j " ~ ' ! ! ,  . 
"~A~P"  ~ :  Restaurant !~J~ I1~ ~I~ff/]~,l/!~ Bruce & Debble ' 
• .  t • " ' Ou='J; Ca r ru thers  
• RESTAURANT i . . . .  ~ Owners  
T A ~ ~ ~ "  E . I~ .  ~ WITHIN TOWN LIMITS . . . .1~ q/ ;q~l r -~' .  " 4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
• c ~ _  ¢ -~-~t>,~ . . . . . . .  ~ a~t_ ,=. - . _  92 .3 '  I b - u:! 636-710" Cu,'s,i~s ~:  . - "~; ~.. !~1:~ U 
~~ ="r':"":i'"'°""~27 m:~ . ~ r .  HOTEL 
. ~  ~-.:,::,0.:::-::::;,:. ~t,~ , ,~;,  ~ .. ~ "~'%1 
~ '~ " ~ ' + ~ ~  " [ "  ~ "- WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
i~0, . , .~ .oo . .o . , .~  I 638-1946 ~ /~ .l~J.~£~/-~_\ PRIVATE PARTIES 
' ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, 1 " 44. o ~ ~ ~ c s ~  BANQUETS 
L.o.oo., 624-2621 or 624-3359 CATERI NG OINING ROOM 
• o,,VE.,N ,,,,,..w..,=,s,. DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
I I 
i /~  15 i ."~,o~.c, ~.~ ~T,' ¢:lsanDman INN .o.,. HECTORS 
:k; I~ ~ llJ ~ ~ ~  APPEARING N IGHTLY iN  THE LOUNGE MON-SAT,INTERNATIONAL cU IS INE5 PM • 11PM
" ' " '  " "  " " BOB CHA R-BROILED STEAKS 
4736 Lakelse Ave. Terraoe WILLOUGHBY Phone 638.8141 
COUNTRY & WESTERN 4~20 Lake lw Avenue 
Char-Broiled Steak $ 2.99 THE SlIIIDBIIII INN 
Including: BAKED POTATO ::'~'~ " 
. o , .oF . . ° .an ,  - - -  - .  O . .o . . . . , . .  . o  I'1 DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST ~ THANK THE PEOPLE 
OF TERRACE FOR 
King-Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99 ~ THEIR PATRONAGE 
DURING THEIR 
% Tender lo in Steak Dinner $4 .99 IOth " 
~ANN . . . . , , . . .  ~ <m,mRESTAURANT.& CANADI  Steak & Shrimp Combo $4.39 tvcntliitv 
FOOD J umbo Shrimp Dinner $ 2.99 
• "/'; ~D ''' 1' W. 10a"to|'a;Mo;dIYsS:turd6Vl 11 Chopped Beef Dinner $ I.$9. ~ 61S '~| IT  "11 amto IOpm Sundly: 
PHONE The Mikeburger $1.39 ~ ~IIl 
~ "  _ . . . . . t': " . . . ,=- . . . , .= .  . . . .  . . . . , . .= . ,o . ,= .  terraoe~ I , I ,  4642 Lazelle West, of GFTK 
• .. . .  . 
L 
